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USE OF THESIS 
 
 
The Use of Thesis statement is not included in this version of the thesis. 
� 
'lhe literature al llllSelD am art gallery visits by schools 
draws attential to the fact that schools am other educatiooal 
institutiais may perceive the art gallery as a place for learning 
am educatial whilst other groops in society oo rX>t. 'lhe literature 
also draws attential to intemal am extemal factors related to the 
school am art gallery CX11text which may CX11trirute to the interned 
am mrlnteooed aitcanes of art gallery visits by schools. 
'lb date, rX> research has been CDlducted into the effects of a 
sinJle visit to the Art Gallery of Western Australia (AG'lA) al 
secxn:Jary art students. Art teachers am Gallery educatial officers 
have regularly used the Art Gallery as an educatiooal resa.u:ce for 
students yet have received little or rX> feedback al the 
worthwhileness of visits or students' experiences in the Gallery. 
'Ihis study investigates the effects of these Gallery experiences al 
secaidary art students, based al their expectatiais am perceptiais 
of an in-gallery art lessen. 
'Ihree local secaidary school groops visitinJ the Art Gallery 
for an in-gallery art lessen were surveyed. 'Ihis study followed a 
qualitative / naturalistic research �, usinJ structured 
interviews with teachers; ooservatiais of the Gallery visits; am a 
survey of students usinJ questiamaires in a previsit-postvisit 
format. 
iii 
Findi.n1s indicate that seeir¥1 original art W'X'ks aoo lea:ming 
nore abc:ut art duri.D;1 Art Gallery visits were significant cx:ncerns 
for art teachers ard students in this study. Students' respxlSeS 
suggest that the sir¥1le gallery visit ck)es have positive ard 
negative effects oo individual students ard such effects are 
cognitive ard affective in nature. '!he nature of such effects 
appears to be depeooent oo individual respoose to the cxntextual 
factors foorxi within the Art Gallery visit aoo the student' s 
perceived significance of the visit. 
iv 
"I certify that this thesis does not inco:rparate, with:xlt 
ackrx:Mledgnent, any material previoosly subnitted for a degree or 
diplana in any institutioo. of higher educatioo. and that, to the best 
of my krx:Jwledge and belief, it does not ca,.tain any material 
previcusly p.Jblished or written by another perscn except where due 
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'!be first-ham experience of original art l>Orks has laig been 
caisidered a valuable experience. Art educators arrl art gallery 
educatiai officers have regarded the art gallery visit as an 
�t part of art educatiai prograrrmes. For Westen,. Australian 
secc:J'ldary art stooents, a visit to the Art Gallery of Westen,. 
Australia (AGJA) provides an �ty to see original art l>Orks, 
� quality reproductioos arrl hear disoourse ai the l>Orks am art 
matters. 
'!be Art Gallery of Westen,. Australia is a State Government 
fumed �ic institutiai, which together with the Western 
Australian M.Jseun, Alexander Library, Perth 'Iheatre Trust arrl Perth 
Institute of Ccn� Arts q,erate uooer the auspices of the 
Deparbnent for the Arts. '!be Minister for Arts makes fuoos 
available to the Gallery Board arrl the Director ( throogh the 
Deparbnent for the Arts) for Gallery services, staffing arrl the 
acquisi tiai of l>Orks. '!be Minister for Arts has sane input in 
funding but has rx> direct input in policy matters or the day to day 
decisiai mak.irg prooesses. Ole of the Gallery' s functioos as a 
�ic institutiai is to provide an educatiai service to the 
CClllllmity with a certain propartiai of its fuoos. 
� to Speck ( 1 985, p. so), during 1 985 1GilA provided 
two sclxx:>l art pnxu:anmes namely, "'!be Voluntary Gallery G.ri.des" arrl 
1 
2 
"cane and Draw". '1he first, c:x:mducted by trained volmiteers, had 
been runniD:J far seven years and was a service available to the 
general public as well as schools. 'Ibis pzojtamne, which cxntinues 
today as a regularly available programne far the public, includes 
toors and lectures. '1he seoc:n3. programne, which was nore activity 
or worksq> based, was specifically designed far primary and 
secaidary school groops and was organised and carried ait by 1'GRA 
educatioo. officers. In this programne students had a general 
lecture toor with a gallery guide then a practical drawiD3' sessioo. 
with an educatioo. officer. "cane and Draw" aa,eared to be a 
successful prog:ranme which in, "1985 was recorded to have attracted 
an average of 4, 500 students per (school] term since its inceptioo. 
in term 2, 1983" (Speck, 1985, R). 38, 50). 
With the develqments in the Art History oarp:xlel'lt of the 
Year 11 and 12 Tertiary Fntranoe Examinatioo. ('IEE) Art coorse in 
1986-87, and the appoinbnent of a Senior Fducatioo. Officer far 1'GRA 
at awraximately the same time, there have been subsequent 
develqments in the educatioo. sectioo. at the Gallery. 'lhese 
included the provisioo. of nore carprehensi ve art educatioo. services 
in the areas of school visits, art history lectures and cxnferences, 
special progranmes related to visitin;J, toorin;J exhibitioo.s, 
productioo. of visual and print resoorces and syllaoos support 
material caterin;J far the requirements of the Year 12, TEE Art 
coorse. Fran this it may be assuned that cx:nmmicatioo. links exist 
between art curriculun and syllaoos develq>ers, educatioo. officers 
and secaidary art teachers, particularly with regard to the needs of 
the TEE Art coorse. Even tlnlgh. these links were forged by the need 
to service part of the 'IEE Art syllaoos, cx:nmmicatioo. oo. art 
3 
educaticn matters in general may have helped shape the nature and 
p:rovisicn of '/GRA. educaticn services far sch:X>ls at all levels. 
Gallery based educaticn services, such as tlnse listed above, 
are coosistently utilised by seoadary art teachers and students, 
particularly tlnse involved in Year 12 'IEE Art syllahls. 'Ihe 
success of these educaticn services may be estimated by determining 
the nmi::>er of sch:X>l groops that take advantage of in-gallery art 
lessens ( lessens organised and carried ait by educaticn officers) ; 
however, poptl.arity and frequency of gallery visits are rx:>t 
coosidered reliable measures of progranme, lessen or visit 
effectiveness (Eisner and Itii>s, 1988; Mead, 1970; 'lhistleiwood, 
1987). It may be assuned that the effectiveness of a programne, 
lessen or visit may be measured by the actual aitcx::mes. It cxxtl.d 
also be that the perceived effectiveness of a programne, lessen or 
visit by art teachers and students differs due to the uniqueness of 
individual perc:epticn, expectaticn and respa,se to experience. 
Al.teniatively, it may be that a progranme, lessai or visit is 
coosidered effective if it is perceived by the student as :iqx)rtant 
am Klrthwhile; interestm.;i am enjoyable; am useful. 'lb date 
there is rx:> infcmnaticn available describiB,;J the actual aitcx::mes or 
effects of a sm,;ile gallery visit made by Western Australian 
seoadary art students. 
'!his stlrly investigates the effects of an Art Gallery visit 
en sane seoadary art students. In this study the visit took the 
form of an in-gallery art lessen with an educaticn officer. 'Ihe 
effects of an in-gallery art lessen are investigated fran the 
perspective of seoadary art students' expectaticns and perc:epticns 
of the visit' s inp:)rtance and \tOrthwhileness; interest am 
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enjoyment; arx1. usefulness. In additicn, CC11Sideraticn is given to 
seooodary art teachers' percepticns of the Gallery arx1. the educaticn 
services provided. 
Given the time arx1. resaxrces available, this study did l'X)t 
address issues related to the efficiency of an educaticn service. 
'lhis study addressed cnly those issues related to the effectiveness 
of an educaticn service provided by IGllA. 'lhis study does l'X)t 
detennine whether the Gallery visit was effective or l'X)t, but 
investigates the issues that may cx:ntrihlte to effectiveness. 'lhis 
study was limited to seooodary schools, art teachers arx1. students in 
the Perth metrqx)li tan area woo visited 'IGilA for an in-gallery art 
lessen during August arx1. SepteniJer 1989. 
'lhe findings of this study ooold provide feedback to 
educaticn officers aboot the educaticn service they provide. As 
well, it ooold provide feedback to practising seooodary art teachers 
woo may l'X)t have time to evaluate the results of Gallery visits by 
stl.Xients fran the point of view of "all parties involved" (Mada.us 
et al. , 1983, p. 249) • SUch infonnaticn ooold cx:ntrihlte to 
present arx1. future decisicn-making practices by seooodary art 
teachers arx1. educaticn officers in planning Gallery-based leaming 
experiences in Art. 
QIAPD!R 'DI) 
'.DE � <P .ARI.' GALLFBDS .AS �: 
A REYIBf <P "DE Ll'D3RMtR 
Sane may perceive that ooe of the major roles of the art 
gallery in society is that of (an) Frlucator. 'Ibis means that the 
art gallery is a place where the general cxmrunity can leam and be 
educated. lbwever the literature suggests that cru.y schools and 
other educatiooal. institutioos may perceive and utilise the art 
gallery in this way. 
'1he Art Gallery as ti:n,tar 
Pml.ic Respansibi l i ties of Art Galleries 
Besides offering recrea.tioo and entertairlnent oo "rainy 
Saturday afternoa1s" (Mead, 1970, p. 24), and providing relief fran 
the c:x:ristant visual lx:mbaranent characteristic of a ocmnercially 
oriented world (Mead, 1970; MacLeod, 1985; 'lhistlewood, 1987), art 
galleries are also places for sch:>larship and for keeping in tooch 
with rur cultural heritage (Calooste Gtl.benkian Fourxiatioo [mF], 
1982; Liroer, 1987; Newsan and Silver, 1978). 'Ihe auth:>rs cited 
ocncurred that the experience of art galleries are valuable in that 
they can ccntrirute to the develqment of the wh::>le perscn. 
lbwever, in the reality of a "media-saturated world" (Mead, 1970, p. 
23-25) not all neti)ers of the general oamunity support or value 
this view of art galleries (American Associatioo of 14.lselins [AAM] , 
1984) • Olly particular iooi vidua.ls hold the view that art galleries 
can ccntrirute to the develqment of the 'wlx:>le perscn' . 
5 
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l4.1se\.Jns and art galleries are in ca,stant �titic:n with 
cxmnercial entertaimlent and recreatiooal institutioos (.MM, 1 984; 
Mead, 1 970; 'lhistlEK)()d, 1 987) and this cx::q>etitic:n can affect their 
status within society. 'lhus, to survive in a cxmnercially oriented 
world, nuseuns and art galleries nust play alcngside cxmnercialism 
and "market" (.MM, 1 984, p. 1 00) themselves in such a way that they 
cbtain the �t of the general oc:mrunity for the purpose of 
preserving their status and prcm::>ting their value. 'Ihe .MM (1 984, 
p. 1 04) recarmerxled that nuseuns work towards gaining the support 
of "opinic:n leaders" and other influential auth:lrities as an avenue 
for reaching oot to the wider oc:mrunity and to potential 
supporters. An art gallery which acknowledges its respoosibili ty to 
other educatiooal institutioos may gain and sustain audience support 
both in the soon: and lc:nger tezm. ltJw an art gallery views its 
public role depends en a rcm;Je of factors includiBl funding 
arrarv;iements and the ptilosqny of its aaninistrators. 
'Ihe art galleries' educatiooal role arouses debate arocngst 
the decisic:n makers of these institutioos (Eisner and Itl:t>s, 1988; 
Newsan and Silver, 1 978) • Sane �d argue that art galleries 
stx:w.d not be respoosible for educating any specific groop in the 
oc:mrunity blt the woole oc:mrunity. Such is the view taken by c:ne 
nuseun officer woo proclaimed that, "nuseuns stx:w.d not be primarily 
for the use of people in their larval or sch:x>l-going stage" (Newsan 
and Silver, 1 978, p. 1 8) • 'Ibis may be so, however art galleries 
slx:w.d view themselves having an educatiooal respoosibility to 
sch:x>ls and to sch:x>l children, for as Newsan and Silver (1 978, p. 
1 8) explained, "people in their larval sch:x>l-going stage" 
eventually becx:me adults, thus gallery going sch:x>l children have 
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the potential to develq> into gallery going adults. SclxJol children 
who visit the art gallery today have the potential to becx:me future 
suwcrters. Such a perspective canrx>t be overlOCKed by future 
oriented art gallery decisien makers. 
'lhe Fklucati.aial Functicn of Art Ga] J eries 
M:>st art galleries do perceive themselves as having sane kirrl 
of educaticnal functien regardless of which group or groups they 
target. It is a ccnsistent belief cm::D3St art gallery educators 
that the prime educators in art galleries are the oojects am 
exhibits they cx:ntain (AAM, 1 984; Olapnan, 1 982; MacLeod, 1 985; 
Mead, 1 970; 'lhistleiwood, 1 987; zeller, 1 985, 1 987) . 
'Ihe .MM (1 984) distin3uished between the ocncepts of learning 
am educatien in llllSelln.S. As the report suggested, learning is 
synoo.ym:xis with experiencing in llllSelln.S, thus, learning had a broad 
definitien. 'Ihe report also stressed that learning in rruseums is 
essentially en the individual' s CMn tenns. 'Ihat is, learning in a 
nuseum is a perscnal experience which is distinct fran being 
educated, as can be urrlerstood fran the following: 
Leanling in a nuseun is a spcntanecx.Js, individualized process; 
it canrx>t be i1l{lOSed en the visitor. � nuseum educatien 
eq;:i1asizes teaching am verbal oarm.micatien it does a 
disservice to the nuseun as a learning envirooment. (AAM, 1 984, 
p.59) 
Fran this it may be assuned that learning in an art gallery does rx>t 
necessarily have an educaticnal significance. As D.mcan am Wallach 
( 1 980, p. 488) suggest, the individual visitor may learn of a 
particular set of cultural am social values (particularly if it is 
different fran his or her CMn) just fran the rruseun' s "ensemble of 
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art, architecture and installatioos". Olce the exhibits begin to 
explain, oamunicate and inpart knowledge via acoarpanying visual 
and verbal aids, then the art gallery is said to be educating. 
'lhus, educatien and educating in art galleries goes beycni the mere 
presence of exhibits. 'lb be educated in an art gallery is an 
experience dictated largely by educatien officers and curators, who 
inpose their knowledge of the exhibits en the visitor. Sane of the 
ways art galleries atteq>t to educate the visitor according to the 
AAM (1984, p.55) are as follCMS: 
Gallery labels which identify and explain. Brochures and 
catalogues • • • nx::ents give talks; curators give lectures. 
Special toors are organised far children. 
Mlat IIIJSeUll decisien-mak.ers do with the exhibits; that is, the way 
they are presented and organised and the extent clients have been 
CDlSidered in the process, suggest hcM IIIJSeUll decisien makers 
perceive their nuseun' s educatiooal functien (Eisner and Itii>s, 
1 988). 
A study by Eisner and Itii>s ( 1 988) investigated hcM nuseun.s 
atteq>ted to educate visitors. 'Ihe study frond that this varied 
fran IIIJSeUll to nuseun and was often based en hcM the educatiooal 
functien of l1l.lSEllllS was interpreted. It may be assuned that hcM art 
gallery decisien-mak.ers perceived their educatiooal functien 
detennined the nature of any educatien service the art gallery 
provided far the general CXJIIII.Ulity or far specific gra.ips within the 
oamunity. As the study revealed, it was a belief of sane rruseum 
decisien makers that 11111.lSEll1lS are not educatiooal institutioos" (p. 
8) , that is, they were oot in the bJsiness of educating rut were 
places far display, a "sacred gzove" (p. 8) full of precious and 
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priceless d::>jects which peq>le can cane and aanire. 
Eisner and Ititls ( 1988) also foord that the oc:ncepts of 
leam.in;J and educating were syro,.ynDJS far sane nuseun decisiai 
makers. 'lb leani was also to .be educated. 'lhra.lgh viewing the 
exhibits the visitor was oot ally experiencing rut also .being 
educated. 'Ibis perspective was taken by Lee in Newsan and Silver 
(1978, R>· 21-26) wtx> stated that, "nuseuns are educatiooal 
institutiais'' like other educatiooal institutiais and cx:ntain 
valuable krx:Mledge and infarma.tiai related to, "aesthetic krx:Mledge" 
and "visual literacy". 'Ibis krx:Mledge is just as worthy of krxJwing 
as the prqx>sitimal krx:Mledge valued and transmitted by cnmonly 
accepted educatiooal institutiais. 'Ibis perspective suggested that 
an art gallery educates sinply by keeping the doors q>en to the 
�lie. Lee further held that 'merely by existing - preserving and 
exhibiting � of art - it (the nuseun) is educatiooal in the 
broadest and .best sense, though it never utters a sourxl or prints a 
w::m:i' (Eisner and J::lcti:>s, 1988, p. 7). Such a view appears sanewhat 
elitist and incoosiderate of the in:lividual, as re8J;XX1Se is 
depeooent upc:n the viewer' s krv:Mledge and experience as well as 
"class, sex and cultural backgra.md" (Duncan and wal.lach, 1980, p. 
457). IAlr¥:!an and wa1lach explained that nuseuns .belcng to the woole 
public, however, .because of the stnicture, arganisatiai and setting 
of rruseuns " the nuseun pra1pts the visitor to identify with an 
elite culture at the same time it spells cut his [or her] place in 
the social heirarchy". Because of this, either a cultural 
affinnatiai or a cx:ntradictiai is a possible experience far the 
visitor. 
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In the light of the distincticns made between learning aoo. 
educatiCD by the AAM ( 1984) , merely l.crld.r¥J does rx>t necessarily 
mean that cne is being educated. Irxlividual differences between 
visitors are very significant as Eisner aoo. Dci::bs (1988, p. 7) 
explained: 
'lhe extent to which they are able to experience the � CD 
display depends CD the particular � they encamter, the 
backgroond they possess, and what the nuseun does to provide 
assistance. 
Peq>le go to art galleries for different reascns and to be educated 
may be low CD an irxli vidual' s agenda. 'lhe degree to which sanec:ne 
will be educated depends CD the extent of koowledge of art the 
perscn has CD entry, and the degree to which art galleries 
acknowledge the distinctiCD between learning and educatiCD. 
I.eaznin3 and educatiCD \Olld inevitably be experienced in varying 
degrees by each perscn wh> visits the art gallery. 
Sdlools am Art Galleries 
'!he � of Art GaJ Jeries Versus the � of Schoals 
It has been recorded that teachers and students fran schools 
and educaticnal. instituticns oarprise a large prqx>rtiCD of the 
audience of art galleries (AAM, 1984; MacLeod, 1985). Newson aoo. 
Silver (1978) rx>ted that this had rx>t gene Ul'll'X)ticed by nuseuns. In 
their survey of American nusans, Newson and Silver ( 1978) rx>ted 
that provisiCD of school progranmes was merely part of the overall 
practise of the nuseun. Progranmes varied in cx:ntent, structure and 
pmpose fi:an nuseun to nuseun reflecting the particular needs of the 
general OCJllllmity and the schools, and they were guided by the 
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uooerlying educatiooal. prll.osqirles of the DUSelD. Overall, no.st 
m..iseuns were identified as attenpting to provide sane sort of 
educatioo. service far sch:>al.s. 'lhis practice was not oo.ly evident 
in American n.iseuns rut also in Australian state art galleries which 
can be inferred fran Speck ( 1985) • As was the case with American 
galleries, prog1anmes provided by Australian art galleries differed 
fran state to state. 
N:>t oo.ly do art gallery educatioo. services differ, rut 
sch:x:>l.s use these services in different ways. N:>t all schools will 
have the art gallery experie11Ce written into their sclxx:>l 
curriculun. Often the gallery-sclxx:>l relatioo.ship is kept alive by 
the initiative of imividual subject teachers, who perceive gallery 
experience as valuable ccntrirutioo. to the body of krx:Mledge in 
their subject area (Gottfried, 1979; MacLeod, 1 985; Taylar, 1 987). 
Hargreaves (1983) stated that art teachers are the biggest oc:nsuners 
and potential praroters of art, and AAM ( 1984) , Olapnan ( 1 982), 
MacLeod (1985) and zeller (1985, 1987) noted that far many art 
educators, art galleries offer experiences that sch:x:>l.s canrx>t 
offer, the real thing, in this case, real art \tQl:KS. As 'lhistleiwood 
(1987) suggested, art galleries offer that incarparable experience 
of viewing and leaming aboot art fran the original (and not fran 
bocia;) • Art galleries enable art teachers to expose students to the 
"realised fOim" (Witkin, 1974, p. 56). 
It is teachers who can introduce students to the uniqueness 
of art in galleries and in so doing, enocm:age a sustained interest 
in the visual arts throogh prarotin;1 gallery visitin;1 as a life-loo.g 
activity (<X;F, 1982; Hargreaves, 1983; Iewis, 1980; MacLeod, 1985; 
Sabar and Shamir, 1988; Taylar, 1987; zeller, 1985, 1987) • Teachers 
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utilise the art gallery in a variety of ways and for many p.irposes 
and as Newsan and Silver (1978, p. 261) suggested, gallery educatioo 
services can be utilised w.ra¥JlY by art teachers in that instead of 
praroti.D:J the CXl'lOeptual and intrinsic value of art worl<s, they can 
be used to suwlement the "teacher's own aesthetic deficits". '!his 
was not to say that teachers utilised the art gallery and its 
educatioo services witha.it the educatioo of students in mi.oo, 
lxJwever, the real pirpose of gallery experiences may have been 
misintezpreted or lost in the CXXJrse of duty. Because of this, what 
aweared to hawen was that art galleries were basically "used to 
enrich the curriculun" (.MM, 1984, p. 67); and they were seen as an 
"extensioo of the classroan" (zeller, 1985, p. 7) or sinply as "a 
sdxx>l. field trip" (zeller, 1985, p. 9) and nothing nore. Nla.t also 
aweared to hawen was that teachers ooly utilised the art gallery 
(and) prograames when it was perceived as havi.D:J the potential to 
meet curriculun or syll..aoos d:>jectives (Taylor, 1987). 
'1he cxnsequences of this practice were that students were not 
exposed to other p.rograunes that the art gallery may have provided, 
which in tum created the inpressioo in students that the art 
gallery was a vital text l:xx:k for a particular CXXJrse of study and 
nothing nore. As further explained by Flood ( 1952) quoted by Zeller 
( 1985, p. 7), this 'signals to students that nuseum; are places to 
which no cne g:,es voluntarily', and in so doi.D:J, limits the 




(1985, p. 8) reminded teachers that "their 
is to the students and not the instructiooal 
d:>jecti ves of the teacher". He further suggested that the art 
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gallery's educatiooal goals sl'nll.d be urderstood as lcng-tenn, and 
that meeting the "instructiooal objectives" of the teacher or scoool 
is oot necessarily ooe of them. � to Zeller ( 1985, p. 9), 
art galleries sl'nll.d be perceived in their rightful role of "laying 
the fooooatioos of life-lcng learnin;J rather than provi� 
enrichnent to cl.assnxm learnin;J". It sl'nll.d be made clear that 
sclx::x,ls and art galleries are oot the same. Not aily ck> they differ 
envhaanentally rut also in educatiooal goals and practice 
(Gottfried, 1979, p. 173). '!bus, what sclxx:>l teachers sl'nll.d really 
be ooing is capitalising CD the unique characteristics of the art 
gallery CD the gallery's tenns, and oot in tenns of sch:x>l syllabi 
or curricula. Art gallery visits sl'nll.d rx>t have to cease upcn 
cx:npletiCD of a student's high sclx::x,l cxx.irse. PrarotiCD of visits 
as a soort tenn practice undermines the p:>tential intrinsic value of 
such visits (Iewis, 1980; MacLeod, 1985; Zeller, 1985). lk:Mever, 
the single visit which may be decided upcn initially by the teacher 
may have positive aitcx:mes when students' needs are OCX1Sidered in 
the plarming. 'lhe single visit has the potential to be an 
"illuninating experience" (Taylar, 1987, pt. 1 ) or an "inp:'inting" 
experience (Iewis, 1980, p. 154), and the visitor may experience 
"cx::nversive trauna" (Hargreaves, 1983, p. 141); that is, the 
experience may aroose students' interest and notivatiCD to visit the 
art gallery CD their CMn accx:xrd. 
Altln.lgh. art gallery educators may perceive the way in which 
art teachers use the art gallery as underminirg the true value of 
gallery experiences, what shatl.d be OCX1Sidered is that it is 
e<XXlCJllical and practical far teachers to realise sane of their 
instructiooal objectives by gallery visits. For oo matter h:M rruch 
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the teacher values gallery visits, the ideal of taking students to 
the gallery any time he or she wishes is unrealistic. casual 
gallery visits are, :oowever, unlikely to occur due to such tilings as 
sclxx>l aaninistrative procedures that pit stress al the organisatial 
of such visits. 'lhese procedures include the practice of ootaining 
pennissial fran parents, other teachers am. the sclxx>l principal who 
in tum may grant pennissial al the basis that the prq;x:>sed visit 
had been successfully justified al educatiooal gn:,JmS by the 
teacher (Newson am. Silver, 1 978). It may be tmfortunate that 
teachers nust practise within the sclxx>l' s limitatioos am. in 
particular, within its aaninistrative CXX1Straints, as Eisner (1 985, 
p. 374) explained: 
It is difficult for a teacher to sustain a node of teaching or 
to achieve educatiooal aims that are cx:ntradicted daily by the 
culture in which he or she works • • • •  professiooal lifestyle of 
the teacher is significantly shaped by the characteristics am. 
structure of the livin3 organism we call a sclxx>l. 
Eisner (1 985, p. 1 90) also suggested that the a.itcane of 
teaching stxxtl.d not ally be student achievement. Teachers also need 
to get sanet:hi.D:J a.it of the educatiooal experiences they provide for 
students. SUch educatiooal experiences planned for students may 
increase teachers' krx:Jwledge of the subject am. provide a means for 
ootaining new ideas for teaching. 'lhus, the educatiooal experience 
perceived as beneficial for ooth students am. teachers may 
cx:ntrihlte to effective teaching am. effective leam.ing. 
A cx:ncept that may help resolve the discrepancies between 
teachers' am. art gallery educators' perceptioos of the pirpose of 
gallery visits is "oollaboratial" (MacLeod, 1 985, p. 247), (Clark, 
1 985; Zeller, 1 987) . Aa:x>rdmj to Clark ( 1 985, p. 4) a rruseun am. 
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school partnership can "ocntrihlte to the new search far excellence 
in schooliBJ''. 'lbat is, a gallery-school relatiooship enables 
cxmu.mica.tiai of each other' s needs and so may increase effective 
use of art galleries as an educatiai resa.irce (�, 1982; L�, 
1987). 
provide 
If this is dcne then school and gallery woo both seek to 
students with sane fann of educatiai can, in 
"cal J abaratiai", provide the best art educatiai far stooents and 
thus enoairage a life lCDJ interest in art. If both school and 
gallery ackoowledge each others' unique ocntext then the gallery 
visit born. oot of "cal Jaboratiai" has the potential to meet both 
institutiais' educatiaial goals. Macleod stroogly advocated that 
"oollabaratiai" between the art gallery and school has the potential 
to secure enrichm:J art study and practice far students both in the 
slxlrt and lCDJer tenn. 
Factors QmtrihitiDj to the Effectiveness of Speci aJ i sed 
Infarae) learning Envirmaents 
'1he cxn:::ern far students' learniBJ and educatiai is a cu11101 
factor ai the agema of both teachers and gallery educatiai 
officers, and the art gallery visit by school children slntld be an 
event where sane sort of learniBJ will take place. Art galleries 
are places far learniBJ and educatiai and they have been likened to 
the learning settiB} and envircnnent of "zoos" and "aquariuns" 
(Churchnan, 1985). '1hese settiBJs have a cu11101 feature in that 
they ask far students to be taken oot of the familiar formal 
c1assroan settiB} to experience learning in an alternative 
envira1111er,t, and so may be awrq,riately tenned "informal" (Koran et 
al. , 1983, p. 328) . Gottfried ( 1979, p. 168) rx::>ted that far many 
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teachers, the decisicn to make use of the inf annal setting of 
nuseuns was often noti vated by sane educaticnal intenticn nme than 
to provide a "social experience". 
Studies en the nature of student learning in envircnnents 
other or sdxx>ls have been carried oo.t largely in 
the area of science in science nuseuns and centres (Balling et al. , 
1978; Erxx::hs and Finscn, 1987; Gottfried, 1979; Koran et al., 
1983) • Such studies have relevance to art educators and gallery 
educators far art galleries also provide an alternative setting far 
art teaching' 
1987, p. 122). 
and "offer an expanded learning envinuuent" (Linder, 
'lhe piysical envira111ent of art galleries may be 
perceived as specialised, that is, ooe specialising in the �ld of 
art and artists. Such specialised settiD:18 or envha1111ents may 
increase an iooividual' s interest and notivaticn far the subject 
( OOF, 1982; Duncan and wa11 ach, 1980) • 
Like learning in fo:nnal settings, learning in specialised 
info:nnal settings is also cognitive and/or affective (Balling et 
al., 1978; Orurchnan, 1985). li:Jwever, because of the unique 
characteristics that distinguish the specialised info:nnal setting 
fran the fo:nnal, teachers canrx>t expect the nature of learning in 
specialised info:nnal settings to be the same as learning in the 
classrcx:m far they are oot "sch:X>ls away fran sch:X>l" (Gottfried, 
1979, p. 173). For effective learning to take place in specialised 
info:nnal settings teachers need to ackn:Jwledge that such places 
differ fran cl assnx:ms. 
'lhe "sti.nulus-rich" nature of specialised info:anal settings 
(Balling et al., 1978, p. 127) can effect stooent learning and the 
overall effectiveness of the art gallery visit in meeting the 
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ci:>jecti ves or desired aitocmes that the teacher has in mind. A 
study by Balli.DJ et al. (1978, p. 129) en the nature of learning in 
inf annal settinJs hypothesised that the inf annal set ti.DJ ( or usi.DJ 
their definitien, "novel" setti.DJ) interfered with the "ccnceptual 
learning'' of students wlD were not ''familiar'' with the particular 
setti.DJ. en the other harxi, those wlD were "familiar" with the 
setti.DJ were actively involved in the learning activities. 'lhe 
study cxncluded that the desired learning aitocmes of the cx::casien 
were affected far the lea:mer gave priority to his or her 
fascinatien with the unfamiliar over the allocated learning 
activities. 'Ibis aitoane was also verified in a study carried ait 
by Stroock ( 1983) en children' s attitudes and learning in different 
nuseun toors, which cxncluded that fascinatien with the inf annal 
setti.DJ OCJll)etes with task learning. 
It clR)earS cnly natural far ooe' s CXXlCel'ltratien or attentien 
to be affected by elements ( such as piysical, psychological or 
social) in an unfamiliar envira11aent or situa.tien. As Balli.DJ et 
al. ( 1978) suggested, to keep this inevitability unacknowledged is 
not the solutiai in reduci.DJ the occurrence of undesired aitocmes; 
that is, aitocmes other than those described throogh the goals and 
d:>jecti ves of the visit. cne practical solutien far this was 
"adjusbnent" (Balli.DJ et al., 1978, p. 127), which allowed students 
to adjust to the unfamiliar envira11aent such as thralgh previsit 
prepa:ratien at school or the art gallery (lewis, 1980; Linder, 1987; 
Maciaxi, 1985; Taylar, 1986; Witkin, 1974). Or, as also suggested 
by Balli.DJ et al. (p. 133), writinJ "adjusbnent" into the agenda of 
the gallery visit slntl.d be ooosidered. 'lhe potential effects of 
elements in specialised infannal setti.DJs ai desired learning sl'ntl.d 
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be acooonted for by the teacher or educatim officer. With further 
"familiarity" the undesirable effects of a "novel" envircnnent m 
aooceptual leanling may be reduad. 
lb«wer, it slnJld also be n:>ted that the nature of the 
visit, together with student familiarity with the settin:J, can also 
ccntrib.Ite to overall effectiveness (Ballin:J et al., 1978; F.rxxils 
and Finsal, 1987; Koran et al., 1978). In his cx:nparative study 
between structured and unstructured nuseum t:aJ:rs, Sb:alck ( 1983) 
foond that children had nore positive attitudes fran unstructured 
t:aJ:rs than fran structured toors. A balance of the two waild 
ideally ccntribute to the �leness of the visit. In another 
study, Sabar and Shamir ( 1988, p. 266) ooocluded that a nuseum visit 
can be a "focused leanling activity"; that is, an experience which 
gives the visitor ernigh directim to reveal aspects that may be 
easily overl.cxxed by the visitor. Fran such a procedure, the visit 
was foond noti vatiooal and illuninatin:J. 'Ihe focused learning 
activities were foond to have provided students with enaigh 
structure, and were also unstructured ernigh to let students get to 
krx:JW the nuseun and its exhibits m their own tenns. 
It is oot mly a fascinatim with the unfamiliar setting that 
ccntributes to the ootcx:mes of a gallery visit bein:J other than 
tlXJSe interned. Duncan and waJ Jach ( 1980, p. 457) , quoted Bordieu 
and Daubel wh:> suggested that the culture the nuseun pratDtes may, 
"reinforce am::D';1 sane peq,le the feelin:J of bilinlin:J and am::D';1 
others the feelin:J of exclusim". Such ideas may be irrq;>arted 
silently throogh the "art, architecture and installatim" (Duncan 
and wa1 lach, 1980, p. 448). As well, in the case of gallery 
organised progranmes, unfamiliarity with the educatim officer and 
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pzogramne c:x:ntent can have an affect en the attibxle or behavioor of 
the students (Ha:l:riscn, 1 988; MacLeod, 1 985; Newsan ard Silver, 
1 978; Taylar, 1 987). '1hese situaticns, together with an unfamiliar 
setting may (otherwise) produce "aversive tra.'l.'lna" in the student 
which Hargreaves (1 983, p. 1 41 )  describes as negative attitudes 
tCMards the subject. SUch negative attitudes may :oot cnly be 
tCMards the gallery visit, rut to the woole idea of art galleries. 
As Macleod (1 985, p. 256) famd in cne case study groop involved in 
a gallery-sdxx:>l "oollaboraticn"(p.247) programne: students strcngly 
familiar with sdxx:>l procedures ard having a fixed caicept of a 
teacher were reluctant to "take directicns" or have their work 
"assessed" by a stranger in a strange envin::nnent. MacLeod 
ackrx:lwledged this to be a limitaticn of "oollaboraticn". Given such 
a situaticn, students may need to be given nore time to adjust to 
the setting, hJwever, it slntl.d be accepted that sane students will 
fioo it difficult to adjust or may sinply resist withoo.t making any 
attarpt to adjust. 'lhus, far iooividual students the programne may 
be perceived as a waste of time. 
Acoording to Newsan ard Silver ( 1 978, p. 261 ) , the 
ineffectiveness of a gallery visit can also be due to the "nuseun 
educator' s unfamiliarity with the realities of the classroan''. In 
this case, it is possible that the c:x:ntent which gallery educators 
choose far sdxx:>l groops may be beneath or beycrrl the cognitive 
level or beyan the interest ard experience of students. Such a 
situaticn was exposed by Ha:r:riscn (1 988, p. 55), where instead of a 
programne which enhanced or enriched students' "artistic 
percepticn", students lost interest in both the programne ard 
gallery visits, that is, it produced "aversive tralllla" 
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(Hargreaves, 1983, p. 141) in students. Harriscn (1988, p. 55) 
identified the main factors cxntribitin:j to this ootcx:me as the 
"timin;J of visits; nature of the relatiooship between teacher and 
guide; structure of the series; developnental level of students . . • 
backgroooo characteristics". As Taylor (1987, p. 290) suggested, 
11:inawrq,riately pitched infacma.tiai at a cxnceptual level can be 
guaranteed to tum many off", and so too would excessive factual 
infacma.tiai. Such infacma.tiai, whether audible or visual, may 
produce within the visitor what Lankford ( 1984, p. 152) describes as 
"sensory fatigue". Lankford · explains that piysical ocnlitioos 
affectin:j the body (for exanple discx:mfort and tiredness) may affect 
ooe' s perceptiai of a work of art and so cxntribite to the visit 
bein:J a waste of time. 
It can be assuned fran the foreg:>in:J that IX>t all progranmes 
provided by the art gallery are suitable for every age groop or 
schcol groop. 'lhus, the characteristics of students and sclx:x::>l 
groops need to be CD1Sidered by educatiai officers and teachers when 
plannirg gallery experiences. 'Ibis IX>tiai had been explored by 
Andrews and Asia ( 1979, p. 224), woo cai:ried oot a survey ai local 
Brocklyn teenagers' "values, wishes and l'lq>es" for the pirpose of 
develq>in:J effective, worthwhile JlllSaD proQL&nnes relevant to the 
needs and interests of the local students. fk:Jwever, this is IX>t to 
say that all art galleries need to carry oot a study of local 
students in order to provide worthwhile progranmes, for art gallery 
educators often beoane familiar with student needs throogh 
gallery-school "mll.aboratiai" (MacI.eod, 1985, p. 247). Fran 
Harriscn' s (1988) study it may be assuned that art gallery 
programnes and visits designed and planned solely by educatiai 
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officers, ard based m their own pedagogical theories, beliefs and 
practices, may prove ineffective far particular scoool groops sinply 
because educatim officers are unaware of the particular needs of 
their clients. 
In another study Jdmsm (1981, p. 63) foorrl that ca,.tent or 
koowledge expoJrded to students in a stnictured gallery tour or 
"docent tour" may be nothin;1 rut a "falsifying" experience of art. 
'lhe nature of the "docent tour" required a volunteer to guide 
students to exhibits and inpart infcmnatim aboot the exhibits. 
1i:Jwever, the infcmnatim the docent inparted was his or her own 
koowledge ard aesthetic judgments of the exhibit. According to 
Jdmsm (1 981 ,  p. 63), this infcmnatim was characteristically a 
Stmnary or intezpretatim and unsuitable far the develq;ment of 
students' aesthetic koowledge. All the students were getting were 
"typificatims" and "asBUll)tims". 'lhe true processes far 
develq;>ing aesthetic koowledge involves individualised inquiry and 
ca,.tenplatim, therefore it was urx}esirable to iJq>a.rt ooe 
individual' s aesthetic judgments as 'facts' to another. Al.thcugh 
this particular gallery experience was not effective fran the point 
of view of the researcher, it is possible that the students involved 
possessed mly a limited stock of koowledge aboot art and actually 
foorrl the tour persalally interesting, enjoyable and became 
interested to koow nore aboot art. In that case, despite the 
perceived educatiooal. limitatims of the tour, it oool.d be argued 
that the proqramne was still effective. 
Fran Harrism (1988) and Jdmsm (1 981 ), it can be suwased 
that individual characteristics such as previous experience and 
koowledge, oogniti ve develc:pnent and age, are ca,.triooting factors 
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to the nature of learning in specialised inf annal settin:Js. In 
tm:n, they may ccntrihlte to the overall effectiveness of the 
gallery visit or prog:taame. Students do brir¥1 with them imividual 
peculiarities such as "culture" and "socio-eoc:n::mic backgraJrrl" 
(Andrews and Asia, 1978; Erxx::hs and Finscn, 1987, p. 595), (which 
may oot necessarily be identical to toose which the art gallery 
prarotes) , and these may ccntriblte to their experience and 
performance in a given situatioo. It is ooly natural to experience 
events and situatioos in different ways, thus, each persai has 
differir¥1 perceptioos and judgnents of a given pienanenal. Given 
the unique characteristics of a specialised infonna.l settir¥1 and the 
unique characteristics of imi viduals, the actual oo.tcanes of a 
gallery visit may be sanetbir¥1 other than the desired ooes, for the 
wlx>l.e group or for the imividual. 
An Appmadl for an Inquiry into the Effectiveness 
of Gallery Visits 
Many factors associated with art galleries, sclxx:>ls, 
teachers, educatioo officers and students can ccntrihlte in cne way 
or another to the learning and educatir¥1 that takes place in art 
galleries and therefore to the overall effectiveness of an art 
gallery visit. Gallery visits planned with the needs of students in 
mind are CXJmUlly evaluated in te:rm9 of their success or failure in 
meetir¥1 desired oo.tcanes. H:Mever, with the nature of specialised 
infonna.l learning envira1nents such as art galleries described as 
tmfamiliar and "stinulus-rich" (Ballir¥1 et al. , 1978, p. 127), it 
seems nore �opriate to evaluate the effectiveness of a progranme 
according to the actual oo.tcanes as perceived by toose directly 
f 
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affected, that is, the students. Given the tmique characteristics 
of a specialised infatmal envha1111ent, and the diverse nature of 
individuals, an evalua.tien of a gallery visit fran the point of view 
of those wtX> actually experienced it is warranted. 
'Ihere is rx> stooy specific research methodology or 
instrunentatien available for a study en the tq>ic. �, the 
studies carried oot by Ballin";J et al., 1 978; Erx:x::hs and Finscn, 
1 987; G:>ttfried, 1 979; and Strooc:k, 1 983 may provide ideas for an 
appropriate research methodology for the research tq>ic. In va:cyin";J 
degrees and atphases these studies investigated the effects of a 
visit to the specialised infatmal learning envi.ta1nents of science 
nuseuns and focused en students' learning and attitudes tcMard the 
subject ( science) . 'Ihe foor studies all used nultiple data 
oollectien techniques, these were: questiamaires in a pretest, 
posttest fonnat; interviews and participant d:>servatien. 'Ihese 
metlxxls enabled the researchers to cf>tain infonnatien en students' 
krlc:Mledge of, and attitooe toerd the subject before and after the 
visit; cbservable and rx:n-d::>Servable behavioor and CXX1textual 
factors that may affect the subjects durin";J the visit and their 
respoose at the c:x:nclusien of the visit. In view of this, a 
nultiple data oollectien technique may also be an aw1opriate metlx:rl 
for cf>tainirg infonnatien en the actual ootcanes or effects of art 
gallery visits by students, in tenns of students expectaticns and 
percepticns of the visit. 
Further, such a study suggests for a qualitative / 
naturalistic approach to inquiry be taken. Orurcbnan ( 1 985, p. 1 8) 
in discussin";J appropriate evalua.tien � for a  study en the 
Fducatiooal. Irrpact of zoos and r-tlse\Jffis advocated a naturalistic 
L 
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approach using 'ncn-reactive measures' . A suggestial made by 
Rosendfeld ( 1 979) quoted by Orurchnan ( 1 985, p. 1 8) was for a 
naturalistic evalua.tial approach taken fran the perspective of the 
learner or visitor to understand hJw they: 
• • • direct am. organize their am experience, al understanding 
the factors that relate to infonnal learning fran their 
perspective, al their criteria for a sucx::essful visit am. al hJw 
they define learning am. what is inplrtant to them. 
Or awropriately, an "educatiooal. criticism" approach advocated by 
Eisner (1 985, p. 380) which is a qualitative approach to educatiooal. 
inquiry that : 
Aims oot at the reductial of cx:11l?lexities b.lt at their 
illuninatial in order that the factors am. qualities that make 
situa.tioos unique as well as general can be understood. 
Such awroaches are awlicable am. awropriate for the investigatial 
of the effects of a gallery visit al students. 
In the light of the above, an evalua.tial approach that is 
solely based al the desired aitcanes, or as Seri ven in Madaus et al. 
(1 983, p. 237) te:ans "goal-based", is oot awropriate for a study 
ccncerned with hunan expectatioos, perceptioos am. experience. A 
"goal-free" approach advocated by Scriven may be nore awropriate 
for it is 1 1cx:nsl:1Der1 1  oriented (Madaus et al., 1 983, p. 48, 249). 
Such an approach takes into OCDSideratial the tmintended am. 
unanticipated aitoanes as experienced am. perceived by irxli viduals 
in specialised infonnal learning envircnnents. Eisner (1 985, p. 1 99) 
suggested that an evalua.tial which is ally ccncerned with the 
intended goals or ci>jectives is "likely to be educatiooal.ly thin" 
am. alternatively suggested OCDSideratial of the tminteooed aitc:x:Jnes 
which may be "equally inp:>rtant am. at times even nore i.np:>rtant". 
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Critics of the "g;:Bl-free" awroach, such as Stake in Madaus 
et al. (1983, p. 290), suggested that a solely "g;:Bl-free" 
evalua.ticn, with:xlt CXDSideraticn of pre-specified goals or 
d:>jecti ves, allows the evaluator to make up his or her own goals for 
the p:rogranme to fit his or her fi.rdir¥JS, arrl it does mt eliminate 
the bias which it seeks to eradicate. '1he possibility of this 
� was already ackmwledged by Scriven ( 1983) woo reocmneooed 
an evalua.ticn approach that is a mixture of "g;:Bl-free" arrl 
"g;:Bl-based" (Mada.us et al., 1983, p. 249). In the cx::ntext of 
ir¥li viduals in specialised inf annal leaming envin:nnents, the 
"g;:Bl-free" approach may have nore weight in tenns of 
appropriateness than the "g;:Bl-based" approach. For the purposes of 
investigat:LBJ the effects of gallery visits, an evalua.ticn approach 
fran the point of view of those wh:> actually experience it is 
warranted. For in spite of art galleries be:LBJ specialised 
envi:ra111ents, the same prograrrme may differ fran group to group due 
to inlividual differences. 
Sunmny 
A review of the related literature has revealed that the idea 
of the art galle:ry as (an) F.dlcatar, arrl the questicn of the 
educaticnal functicn of art galleries was inte:rpreted arrl perceived 
differently by art educators arrl gallery educators. In effect, h:M 
gallery educators perceive the gallery' s educaticnal functicn 
detennines what educaticn services they provide for the general 
c:xmrunity arrl for scoools. In bnn, h:M art teachers perceive the 
educaticnal functicn of art galleries arrl the ideologies they adept 
fran the scoool to which they bel<D1' can detennine h:M arrl why they 
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use art gallery visits, am hcM they pra10te art galleries with 
their stooents. 
Sb.dents' learning am educaticn are shared ccncems of 
educaticn officers am art teachers when providin;1 or utilising art 
gallery prog:ranmes, regardless of the degree of "oollal:xlra.ticn" 
(MacI..eod, 1 985, p. 247 ) between the two. li:Jwever, the nature of 
specialised infannal leamio;J envi:rcnnents am settings, together 
with the nature of irrlividual differences can inpinge en desired 
ootc:x:mes of prog:ranmes. 'lhus, the actual ootc:x:mes of learning 
experiences can be other than toose specified or desired. Despite 
this, the actual ootc:x:mes even if not toose interrled, do not 
necessarily mean that the gallery visit or programne has been a 
waste of time fran the perspective of the irrlividual stooent. 
CJIAPD!R 'lHRlm 
BllCIGUR> <P "BIB Rl9AlDI PKHBI 
Fran the success of earlier "sclxx>l art prog:ranmes" (Speck, 
1985, R). 38, 50) , such as 110::me am Draw", in attracting huge 
runbers of sch:x>l groops, it may be assuned that a need existed for 
nore of this type of gallery-based prograame for sch:x>ls. '!he 
pcptl.arity of this prograame may have been due to the fact that 
teachers knew what they wanted, they knew that they cool.d oo this 
prograame this year am oothing wcw.d change, it was a safe 
prograame. 'Ibis programne was nore or less enshrined at the Gallery 
by teachers am to prevent it £:ran bein;J institutiooalised, the 
programne was chaD:1ed in 1986-87. Fran this it ooold be assumed 
that a need arose for the provisioo of greater variety of 
educatiooal services for sclxx>l groops at the Art Gallery of Westem 
Australia (AG'lA). 
'lhe awoinbnent of a Senior Fducatioo Officer far AG'lA am 
the develqments in the Year 11 am 12 Tertiary Entrance Examinatioo 
('IEE) Art syllabi in 1986-87, affected subsequent develqments in 
the educatioo sectioo of the Gallery. 'lhe Gallery at present 
attenpts to meet the needs of students am teachers thraJgh an 
increased availability of hunan am material resoorces that cater 
far sch:x>l Art syllabi am programne requirements. 'lb date, 
educatioo officers offer in-gallery art lessens which may be 
described as, regularly available or tailor-made, deperning oo the 
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sclxx>l's request. Altlnlgh these prograames may be used m::>re by TEE 
students, they are available to primary, other secla'rlary and 
tertiary grCAJpS en request. 'lb date however, rx> available 
infonnatien exists which describes the effects of these educatien 
services in tenns of the percepticns, expectaticns and experience of 
the primary "caisuners" (Madaus et al., 1 983, p. 46), that is, the 
students. 
Literature and Coit:extual Franewmk. 
In the literature en rruseun arrl art gallery visits, attentien 
was drawn to a Iltlli:>er of internal arrl extemal factors which 
cx:ntrib.lte to the success or otherwise of an art gallery visit. 
Many of these factors have relevance to the local cx:ntext. 
'1he nature of any educa.tien service provided far sctvJols arrl 
the c:x:mmmity by an art gallery is largely deperrlent upcn the 
decisien makers' perceptien arrl interpretatien of the art gallery' s 
educatiooa.l :role (Eisner am Dcti)s, 1 988 )  . Fran the local 
perspective, the value placed upcn these services may be estimated 
by the level of S'LJWC)It given by such key peq>le as the Minister far 
the Arts ( th:roogh the Deparbnent far the Arts) to Gallery staff, 
programnes and resoorces. Further, the Gallery Director may play a 
significant :role in advocacy am management; that is, in ootaining 
the funds and deploying them. It follows that any initiatives taken 
in the area of educa.tiooa.l services, will depend en the Director' s 
perceptien of the Gallery' s educatiooal :role. 
Seco1dary art teachers' percepticns and interpretatien of the 
educatiooal :role am functien of art galleries may influence how 
they use them. It may also be assuned that utilisatien is based en 
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teachers' percepticn of the effectiveness of the educaticn services 
in meeting their teaching needs as well as learners' needs. 
Students' aoquisiticn of "cultural capital" (Hargreaves, 1983, w. 
128-129), far ''enrichnent •. .  , scx::ial experience ...  ,introducticn to 
a c:nirse at sch::x>l. • • •  , or to increase exposure" (Gottfried, 1979, 
p. 168) , that is, exposure to original art \rOrks, meets cne of these 
needs. en the other hand, these needs may relate to syllabus 
d:>jecti ves such as tmse far the 'IEE Art cnirse. en the local 
level, the secxmdary art teacher as primary decisicn maker of his or 
her students' art learning experiences, may provide the link or 
camecticn between students am Art Gallery experiences. For 
teachers to make cptinun use of � educaticn services, far 
whatever purpose, they need to be aware of the services available 
am they need to regard such services as �t am �le 
fran the view points of teaching am learning. 
'1he Secrmary Educaticn Autlx>rity (SFA) �s to play a 
crucial role within the cxntext of the Gallery-teacher-student 
relaticnship. In discussicn with the Senior Educaticn Officer, it 
was :ooted that tmtil 1987 the SFA had :oo influence en what the 
Gallery did. '1he advent of develqlnents within the Year 11 am 12 
'IEE Art Syllabi in 1986-87, am the appoinbnent of a Senior 
Edncaticn Officer at �, aweared to have chaD3ed the situaticn 
between � am the SFA. 
Within the SFA are subject Syllabus Cormittees, cne being an 
Art Joint Syllabus Cormittee. '1he Art Joint Syllabus Cormi ttee in 
Westei:n Australia has members representing the Universities, Westei:n 
Australian CDl.lege of 1dvanced Educaticn (WACAE) , Ministry far 
Edncaticn, invited secxmdary art teachers (f:ran state am 
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in:Jependent schcx:>ls), as well as f:ran 'JGIIA. 'lhe Gallery's 
representatioo oo the Art Joint Syl.l.ahJs Ccmnittee, may be perceived 
as an attenpt by 1G/1A ard the SFA to make Year 11 ard 12 Art syllabi 
even nme relevant to art teachers ard students, which in tum makes 
the Art Gallery lcx::ally relevant to schools. Fran the Gallery, an 
educatioo officer is �ted to the Art Joint Syllabls Ccmnittee 
enabling the educatioo sectioo at the Gallery to keep up to date 
with syllarus develqments ard initiatives. 'lhe Art Joint Syllabls 
Ccmnittee is well placed to oamunicate the syllabls requirements 
directly to 'JGIIA particularly far the Art History and Criticism 
CXJ'll)alellts of the Year 12 'IEE Art cnirse. '1hrcugh the same body art 
teachers may also oamunicate their caicems ard needs related to 
art educatioo ard the Gallery directly to 'JGIIA persamel, as well as 
to keep up to date with Gallery initiatives ard prograrrmes. What 
this may infer is that 'JGIIA educ:atioo services may be seen by 
schools as effective and wa:rthwhile as 1� as they meet the needs 
of the Year 12 'IEE Art sylJ ab.ls. 
'lhe differing OC11texts of schools ard art galleries may also 
influence ootoanes of Gallery visits by school groups. Newson ard 
Silver (1978, A>· 426-427) ooted that such factors as: school 
timetable; geograplical locatioo of the school in relatioo to the 
gallery; school aaninistrative procedures ard the actual � far 
the visit were factors which OC11trihlted to the effectiveness of art 
gallery visits. other factors that OC11trihlted to visit 
effectiveness as set oot by Newsan and Silver ( 1978, p. 159) were, 
"the different agendas that separate m.iseuns ard schools; nuseun 
educator' s unfamiliarity with the realities of the classroan; ...  
strcm;Jeness of a new place; . • . ard the teacher' s own aesthetic 
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deficits"; that is, the teacher' s limited scq>e of knowledge arxl 
skill in l.ockin;J at arxl ta..l.kmJ aboot art works. 
Students' irxli vidual characteristics arxl peculiarities 
influence their percepticn arxl expectaticn of any d:>ject, subject or 
� they encnmter. 'Ibis factor may influence the effects of 
an experience such as a gallery visit. Such factors as, backgraird 
characteristics; cx:nlitia1m1; oogniti ve developnent arxl 
scx::io-cultural backgroorrl (Enochs arxl Finscn, 1 987; Harriscn, 
1 988) , are uniquely different for everycrie. An irxli vidual' s mental 
arxl enotiooal dispositicn when cx:nf:raitiDJ or experiencin;J an 
d:>ject, subject or � can ocntribute to ooe' s expectaticns 
arx1 percepticns of t:11:IDJs aramd him or her. As is the case with 
all experiences encnmtered, the result may be positive or negative 
in nature. Further, it cntl.d be said that irxlividual school groops 
have unique characteristics peculiar to them; that is, each school 
graip is shaped by a particular school culture. 
In the light of the foregoin;J, if inteznal. arxl exteznal. 
factors ( such as toose above) do ocntribute to the actual ootcanes 
of a Gallery visit, then an evaluaticn that ocnsiders all ootcanes 
or all effects, may provide a nme realistic acc:n.mt of the 
progranme' s success or otherwise. 01e can then assune that a 
Gallery visit can be perceived as successful if the students, as 
nuch as the teachers perceive it to be �t arxl worthwhile; 
interestin;J arxl enjoyable; arxl useful. 
Given this ocntext, this study investigated the effects of an 
in-gallery art lessen fran the perspective of seooodary art 
students' expectaticns, percepticns arxl respcnse to the experience. 
Additiooally, ocnsideraticn was given to seooodary art teachers' 
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percepticns of the Gallery am. Gallery educatiai services. 'lb do 
this the follCMing questiai needed to be answered: 
lliat are the effects (ai seanJary art stments) of a visit 
to the Art Ga) )ecy of 1iestern .Australia under the 
supervi.sial of an edlcaticn officer? 
For this to be possible the study explored the follCMing questicns 
in t&ms of iq)artance am. �leness; interest am. enjoyment; 
am. usefulness: 
lliat are seanJary art teachers' perceptiais of the 
educaticn services pmri.ded by lGilA? 
lliat are seanJary art sbdents' expectatials and 
perceptiais of a gaJJery visit? 
n>es the Gallery visit meet teadler and stment needs? 
Definitim of TeDns 
For the pirposes of this stoo.y, the follCMing definitiai of 
terms awly: 
Fducatioo. Services. N:1l1A provides an educatiai service to 
the whole cx:mmmity. In this stoo.y, educatiai service(s) will refer 
to the art lesSCl'lS, workslx:.ps, lectures or visits am. nore 
specifically to in-gallery art lesSCl'lS. Fducatiai officers provide 
preplanned prograrrmes which are regularly available or, tailor-made 
prog:raames that are planned specifically for individual scoool 
gnxips. 
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Fducaticn Officer. '1he educaticn officer is distinct fran 
the seocn3ary art teacher in that he or she is cnly involved with 
programning and planning educaticn activities related to MMA. 'Ibey 
are also distinct fran other Gallery persamel such as, guides, 
curators, volmiteers and guards in that they are respc:nsible far 
programning, planning and managing lessens or wrn:xstq>s and the 
like far school groops. 
Gallery Visits. 'Ibis is a general tenn far any sort of visit 
made by a school groop to MMA. '1he purpose and nature of the 
visit, be it a guided t:aJr, teacher guided t:aJr, an in-gallery art 
lessen or the like will rX>t be cx:nsidered. 
In::Gallery Art Lessals. Refers to a rrore specific type of 
Gallery visit in that it is pI.UgI.armied, planned and managed by an 
educaticn officer far the needs and requirements of a specific 
school group. 'lbese in-gallery art lessais may also be planned 
after negotiaticn and discussicn between the educaticn officer and 
the secxn:3ary art teacher. 
Art Gallery or ft\Jse\.ll\. For this research stooy, these tenns 
will refer to a public instituticn that displays art works such as, 
paintings, sculpture and craft. M:>re specifically it will refer to 
the Art Gallery of Western Australia (MMA). '1he existing 
literature, 
fol.1saJn or 
nostly of American or British origin, refer to "Art 
fol.lsaln''. '1he tenns Art Gallery /Gallery and Art 
ftllseun/"'1.lseun are syncnynnis within this stooy. 
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As is also derived f:ran the literature review, the art 
gallery or nusemt may be described as a specialised infonnal 
learning envira111ent or setting. It is specialised in that it is 
coocerned with the "°1:'ld of art and artists; infonnal in that it is 
a place where learning and educatiai can take place rut in an 
envirauuent mtl.ike the fonnal learning envira111ents of sch:x>ls and 
classroc:ms. 
Perceptiai. In this study reference to perceptiai, is mt 
specific to any particular sensory faculty such as visual, auditory, 
enotiooal etc • .  Because this study is largely coocerned with 
iooi vidual experience, perceptiai refers to the meaning or 
underst.andirV;1 fanned by a persai f:ran experiencing an d:>ject, 
subject or �. 
'1he nature of an iooividual's  perceptiai of things 'WCX.lld be 
influenced by the iooividual' s  backgroond characteristics; oognitive 
develqJnent; scx::io-cultural backgroond; cx::n:litiaiing (Enochs and 
Finscn, 1987; Harrisc:n, 1988) as well as age and past experience. 
'1he nature of what is being perceived also influences the nature of 
perceptiai which can be positive or negative. Perceptiai in this 
study has a "psydx:>SC:x::ial" definitiai stated by Evans and fttCandless 
(1978, p. 541) as the: 
Process of organizing, coding, and interpreting raw sensory 
inl;ut or experience, develq>ed as a carplex functiai of 
'maturatiai' and envira111ental inpact and related to the 
develq:ment of oognitive processes. 




'lhe Macquarie Dictiooarv < 1987 > defines 
expectatioo as: 'lhe act • • • or state of expectin;J • . . a mental 
attitude . . . and . . . sanethirq l.odad fmward to. 
Like percepticn, the nature of an expectaticn is influenced 
by imividual peculiarities such as, backgroond characteristics; 
cognitive develqment; sociercultural backgroond; cxnliticnin;J 
(Enx::bs and Finscn 1987; Harriscn 1988) as well as age and past 
experiences. Expectaticn of an ci>ject, subject or pienanencn can be 
of a positive or negative nature. 
Inportance and b't;hwhileness. 'lhe Macquarie Dictiooarv 
(1987) defines importance as: '"lhe quality or fact of bein;J 
i.np:)rtant"; inpartant is defined as: "of ouch significance or 
CDlSeQUenC!e
11 • 'lhe Soorter Oxford English Dictiooarv ( 1973) defines 
inpartant as: "Havin;J ouch inplrt or significance". 
�le is defined in 'lhe Sh:>rter Oxford English 
Dictiooary (1973) as: '"Ihat (which) is -.«:>rth while; of sufficient 
value or inp:>rtanoe". 'lhe Collins English Dictiooary ( 1986) defines 
worthwhile as: "Sufficiently i.np:)rtant, rewarding, or valuable to 
justify time or effort spent". 'lhe Maoquarie Dictiooary ( 1987) 
defines worthwhile as: "Good or i.np:)rtant erXXJgh to justify". 
In the light of the above definiticns, importance and 
worthwhileness in this study are related. � and 
worthwhileness are values that can be placed en an ci>ject, subject 
or pienanencn. An ci>ject, subject or pienanencn may be expected, 
experienced and peroei ved to be i.np:)rtant and worthwhile. 'lhe 
degree to which an ci>ject, subject or pienanencn may be perceived by 
an imi vidual to be i.np:)rtant and worthwhile may depem upcn the 
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perscn' s expectatioos and the nature of the experience . '1he degree 
to which ooe perceives an cbject, subject or pienanenal to be 
:inp:)rtant and worthwhile wcu1.d also be an indicatioo of its 
intrinsic value for that individual. 
Interest am &iiOYment. '1he Macquarie Dictiooarv (1987) 
defines interest as: '"lhe feeling of ooe whose attentioo or 
curiosity is particularly EDJa98d by sanething". 'Ihe Shorter OKfOJ:d 
F.rx1lish Dictiooary (1973) defines interest as: 
'1he relatioo of bein:J cbjectively oax::erned in sanething 
• • • •  '1he feelin:J of ooe woo is oax::erned or has sane persa,al 
cx::ncern in anything • . . a feelin:J of cx::ncern for or curiosity 
aboot a perscn or thing. 
'1he Collins F.rxJlish Dictiooary (1986) defines interest as: "the 
sense of curiosity aboot or cx::ncern with sanething or sanecne'' .  
'1he Maoguarie Dictiooary (1987) defines enjoyment as: "A 
particular SCAJrCe or frmn of pleasure'' .  'lhe Shorter OKfOJ:d English 
Dictiooary (1973) defines enjoyment as: "'lhe actioo or state of 
enjoyinJ sanething. Also, the possessioo and use of sanething which 
affOJ:ds pleasure or advantage". 
(1986) defines eniovment as: 
pleasure £:ran sanething'' . 
'1he Collins F.rx1lish Dictiooary 
"the act or cx:riditioo of receivinJ 
In this stm.y, interest and enjovment are related. Interest 
and enjoyment relate to the nature or state of an individual' s 
experience, which in tum can influence perceptioos. 'lhe cbject, 
subject or pienanenat can also be expected to be enjoyable ( or oot) , 
or interesting (or oot) . '1he nature of interest and enjoyment as 
expected, experienced or perceived will differ fran individual to 
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irxlividual and can detennine the intrinsic value of d>jects, 
subjects or pie.rx:merla for that irxlividual. 
Usefulness. 'lhe Maca11arie Dictiooarv (1987) defines useful 
as: ''being of use or service; serving sane pirpose; serviceable; 
advantageaJs; helpful, or of g:xxi effect". 'Ihe Collins F.nglish 
Dictia,ary (1986) defines useful as: "able to be used 
advantageaisly, beneficially". '1he Sl:m:ter Oxford F.nglish 
Dictia,ary (1973) defines useful as: "Having qualities to bring 
aboot g:xxi or advantage; helpful in effecting a pirpose; suitable 
for use". 
In this study usefulness is defined in texil5 of knowledge and 
uooerstaming aboot art. Koowledge and uooerstaming can be 
cx:,gnitive or affective and can be seen as useful when the irxlividual 
perceives its a,wlicability to other situatioos and experiences; or, 
enhancing or increasing present knowledge. An d>ject, subject or 
phernnerxn can be expected, experienced or perceived to be useful . 
'lhe perceived usefulness of an d>ject, subject or phernnerxn \rDll.d 
vary alllDJSt irxlividuals. 'lhe degree to which ooe perceives 
sanethin;J to be useful \oDll.d be an irxlicatiai of its intrinsic value 
for that perscn. 
amPim RIB  
HOM um <P 'BIB RESFABCH 
A qualitative / naturalistic procedure used in the study was 
based en ideas of Scriven' s "� free" (Madaus et al., 1 983, p. 
46) arrl Eisner' s (1 985, p. 237) "educ:atiooal. criticism" evaluaticn 
awroacll. Such approaches OCl'lSiders all ootcanes (i.e. , the 
intended arrl mrlntended ootcanes of a PIWLarme) , as equally 
:iJrl>ortant for evaluatioo. of a programne. 'lhese approaches aweared 
nost appropriate for this study which p.np:rted to investigate the 
effects of an in-gallery art lessen fran the perspective of 
students' expectatioo.s, perceptioo.s arrl respa,se to experience. In 
doin:1 so, this study utilised an ooservaticn strategy which involved 
: ()Jestioo.naires in a previsit-postvisit format which gathered 
informaticn fran seoa1dary art stooents; participant ooservaticn of 
the in-gallery art lessens usin:1 checklists arrl anecootal reportin:1; 
arrl structured interviews with seoa1dary art teachers. 'lhese three 
DDdes of data oollecticn aweared nost appropriate for the purpose 
of this study and, as cited in related literature were cn111ull.y used 
in studies involved with learners in the cxntext of learning 
envira111ents other than classroans or schx>l.s. 
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Sm>jecl:s and Sett:iDJ 
'lbe subjects far this study were three school groups fran 
Perth meb:qx>litan high schools m1prising art students arxi their 
art teacher. Far the p.irpose of reporting en the research, the 
three participati.BJ groups will be referred to as School A, B, arxi 
C, arxi their teachers referred to respectively. All sclxx:>l groups 
far this study visited the Art Gallery of Westeni Australia ('/GIJA.) 
far an in-gallery art lessen with an educatien officer. Given the 
time arxi scq:,e available far this study, school groups were 
essentially "ncn-prci)ability sanples" (Best, 1983, p. 13); that is, 
each sclxx:>l groop was dXJSen via negotiatien with, or referral by 
educatien officers based en recx:Jrded infacmatien en school groups 
1xrl<ed to visit the Art Gallery duri.BJ August arxi September of 
1989. 
'lbe size of visiti.BJ sclxx:>l groups was difficult to detennine 
in advance of the visit due to: the nature of organisi.BJ gallery 
visits, l:xrldD:J procedures, variatien in groop size en the day arxi 
the varied pcpil.atien of art students fran sclxx:>l to school. Ckll.y 
en cne occasien was there a variatien between the nunber 1xrl<ed to 
make the visit arxi th::>Se who actually atteooed. lbwever, in the 
case of School A, fran the thirty stooents who actually visited the 
Gallery cnly twenty of them participated in the study. 
A Year 12 groop fran a goyernnent high school saith of the 
river in Perth was designated School A. 'lbe groop �ised thirty 
Tertial:y Entrance EKaminatien ('IEE) Art students arxi was accarpanied 
by b«> art teachers. School A' s visit to the Art Gallery was far a 
pro;p:aame regularly available far any groop who requests it. 
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'Ibis programne cxnsisted of a slide show, lecture and a 
practical criticism sessiai ( questiai and discussiai) based ai ale 
of the topics fran the 'IEE Art syllab.ls: '"lhe Heidelberg SChool". 
'!he visit was divided into two oarp:nents. Cne educatiai officer 
cooducted the slide show and lecture oarp:nent with the whole 
gra.1p. '!hen two educatiai officers each with half the group 
cooducted the practical criticism oarp:nent of the programne. 
A Year 8 group fran a coedncatiaial catholic sch::x>l fran the 
foothill suoorbs of Perth was designated SChool B. '!he group 
carprised eighteen art students and their art teacher. SChool B' s 
visit to the Art Gallery was for a programne similar in ootline to 
the "cane and Draw" programne described earlier in Ola.pter 1 .  '1he 
visit was also divided into two oarp:nents. '!he first was a general 
Gallery toor cooducted by gallery guides and for which the group was 
brc*en up into three small groops. '!he secx:ni ( as ale group) , was 
an lore lQ'¥J sessiai with an educatiai officer which involved 
practical criticism and a painting activity . 
A group fran a catoolic high sch::x>l fran a hills sul:m:b of 
Perth was designated SChoo1 C. '!he group carprised thirteen Year 12 
'IEE Art students and their art teacher. SChool C' s visit cxnsisted 
of practical criticism sessiai in frcnt of an art work being studied 
for the 'IEE Art syllab.ls topic: "Australian Art Since 1940" . 'Ibis 
programne was designed specifically for the gra.1p. 
All three Art Gallery visits were cxn:lucted by different 
educatiai officers fran the Gallery. 
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.AcxPSS to Data 
'1he nature and intenticn of this study was brought to the 
attenticn of, and received suwart nan relevant 1GllA persamel. 
Neg:>tiatioos with 1GllA persamel tcrlc place CXDfinning: dates and 
times far research to be carried oo.t; selecticn of scoool groups; 
needs of the study related to gallery-based data collectioo. and the 
Due to the limited time available far this study and the 
nature of data collecticn procedures, scoool principals were 
telepia,ed rather than posted introductory letters. After 
identificaticn of scoool groups, the scoool principals were 
ocntacted and pennissicn far the art teachers to be ocntacted was 
cbtained. '1he art teachers were given introductory letters ( see 
� 1 ) and a brief :refUDe of the study and were invited to 
participate in the study. An initial meetin3 between the 
participatin3 teachers and the researcher provided each teacher with 
DDre info:anaticn aboo.t the study, questiamaires and interview 
questioos. Durin3 the initial meetin3 between the art teacher and 
researcher an awc,inbnent was made to can:y oo.t the teacher 
interview far the study. Teacher B preferred the interview to take 
place durin3 the initial meetin3. 
'1he preliminary steps were intended to establish rawort 
between art teachers and researcher prior to the data collectioo., to 
clarify further queries with regard to the study and to oo.tline the 
nature of the research procedures. Altlnlgh the nature of the study 
did oot require persa,al info:anatioo. to be given, assurances of 
aro,.ymity and CXDfidentiality were given both verbally and in 
writin3. 
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ReSI I di Instrullents 
Sarrples of data oollectial instrunents are provided in 
AWendix 2. '1he primary data soorce was the questiainaire in a 
previsit-postvisit fonnat. '1he previsit questiainaires were 
aaninistered to students cne week prior to the visit by each art 
teacher at sch:lol to sbdents. '1he students fran Sclx:>ol B CCJli)leted 
the questiainaires al the way to the Art Gallery. 'lhe CCJ1i>leted 
previsit questiainaires were collected fran each art teacher at the 
Art Gallery al the day of the Gallery visit. Teachers were 
requested to adninister the postvisit questiainaires within a week 
of the in-gallery art lessen at a time ocnvenient to them. Sclx:>ol B 
CCJli)leted the postvisit questiainaire upcn CCJli)letial of the Gallery 
visit. 'lhe postvisit questiainaires were then posted to the 
researcher or, in the case 
directly after the visit. 
of Sclx:>ol B, collected at the Gallery 
'lhe secxn3ary data soorces were the 
ci:lseJ:va.tioos of the in-gallery art lessai which involved ci:lseJ:va.tial 
checklists ard aneodotal reporting as well as the assistance of a 
trained seocni observer for the larger groops ( Sclx:>ol A ard Sclx:>ol 
B) to accoont far intrinsic adequacy ard replicability. 'lhe 
interviews with art teachers were also organised ard carried a.it 
prior to the Gallery visit. 
Q.iestioonaires. It was initially believed that the age, year level 
ard cx,gnitive level of iooividual students in this study would be 
unknc:Hl, ard so the questiainaire was designed to be accessible to 
any secxn3ary art student. 'lb meet this requirement the 
questioonaires were kept short with seven iten.s. Since this 
research was largely based al iooividual expectatial, perceptial ard 
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� to experience, arxi insofar as guestiamaires as an 
instzunent can provide "usable respcxises" (Best, 1 983, p. 1 68), the 
guestioos were essentially of a "provide a cx:mnent format" (Deschanp 
arxi Togoolini, 1 983, p. 1 7). All guestioos were basically Q2§l 
which Deschanp arxi Tognolini identified as nost appropriate for 
"eliciting the respoodent' s own ideas arxi insights ...  what the 
respoodents really think abcut sane matter". 
Fa.ch questien was designed in boK:> parts: Part c:ne was a fcur 
point agreement scale which asked students to rxminate the degree to 
which they agreed with the given statement; part boK:> of each 
questien asked for extended respcxises to the given statement. 
'1he pn-pose of the previsit questiamaire was to elicit 
students' expectatioos of the Gallery visit in tenns of iiq;x)rtance 
arxi \IQrthwhileness; interest arxi enjoyment; arxi usefulness, as 
defined in the Definitien of Tenns sectien in Oiapter 3. '1he 
pn-pose of the postvisit questiamaire was to d:>tain infarmatien en 
students' perceptioos of the Gallery visit in tenns of the above 
factors. Items pertaining to the above factors in both 
questiamaires were generated in the light of the fact that 
sec::cmary school groops visiting the Gallery during sclxx:>l time were 
the subjects for the study. '1he same guestien-statements were asked 
in the postvisit questiamaire as in the previsit questiamaire with 
appropriate changes made in tense. 
Item 2 was develq>ed to d:>tain infarmatien en students' 
perceptioos en the inportance arxi �leness of the Gallery 
visit. Item 2 in the previsit questiamaire stated: '"Ihis visit to 
the Art Gallery is really inp)rtant'', arxi in the postvisit was 
stated: '"!he visit was a waste of time". Students' perceptioos en 
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the inportance arn worthwhileness of the Gallery visit were measured 
according to the level of agreement with the statement before arn 
after the visit, as well as reascns provided for why they expected 
arn/ or experienced the visit to be inportant arn worthwhile, or IX)t. 
Items 1 , 3 arn 7 were develqled to d::>tain infonnatiCD CD 
students perceptioos CD the i,nterest and enjoyment of the Gallery 
visit. Item 1 in the previsit questiamaire stated; "'lhe Art 
Gallery of Western Australia will be a nice place to visit'', arn in 
the postvisi t was stated: '"lhe Art Gallery of Western Australia is a 
nice place to visit". Item 3 in the previsit questiamaire stated: 
'"lhe original art ltOrks will be the nost enjoyable part of the 
visit", arn in the postvisit was stated: '"lhe original art ltOrks 
were the nost enjoyable part of the visit". Item 7 in the previsit 
questiamaire stated: "I \Olld never visit the Art Gallery in my 
own time", arn in the postvisit was stated: "I \Olld like to visit 
the Art Gallery In my own time". Students' perceptioos CD the 
interest arn enjoyment of the Gallery visit were measured according 
to the level of agreement with the statement before arn after the 
visit, as well as the reascns provided for why they expected arn/ or 
experienced the visit to be interesting arn enjoyable, or IX)t. 
Items 4, 5 arn 6 were develqled to d::>tain infonnatiCD CD 
students perceptioos CD the usefulness of the Gallery visit; that 
is, the usefulness of the visit in enhancing their present krxJwledge 
arn urderstanding aboot art. Item 4 in the previsit questiamaire 
stated: '"Ibis visit will help me with my own art work", arn in the 
postvisit was stated: '"lhe visit will help me with my own art 
work". Item 5 in the previsit questiamaire stated: '"Ibis visit 
will increase my understanding of art tt«>rks", arn in the postvisit 
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was stated: '"lbe visit increased my understanding of art works''. 
Item 6 in the previsit questioonaire stated: ''What the F.ducatiCD 
Officer will say abait art works will help me to understand them", 
am in the postvisit was stated: ''Nlat I heard abait art works 
helped me to understand them''. Students' perc::ei ved usefulness of 
the Gallery visit was measured acoarding to the level of agreement 
with the statements before am after the visit, as well as to the 
reasa,s why they expected am/or experienced the visit to be useful 
or not. 
Due to the previsit-postvisit design of the study, it was 
difficult to find ca:rrespcnling gra.1pS to test the questioonaire 
instzunents for intrinsic adequacy am item reliability. 'lb 
overcane this pn:t>lem, items oo the inshunents were tlx:lro.lghly 
discussed am refined in c:xnsultatioo with sane W1CAE Art Fducatioo 
staff prior to data oollectioo for the study. 
Cb;ervatioo. 'lbe nature am characteristics of the specialised 
infonnal leam.ll¥1 envi:ra111ent am settin:J of the Art Gallery can 
have a cx:ntrihltin:J effect oo the students' experience am thus, the 
effectiveness of the in-gallery art lessen. Because of this factor, 
ooservatioo of the in-gallery art lessen was carried cnt. 
'lbe researcher tock the node of an urd>trusive participant 
d:>server. It was asstmed that because of the specialised infonnal 
nature of the Gallery settin:J, an ackrxJwledged presence woold not be 
d:>trusi ve. 'lbe researcher was not an active participant d:>server 
bit ackrxJwledged as just-another-persoo present. A seocn3 d:>server 
was also trained am made ooservatioos of the l.axger graJPS ( Schools 
A am B) • 'lbe seocni d:>server was familiarised with the ooservatioo 
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procedures throogh written instructioos, a trial practice nm and 
discussiCD. 'Ibis rx>t atl.y enabled the seocnd ci>server to becane 
familiar with procedures tut also ensured that the procedures 
followed by lx>th ooservers were ClalSistent to accxxmt for intrinsic 
adequacy and replicability of procedures. Cb;ervatiCD procedures 
and insuunents were trialled before use in the study by lx>th 
ooservers CD a high school groop participating in an in-gallery art 
lessen. 
'lhe pirpose of the ooservatiCD was to ootain infonna.tiCD CD 
the degree of interest and enjoyment experienced by students. 'Ibis 
was atteapted throogh the use of a checklist instnJnent and 
ooservatiCD schedule CD which the criteria were listed as 
q>eratiooal definitioos of interest and enjoyment typical of the 
in-gallery art lessen situatiCD, and presented as en-task/Active or 
Passive and Off-task/Active or Passive behaviours. en-task 
behavioor was defined by capie (1984, p. 27) as that which atterds 
to "the focus the ...  teacher expects" the q:pJSite "°11.d thus apply 
for the definitiCD of Off-task, that is, attending to sanething 
other than the focus of the lessen. capie further explained that 
"passive behavioor does rx>t i.nply off-task behavioor tut rather 
behavioor that respcaJs to atl.y the minimal demands of the task", 
and that ' 'good behavioor does rx>t necessarily i.nply CD-task''. 
01-task and Off-task behaviours for the ooservatiCD schedule were 
ootained fran ooserving a high scoool groop (rx>t involved in this 
study) wtx> were at the Gallery for an in-gallery art lessen. In 
additiCD to this, ooservatioos of scoool gra.ips were also recorded 
in anecdotal reports. 
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DuriB] the ooservatiCD periods the dlservers were situated CD 
Cf4X)Site sides of the gra.ip. Five "focal irrlividuals" (G:>ttfried, 
1 979, p. 1 66) were rarmnly selected am their behavioor recorded 
with a tick [ ../ ] every six minute interval CD the checklist 
instrunent. Anecdotal reports were made CD the general nature am 
characteristics of the gra.ip as well as significant ocntextual 
features of the visit. 'lhe cbserved behavioor of ten rarmnly 
selected subjects was also recorded every foorth, six minute 
interval. 'Ibis was an attenpt to enable an overall inpressiCD to be 
made about the level of interest am enjoyment experienced by the 
wtx>le gra.ip • Additiooally, these nultiple procedures served to 
SUR?lement tallies CD the checklist instrunent am to enhance 
intrinsic adequacy. 
Interviews 
In areas where hunan notivatiCD as revealed in reasalS for 
acticns, feeliB]s, am attitudes is ocrx::emed, the interview can 
be no.st effective. (Best 1 983, p. 1 67) 
In the light of the above, the interview teclmique was used 
to ci>tain infonna.tiCD CD art teachers' percepticns of the Art 
Gallery am Art Gallery educatiCD services in tenns of: inportance 
am l«>rlhwhileness; interest am enjoyment; am usefulness. It was 
anticipated that interviews wool.d also provide insight into the 
characteristic features of each visit. 
Interviews were carried out with each art teacher at a 
oc:nvenient time prior to the gallery visit. '1he interview, of 
twenty minutes du:ratiCD, was of the structured type to ci>tain the 
desired infonna.tiCD fran teachers within the time all<Med. 
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Questicns were asked sequentially f:ran a prepared schedule of 
questicns. A feature of the questicns was that they were q:>er1 eooed 
ernigh to all.CM respcments to elaborate CD their answers if they 
desired. 
Interview questicns were pl['clS0d to have relevance to the 
interviewee' s situatiCD aoo specifically focused CD the interview 
tq>ic. Initial questicns CD the schedule referred to the relevance 
of the educatiCD seI:Vices provided by 1GRA to the local cx:ntext in 
general, aoo later questicns referred to the relevance of the 
educatiCD seI:Vices f:ran the interviewees' perspective aoo. 
si tuatiCD. Questicns CD the interview schedule were th::>roughly 
discussed with sane � Art Etluc:atiCD staff to ensure intrinsic 
adequacy. '1he procedures far settiBJ up aoo. carryiBJ ait an 
interview was also practised prior to data ex>llectiCD far the 
study. PennissiCD to audiotape the interview was requested f:ran 
the interviewees at the initial meetiBJ aoo. all teachers cooperated 
in regard to this aspect of the data ex>llectiCD. 'lhis was 
advantageoos in teens of ccnvenience aoo effectiveness of data 
CX>l.lectiCD aoo analysis as the reco:cded interview was transcribed 
far further study. 
Reseai:dl Ethics 
'1he researcher ackrx:Jwledged the right of all irxlividuals aoo. 
schools participatl.1'¥1 in this study to cx:nfidentiality aoo arx:nymity 
unless they specified otherwise. Persalal data of perscns or 
schools were mt needed far this research study aoo. any that 
happened to be ex>llected was mt disclosed in any research 
reportiBJ. Subjects who have willl.1'¥11Y cx:ntributed infonnatiCD far 
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the ?JrpOSeS of this stooy have the right to CMnerShip of data 
instnnents and other records used by the researcher to collect such 
infarmatiCD shoold they request it. 
'Ihe above cxn:litioos were made clear to sclxx>ls, students, 
teachers and principals throogh discussiCD, introductory and 
questioonaire cover letters duri.03 the initial setti.03 up of the 
study. All sclxx>l g:ra.ips and the Art Gallery of Westem Australia 
were infonned that they have rights to cq>ies of the final research 
report slntld they request aie. 
Data Analysis Procemm!s 
(µtlitative data was ccnverted to awrq,riate quantifiable 
format for adequate interpretatiCD and analysis. Because this study 
dealt largely with hunan respooses the rx:n-pararnetric statistical 
prcx::edure of the chi-square test was awlied to questioonaire data 
rut for the pirpose of the study was later ccnsidered to add 
insignificant infarmatiCD. With the enpiasis of the study bei.03 CD 
hunan respooses, it appeared that the DDSt significant infarmatiCD 
waild cane fran analyses of the way students resparled rather than 
chi-square values. Because of this, chi-square values are mt 
elaborated in the presentatiCD of results rut are mt excluded fran 
presentatiCD of respooses in the tables. Alternatively, the 
procedure of "sorti.03 and tabJ.1.ati.031 1  usi.03 "categories and 
subcategories'' (Best, 1983, p. 204) , for ccnversiCD to percentages 
was utilised and results are reported descriptively. 'Ihe latter 
procedures appeared nore hunanistic and so nore app.copriate for 
deali.D:J with hunan respooses. 
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Ouestiamaires. Part me aoo. part bio of all items in the 
previsit aoo. postvisit guestiamaires were analysed separately. 
Part ooe of items, ( the fair point agreement scale) , was subjected 
to OCllplter applicatioos. Using the Iertap Prograame, frequency 
tabulatioos, cross tabulatioos of school graips '  respcnses aoo. 
chi-square values far each item were obtained. Results are 
presented in tab1l ar fcmna.t with frequencies presented in 
percentages to the first decimal place. (Note: Part ooe respcnses 
analysed via the Iertap Progranme have percentages roonded to the 
nearest wtx>le nutt>er) • 
Part bio of the items, ( the exteooed respcnses) , were 
analysed separately far each school groop. Previsit aoo. postvisit 
respcnses were also analysed separately. '!he procedure of sorting, 
categarisiDj aoo. tabulatiDj was carried alt far each item. 
categories were obtained according to the nature of respcnses far 
each school groop. 'Ibis procedure was carried alt three times far 
each school gro.ip' s respcnses far the �  of intrinsic adequacy 
of categories aoo. tabulatioo. 
An inter-rater was also trained aoo. utilised far 
replicability aoo. intrinsic adequacy. Analysis procedures were made 
available to the inter-rater thraJgh written instnictioos aoo. 
discussioo. '!he inter-rater practised analysis procedures prior to 
actual data analysis to beoane familiar with them. Fran the 
researcher' s results aoo. the inter-rater' s results an inter-rater 
reliability soore was obtained far each school gro.ip' s respcnses to 
an item. 'Ibis was calculated by subtracting the number of unmatched 
tabulatioos between the researcher aoo. inter-rater' s results, f:ran 
the total nutt>er of tabulatioos obtained by the researcher far the 





item, which was then cxnverted into a percentage. Inter-rater 
reliability scares are presented in the tables with part ho 
results. Because of the small size of each sd:xX>l group an 
inter-rater reliability level of 80% or above was saight far each 
i tern. 'lb:Jse items with an initial reliability level below 80% were 
discussed arrl again categorised arrl tarulated by the researcher arrl 
the inter-rater until the desired inter-rater reliability level or 
better was d::>tained far that item. 
categories of respooses with frequencies of 10% arrl above 
have been included. in the presentatiCXl of results in tables. 
categories significant to the study with a frequency of less than 
10% have also been included. in the presentatiCX1 of results arrl 
an,ear below the sd:xX>l group' s main categories of respooses. Sane 
of these respooses are presented verlJatim. Frequencies of respooses 
are presented in percentages calculated f:ran the total nunber of 
students in the sd:xX>l group. 'Ihe actual nuti>er of frequencies are 
presented in parenthesis in tables. Frequencies refer to the number 
of times the category of respooses appeared anaigst the sd:xX>l 
group' s respooses. Deper¥ling CX1 the nature of in:li vidual respooses 
sane respooses have been categorised into nore than cne category far 
an item. Respooses that appeared vague or ambigua.is were left out 
of the analysis. Far the i;m-poses of reix:,rting the results, items 
have been grooped uooer: Inportance am �leness; Usefulness; 
Interest arrl Eb.joyment. 
Oleckl.ists. All tallies [ ./ ] far Passive arrl Active 
sul:x::ategories f:ran each observatiCXl interval were added together to 
d::>tain a total far en-task arrl Off-task categories far each 
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individual. 'lhe totals far 01-task and Off-ta§lc categories far each 
of the five "focal individuals" (Gottfried, 1 983, p. 1 66) were then 
added together and an overall total far 01-task, and Off-task, was 
cbtained and calculated into a percentage. 'lhe same procedure was 
carried out far tallies far the ten randan individuals. 'lhese 
percentages which represent the degree of interest and enjoyment 
experienced by the the five "focal individuals" (Gottfried, 1 983, p. 
1 66) and, the ten randan individuals were calculated fran a base 
nurt>er (N) . ('lhe base nunber (N) is the nunber of individuals 
nultiplied by the nmt>er of (six minute) dJservaticn intervals and 
is equal to the smi of Ql-task and Off-task tallies) • Percentage 
averages far 01-task, and Off-task were then calculated fran 
percentages far the five "focal individuals" (Gottfried, 1 983, p. 
1 66) and the ten randan individuals. 'lhese percentage averages 
calculated far 01-task, and Off-task, represent the degree of 
cbservable interest and enjoyment experienced by the wtx>le sclxx:>l 
groop. 
Results of checklist instzunents are presented in tabJ1.ar 
fonnat, l'x:Jwever results fran c:.pen dJservaticns are reported 
descriptively . 'lhe same analysis procedure was applied to the 
sec:a,d cbserver' s oollected data and was used as an assurance of 
intrinsic adequacy and replicability of dJservaticn procedures and 
instzunents. Results fran the sec:a,d ci:lserver' s dJservaticns are 
not available in this study. 
Interviews. Interview data were transcribed then edited whilst 
listenin;J to the tape to eliminate errors in transcripticn. '!he 
schedule of questicns and oorrespc:rxliBJ respooses given by 
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iooividual teachers were ca�ised into the fol.l.owi.BJ t:q>ics: 
1 • �tum.ties to use the Gallery 
2. Perceptims m local :relevance of the Gallery 
3. Iqxlrtance of "'1at the Gallery provides to teaching ard. 
leanu.BJ 
4. Purpose of the visit; :relevance to iooividual sch:>ol grcx.ips 
5. Perceived :relevance of Gallery visits far stooents 
6. Further q,inims about the Gallery ard. Gallery visits. 
Respc:nses £:ran each teacher have been reported descriptively. 
In mmnary, this study ackoowledged that each sch:>ol groo.p 
was different fran the others, ard. the purpose of the in-gallery art 
lessen was unique to that particular school. It was ccnsidered that 
results £:ran this study cool.d :oot be regaroed as extrinsically 
adequate. Technically, results wculd mly be extrinsically adequate 
to the particular sch:>ol groo.p involved. But it is possible that 
ff.ooin:1s related to in-gallery art lessms, arising £:ran this study, 
may be applied to other secaidary art stooents ard. teachers in 
similar situatims. 
CJW'mR FIVE 
PRESEHIM'ICJf <P RESULTS 
Results of data analyses are reported in this chapter. 
Respooses to the questioos asked during the interviews with art 
teachers have been categorised, SlmlBrised and reported 
descriptively. '!he results of Gallery visit observatioos are 
presented in a table and reported descriptively. '1he results of the 
questiamaires ocnpleted by sec::a,dary art students are presented in 
tables and described under three headings: Inpxtance and 
�leness; Usefulness; Interest and F.njoyrnent. 
Interviews with Art '.leadlers 
Cne of the subsidiary research questioos asked: ''What are 
sec::a,dary art teachers' perceptioos of the educaticn services 
provided by N:1ilA?" . Teacher A, B & C's perceptioos and opinioos of 
the Art Gallery of Western Australia (AalA) as an educatiooal 
resoorce, and the value of school visits to the Art Gallery in 
relaticn to teaching, learning and Art Fducaticn in Western 
Australia were ootained. '1he general respa,se fran the three 
teachers was that the Gallery and the Fducaticn secticn were 
valuable resoorces for art educaticn, their teaching and their 
students' learning. 
In offering their views teachers also provided ideas en how 
Gallery services cool.d be improved for optinun use by scoools, 
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teachers and students. In respoose to questioos related to 
opportunities to use the Gallery and the educatim services, all 
teachers identified cx:nstraints pertain:IDJ to the Art Gallery and 
school cmtexts. Teachers A and C identified the structure of the 
school timetable and students' cx:mnibnents to other classes as 
cx:nstraints en their Year 1 2  classes when visiting the Art Gallery. 
Teacher A roted that a major cx:nstraint was the need to provide 
transport fran school to Gallery. Teacher B CD the other ham 
experienced little difficulty in using the Gallery and attributed 
this to a Sl.gX)rtive school principal and teaching staff. In spite 
of the Slg)O'['t received fran teaching staff, Teacher B identified 
students' cx:mnibnents to other subjects as a major restrictim en 
Gallery usage, for taking students out of school too often was 
th:xlght to be disruptive. All of the teachers interviewed reported 
that they overcame the restrictioos and cx:nstraints by keeping 
students up to date with current events and exhibitioos at the 
Gallery. 
Teachers reported that they kept students infonned en Gallery 
events for several reasrns: to keep interested students infonned; 
to eocourage Tertiary Fntrance EKaminatim ('IEE) students use of the 
Gallery in their own time; and to oarpensate for the rare 
opportunities for Gallery visits during school boors. Teacher A 
Sl.Dlllarised the situatim in the cx:mnent: ''We go as often as 
necessary rather than as often as we'd like". Teachers initially 
reported that prd:>lems with Gallery visits were nore school related 
rather than Gallery related. rater in the interviews teachers 
identified Gallery related factors such as, opening boors and strict 
security as threats to q>tinun use of the Art Gallery by teachers 
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and students in and rut of sdx:x:>l time. 
'Ihe data revealed that art teachers' definitioos of educaticn 
services were nore extensive than the definiticn prqx:>Sed in Oiapter 
'Ihree of this stooy. 'Ibey caJSidered that in additicn to the 
services provided by the F.ducaticn Secticn of JiGmt., other areas were 
also useful for teaching and leaming. 'Ihe teachers reported that 
the Gallery's educaticn services encx:irpassed the Gallery Bcx::kslq;>, 
major exhibitioos, pennanent exhibitioos, gallery guides, print and 
visual resoorces produced for TEE Art syllabi and the annual Schools 
c.cnferences (Art history lectures and workshqlS for selected TEE Art 
syllab.ls �ics). Teachers B and  C listed the educaticn officers' 
krx:Jwledge and expertise as iJri,ortant educatiooal. resoorces. 
All art teachers agreed that the educaticn services provided 
by JiGmt. were relevant to the local coo.text and in particular to the 
TEE Art cn.irse. '1he teachers spd<e favoorably aboot the Art Gallery 
and its educaticn staff and were appreciative of efforts to make the 
Gallery relevant to teachers' and sbxlents' needs. TEE Art 
students' needs were reported as having been met thm1gh the 
prcxlucticn of visual and print resoorces related to the Art History 
cx:rrp:nent of the syllabJS; access to art '\tOl:KS en request; 
exhibiticns of art '\tOl:KS related to the TEE Art syllab.ls �ics and 
finally an approachable educaticn staff. 
Teacher A cited the art carrp at Rottnest Island for TEE Art 
sbxlents sbxlying the ''Heidelberg School'' �ic as an exanple of the 
educaticn officers' attenpt to meet the needs of students and the 
syllab.1s. Teacher A perceived this event as relevant and worthwhile 
for tlXlSe students fran School A woo participated in the canp. 
Teacher A dJserved that it was good for students (particularly Year 







12' s) to be with other adults and students who shared an interest in 
art. Further to this, Teacher A expressed ooofidence (based CD 
student reports), that ooce the students had been haooed over to the 
canp staff that the students' krv:Mledge and understanding had been 
reinforced. Teacher B was ooofident that educatiCD officers were 
l.lll.tiring in their efforts and stated : 
All yai have to oo is ask - we [ teachers 1 can't krxM everything 
and these pEq>le are involved, have got the expertise, and are 
asking to be used. 
Altlnlgh CD this occasiCD Teacher B was not involved in taking a 
Year 12 graip to the Gallery, as a teacher of Year 12 TEE students 
Teacher B did use the Gallery for the TEE Art syll.aoos topic: 
"Australian Art Since 1940". Similarly, Teacher C perceived the 
print and visual resoorces produced for this TEE Art topic a great 
help to Year 12 students and to art teachers. As a beginning 
teacher and a teacher of Year 11 and 12 TEE Art, Teacher C perceived 
the educatiCD service for Year 12 students as very useful. In 
general, as Teachers A, B and C were teaching the Year 12 TEE Art 
cx:urse they saw the Art Gallery as an inp:>rtant and relevant 
resam::::e for schx>l.s, teachers and students. 
All teachers identified the experience of seeing real art 
\tOJ:KS of major inp:>rtance during students' visits to the Art 
Gallery. 'lhe teachers' reascns were based CD the general belief 
that no matter lDW nuch infannatiCD canes fran teachers and txx::ks, 
exposure to actual art ci>jects makes art lea:ming vivid and relevant 
for students. Teacher A stated that seeing actual art \tOJ:KS also 
acted as a noti vatar to see nore and so learn nore abo.J.t art. 
[ Teacher B stated that it was not �tive to see the real thing in 
L 
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order to leani aba.lt art, bocks ard slides also teach; J:x,wever, the 
actual art ooject stinulates a vivid experience that may c:x:ntril:ute 
to a student's develq:ment as a whole perSCll. Teacher B c:x:nsidered 
that this was particularly the case with yamger students who may 
l'X)t pursue art sb.rlies further or be exposed to the Gallery 
experience nore than ooce durin:J their lifetime. 'lhe art teachers' 
views a,. access to real art works, Art F.ducatioo. ard the Gallery 
experience may be sunnarised by quotin:J Teacher C: 
'Ihey' re sb.dyin:J art rut they' re oo.ly studyin:J reproductioo.s . . .  
unless they actually see the [real] art, how can yoo say that 
they' re studyin:J art. " 
Al.thoogh the art teachers' general view was that the Gallery 
ard Gallery visits were relevant ard worthwhile far Art Fducaticn, 
they identified areas of the Gallery where sane develq:ment or 
inprovement ltOlld result in nore effective Gallery educaticn 
services. Teacher A suggested: provisioo. of an assured parking bay 
to park the school rus; expansioo. of the Bockshop; making exhibits 
ard parts of the Gallery nore accessible to students ard oc:niuctin:J 
weekem practical 'WOrks1q>s for students. Teacher B was c:x:ntent 
with the Gallery ard what it provided rut Sllg3ested that givin:J 
students access to art works related to their TEE Art coorse durin:J 
their CNl. time ltOlld benefit the students. Teacher C suggested: 
exterding resoorces for other 'l'EE Art syllahls tq:>ics; stocking 
recx:mneooed texts (particularly for the TEE Art coorse) ; making the 
Gallery ard particular art works nore accessible to students for 
private study durin:J their CNl. time, ard exterding opening boors to 
cater for schools ard students restricted by transport ard school 
timetablin:J. 
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fh!ern!tifffl gf the Qp] ]ery Visits 
An original belief was that each Gallery visit wool.d be 
unique to the particular sch:Jol, am. the cx:ntext of each Gallery 
visit wool.d CXDSist of unique cx:nlitioos am. features that wool.d 
affect students' perceptioos am. experience of the Gallery visit. 
'lherefore, the focal point of the visit may rx::>t be the oo.ly factor 
that wool.d affect students rut also the particular cx:nlitioos of the 
whole visit. Because of this, detailed descriptive acoounts of each 
Gallery visit by sch:Jol groops which place the visit in its 
experiential cx:ntext is provided. Fach art teacher' s stated purpose 
far the Gallery visit provides a cx:ntext far describing the visit. 
'lhe results of d>servatioos which used the checklist am. 
d>servatial schedule are presented in Table 1 ,  (see p. 60). It 
shoold be rx::>ted that this d>servatial procedure predaninantly 
recorded students' external behavia.tr. 
Sdxx:>l. A 
AcoordiD3 to Teacher A, Sclxx>l A was stooying the ''Heidelberg 
Sclxx>l" TEE Art topic. 'lhe purpose of their Gallery visit was to 
use a regularly provided prcgtaame far TEE Art groops. 'Ihis 
involved a slide shc:M, lecture, am. practical criticism sessial al 
the "Heidelberg Sdxx:>l." topic. 'lhe Gallery visit was interxled to 
reinforce am. cx:nfinn students' learning al the topic. As stated by 
Teacher A, the visit was to be ''nore revisial than a beginning" , it 
was to be an cx:casial where students wool.d be exposed to the 
original art WOJ:ks they were studying. Students wool.d also be 
exposed to other peq>le' s q,inia,s am. krx,wledge of the topic 
besides those of their teacher am. those expressed in reference 
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1 2.9  95 
( 1 1 ) 
1 3. 3  60 
(8) 
1 0.0  30 
(3) --------------------------------
School C 












1 1 . 6  90 




Note: 1 .  = five fcx::al individuals, 2. = ten randan individuals. 
N = nuri:>er of d:>servaticn intervals nultiplied by the number 
of individuals observed. 




b(:d(S .  CD this occasiCD students were to be exposed to the 
educatiCD officer' s q,inioos aoo l<rofledge of the tq>ic. 
Table 1 (p. 60) surmarises the result of ooservatioos usiD:J 
checklists aoo the dJservatiCD schedule. As can be seen 87 . 1 % of 
School A were recorded to have been CD-task when ooserved suggestiD:J 
that this percentage of the groop experienced the visit as 
interestiD:J aoo enjoyable. 'lhis result � OCllSistent with the 
secxni d:lserver' s results where the majority of the groop were 
CD-task when d::>served. 
Sclx:x:>l A' s visit tcxx place CD a oool aoo dry rut overcast 
winter norn.i.n;J. '!he group arrived at the Gallery at 11 : 00 A.M. for 
their visit of ooe aoo a half 1nJrs. '!he sclxx:>l rus set down in a 
carpark adjacent to the Art Gallery off Beaufort street. 'lb reach 
the Gallery entrance fran the set down point students tcxx a short 
walk throogh the paved Cultural Centre oarplex oarprisiD:J AGllA, 
Western Australian M.Jseun, Alexander Library aoo the Perth Institute 
of Cmt.e.qx>rary Arts. DuriD:J the short walk, the students watld 
have seen a water famtain (recently dyed red by a groop of 
protesters) , aoo two large brmze figure sculptures. 
students anned with pen aoo paper acoarpanied by their two 
art teachers entered the Gallery throogh large autanatic glass ooors 
to the entrance foyer where they waited to be joined by the 
educatiCD officer. 'lhis particular educatiCD officer specialised in 
the 'l'EE Art syllaoos tq>ic: '"!he Heidelberg School". '!he educatiCD 
officer then led the groop throogh another set of glass ooors, 
aitside am across the carpark to the Old Coo.rt wilding wtnse 1 9th 




nodern Art Gallery. Here, in ale of the :rocms, the first part of 
the visit ( the  slide shal and lecture) tock place. 
'!he roan was just big enaigh and had enaigh chairs to seat 
the whole groop. Seats had been arrar¥J0d in ran; faci.D:J a white 
wall which acted as a projector screen. Over the 45 minutes 
students viewed a large nunber of slides which oo. cx::casioo. changed 
at a fast rate. Duri.D:J this time students listened to the lecture 
given, l(rl(Eld at the slides or tock down IX>tes. 'Ihe educatioo. 
officer elicited respoo.ses fran students by askirg questioo.s and 
directi.D:J where to look and what to look for in the images. 
Students respcnJed actively by softly calli.D:J oot answers, raisi.D:J 
hams or writi.D:J down IX>tes. Art works in focus which appeared to 
be familiar to students also elicited an active respcose fran 
students ( such as wording the title of the pa.inti.D:J to themselves or 
talking about sane aspect of it quietly with their neighboor). A 
distinguishable feature d:>served fran this sessioo. was that the 
students who respcnJed nore frequently to questioo.s asked by the 
educatioo. officer or to what he was sayi.D:J, were those who were 
situated in proximity to the educatioo. officer. ('Ibis feature was 
also coo.sistent with cbservatioo.s made by the secad ooserver) • 
'lhirty five minutes into the slide shal and lecture, nore private 
cawersatioo.s and less student eye ccntact with the slides in focus 
was d:>served. By this time students appeared to be losi.D:J interest 
in the activity. 'Ihroogha.tt this sessioo. art teachers were ooserved 
to be seated in froo.t of the groop as participant ooservers. 
'!he secad half of the visit cx:rrprised a practical criticism 
sessioo. in froo.t of sane of the actual art works previoosly viewed 
t in the slides and part of the Art Gallery' s pennanent collectioo.. 
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For this the whole groop made their way back to the main Gallery 
ooilclinJ. In the groom floor foyer the groop divided into bo 
grcups with the educatial officer taking ooe for the practical 
criticism sessial. '!he teachers arxl observers joined (alto) aie of 
the grcups. As the first groop was led away, the seocni groop 
waited in the foyer to be joined by mDther educatial officer who 
tocK them for the practical criticism sessial. Whilst waiting it 
was observed that the lecture just experienced had already been 
experienced by thJse who participated in the ''Heidelberg School'' art 
canp at Rottnest Islam. en arrival of the educatial officer a 
rapport arxl frierrlly familiarity was evident between thJse of the 
groop who participated in the art canp arxl the educatial officer. 
'lhe educatial officer briefed the groop aboot the Gallery arxl it was 
observed that for sane students this was their first visit to the 
Gallery. 
lg>raximately twenty minutes was left for the practical 
criticism sessial. � to the limited space in f:r:ait of the 
paintin:Js the seocni groop had to wait for the first groop to finish 
their practical criticism sessioo. 'lb fill in time the educatioo 
officer noved the groop to an adjacent wall to view Farly Colaiial 
Australian paintings arxl cxnb::ted a practical criticism sessial 
even tln1gh these paintings were precursors to the ''Heidelberg 
School". During practical criticism the educatial officer 
encoJraged students to participate by asking questiais, eliciting 
respa,ses arxl q>iniais fran irxlividual students arxl al occasioo 
redirecting students distracted by passers-by, other grcups or other 
areas of the Gallery. 'lbose students who had met the educatial 
officer al a previoos occasial were to be fourd at the f:r:ait of the 
....___ 
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groop and close to the educatiai officer and the painting in focus. 
'lhese students were also d:lserved to be am::ng tlx>se who respcxned 
nore frequently to questioos and who offered their cpinioos to the 
wtx>le groop. During practical criticisn the art teacher stood with 
the groop as a participant d>server rut did oot beoane involved in 
the interactiai between students and educatiai officer. Due to the 
delay, the secxxd gn:q>' s practical criticisn sessiai ai the 
''Heidelberg Sclxx:>l" paintings was oo nore than a brief five minute 
discussiai of two paintings. Sane students were ooserved to nove 
closer to paintings unrelated to the syllabls t:q>ic and studied 
them, as they made their way rut of the Gallery. 
Scrool B 
According to Teacher B the purpose of Sclxx:>l B' s Gallery 
visit was generally "far kids to enjoy and experience the Gallery". 
'lhe visit had oo direct relevance to what the class was doing back 
at school, h:::Mever, the pzoj.tanme in which they participated 
involved students starting an art activity at the Gallery and 
carpleting it at school. Altlnlgh oot directly related to art 
studies at Sclxx:>l, Teacher B stressed that the visit woo.ld oot be 
totally fo:rg:>tten rut ooold be used as a reference far future 
activities. For these Year 8 students it was oatpl].sary to study 
Art far half of the year. 
Sclxx:>l B' s Gallery visit lasted far two lnlrs and tad( up a 
large part of the school day. 'lhe norning was sunny and wann when 
Sclxx:>l B arrived at the Gallery at the official cpening time of 
1 0:00 A.M. '1he Gallery was free of visitors and very quiet apart 
fmn the ooise caused by Gallery renovatioos. Far the first haJr, 
!' 
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School B experienced a general Gallery tour of the current tooriD} 
am pennanent exhibiticns with a gallery guide. In three gz:oops, 
students had the �ty to view the nuch pibl.icised "Irises" by 
van QJgti "'1:ich was en loan to the Gallery am exhibited q,posite 
M:xiet' s ''Haystack" "'1:ich was also en loan. Far the secan h:Jur, aie 
group was formed am an educatien officer carried ait a practical 
criticism sessien am paintin1 activity with the group. 
As can be seen f%all Table 1 (p. 60), 88. 4% of School B were 
en-task when oosexved. 'lhis result is CD1Sistent with the secan 
dlserver' s ooservaticns "'1:ich revealed that the majority of the 
group were en-task. Table 1 irm.cates that 88. 4% of the students 
were oot distracted fran the focus by extraneais matters duriD} the 
time spent with the educatien officer. 
School B had been at the Gallery for an h:Jur when the 
cbservers joined the groop for the in-gallery art lessen. '!he groop 
was met am briefed by the educatien officer in the foyer of the 
Gallery then lead up the stairs to an area between two galleries 
"'1:ich had been set up for the paintiD} activity carpxient of the 
visit. 'lhis area was equiwed with a paint trolley, brushes, 
ruckets of water am a few art � by students fran other schx>ls 
were en display. Students were seated en a large cloth sheet en the 
fl.oar am given pencils am square paintiD} boards. After aoother 
briefiD} am further instructicns students prepared their boards by 
traciD} the shape of their hard in pencil ento the board. Students 
were required to lx>ld en to their boards thraighoot the sessien 
"'1:ich focused en the cooc:ept of syntx.,ls. '!he educatien officer was 
wa:rkiD:J en the Aboriginal Art theme with all schx>l gz:oops at the 
time. 
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'1he practical cri ticisn sessic:n cannenced with a discussic:n 
c:n the use of syni:>olisn in b«> pootog:rap1S f:ran the exhibitic:n in an 
adjacent gallery. Foll.owm1 this, the groop made their way to the 
grrund floor gallery to view traditiaial. Aboriginal paintings, and a 
1987 transitiaial. Aboriginal paintiDJ which was analysed in depth 
far approximately 15 minutes . 'Ibis nural-size paintiDJ was a 
triptych and differed f:ran traditiaial. Aboriginal bark paintings far 
it made use of western syrrh:>ls and materials to portray the 
cxntroversial political theme of Aboriginals in custody. In rapid 
successic:n a groop of paintings sbowiDJ the use of tradi tiooal 
Aboriginal imagery, materials and irrplements was discussed. 'Ibis 
was follc:Med by discussic:n of aoother groop of paintiDJs 
demxlstratiD] traditiooal imagery with the use of western materials 
and teclmigues. 'lhralgtnit these practical criticisn sessiais the 
art teacher was a participant oose:rver regularly writiDJ IX>tes c:n 
the infonnatic:n given. 
DuriDJ these practical criticisn sessiais students were 
enoooraged to actively participate and the educatic:n officer 
cxnstantly fired guestiais at the whole groop and to irxlividuals. 
en b«> occasiais every student was required to say sanethiDJ aboot 
the art \CtKS. '1he frequency of hands raised suggested that 
students were enoooraged to respcai to general questiais. Sane 
students respcxx1ed actively by answering questiais, offeriDJ 
cpiniais, volunteeriDJ to stand up and talk aboot the art work( s) in 
fralt of the class or, to stand up and point to an area c:n the 
paintiDJ to get their ideas across to the others. '1hese students 
were typically in proximity to the educatic:n officer and the art 
work(s) in focus. Altematively, trose students who respooded less 
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frequently were seen situated at the side or back of the seated or 
st:armn:J groop. 
'!he first part of the paintin;J activity was carried ait in 
the downstairs gallery ana91t the Aboriginal art. For five minutes 
students were required to ocpy traditiooal Aboriginal synix)ls fran 
any of the paintin;Js ento their boards. Durin;J this time sane 
students nrwed fran cne paintin;J to the other whilst others 
preferred to remain seated where they were am cx:py symbols fran 
nearl>y paintin;Js. After this the groop made their way up the stairs 
to CC11Plete the paintin;J activity. CD the way the educatien officer 
diverted the groop back to the p-x>t:ograply exhibitien to discuss 
nore images, hc:Mever, the majority of students were preoccupied 
with the previais drawing activity . CD retum to the wmk area the 
students CC11Pleted the assigned task in ten minutes whilst talking 
am laughiD:J. After clearin;J away, the students cx:npleted the 
postvisit questicnnaire. 
Sdpol C 
Accxmling to Teacher C, the purpose of the Gallery visit was 
far students to see the "real" versicns of the art wmks they were 
studyin;J far 'IEE Art. '!he visit was intended to reinforce leamirxJ 
en the 'IEE Art tq>ic: "Australian Art Since 1940", am to gather 
further useful infcmnatien to pass the 'IEE Art History examinatien. 
In additien, the visit was intended to help develq> students' 
cxnfidence am skills in sharin;J am talking about their own ideas 
am q>inicns of art. 
As it can be seen fran Table 1 ( p. 60) , all tlnse c:hseJ:ved 
were en-task thrcAlglnit the visit. '!hat is, the wh::>le groop was not 
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distracted by extranec:us matters am they atteooed all the time. 
'lhis suggests that the wtx>le gJ:QJp foond the visit to be interesti.oJ 
am enjoyable. 
School C's Gallery visit tock place en a fine sunny 
afterrxxn. Students were dropped off by the sch:x:>l. tus en Roe 
Street at the fnnt of the Gallery. A walk up sane stairs lead to 
the Gallery entrance � they were met by their art teacher. 'Ihe 
visit had been planned to coincide with their timetabled art lessen 
am private st.my time. D.Jri.oJ the nmnir¥J all fonnal lessens had 
been cancelled am the stu:3ents had instead, listened to guest 
speakers. Whilst waiti.oJ for the educatien officer it was d>served 
that the students had visited the Gallery the previoos weekern to 
attend the Schools' caiference. 
'Ibis ooe haJr visit involved a practical criticism sessien of 
ooe painti.oJ, Keith Iocby' s "Adaratien of I<ir¥1s am Queens" ' with 
the educatien officer. Students were seated either en the floor or 
en a cnJCh in frcnt of the painti.oJ. Judgi.oJ fran the enthusiasm of 
the stu:3ents it aweared that this painti.oJ was ooe the wtx>le gJ:QJp 
was interested in seei.oJ am ta1ki.oJ aboot. It was d>served that 
all stu:3ents were willi.oJ to participate in this practical criticism 
sessien. All stu:3ents frequently respaned to the educatien 
officer' s questicns am regularly tock down notes related to the 
tr«lrk. Students awearea c:x:nfident am eager to volm.teer their 
ideas in the discussien; listen to what peers had to say am stam 
close to the painti.oJ to point oot areas illustrati.oJ their ideas. 
'Ibis active participatien fran stu:3ents was d>served to be made 
possible by the educatien officer wtx:> utilised the students' 
knatlledge of the artist, the painti.oJ am the subject matter. ;I�; 
i .. ' : ,  
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'!he last ten minutes of School C' s visit was spent in the 
Fducatim Gallecy where art WOiks related to their TEE Art syll.ab.Js 
1:q;>ic were oo. display. Students were free to l.oc:K at the paintir¥;Js 
in closer detail am two students were d:::>Served thanking the 
educatioo. officer far the practical criticism sessim. 'Ihe visit 
finished at 2 :  30 P .M. am students made their way to where the 
sclxx>l bus was to pick them up to take them back to sclxx>l. 
F.ach visit was fam to cx:ntain unique features which this 
descriptive acoamt has saJght to identify. Durir¥3 the Gallecy 
visits, the students f:can School A, B am c were d:::>Served to have 
been predaninantly oo.-task which may inmediately suggest that 
students experienced the visit to be interestir¥3 am enjoyable. 
J:iJwever, in each visit the focus changed uooer the directioo. of the 
educatioo. officer. As the educatim officer' s int:alatioo., 
mannerism;, gestures am stance changed, the students' attentioo. was 
maintained. 'Ibis may also acoamt far the large nunber d:::>Served to 
be oo.-task. '1hus, data f:can ooserva.tioo.s may IX>t be adequate 
measures of students' experienced interest am enjoyment. 
Qgl;;igrni;res - Parts Ole and TtlO 
Q1e of the subsidiary research questioo.s asked: ''What are 
secDldary art students expectatioo.s am perceptioo.s of the Gallecy 
visit?". Questiamaire respcnses f:can all sclxx:>l. groops are 
smmarised in tables. For carparisc:n, respcnses f:can each sclxx>l 
group awear in the same table. Respooses to part ooe of items ( the 
foor point agreenent scale) , are in separate tables to respcnses to 



















awear in the same table. In all tables frequency of :respooses are 
presented as percentages with the actual nurber of frequencies in 
parentheses. 'Ihe base nurber (l:J) far the calculated percentages 
are: Scoool A ( 20) ; Scoool B ( 18) and Scoool C ( 13) • In tables 
presentin:J results far part cne of items, the nurbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 
represent the foor point agreement scale with 1 = Sb:rngly Agree; 2 
= Agree; 3 = Disagree; 4 = Sb:rngly Disagree and (*) = No 
Respa,ses. \'llat needs to be coosidered when reading these results 
is that part cne :respooses do not necessarily correlate with part 
ho :respooses and vice versa. 'Ibis is because not every student who 
respa,ded to part cne respc:med to part ho. In additien, cne 
respoose in part ho may have been categ:lrised nore than cnce far an 
itesn deperrling en the nature of the respoose. '!he calculated 
chi-square values far each itesn are not el aborated in this report 
rut are included in tables. With the exceptien of Table 2 placed 
in-text, all tables have been placed in Appernices. 
Respalses to part cne of all seven items in the previsit and 
postvisit questiamaires, fran all sclxx>l gra.ips, are sunmarised in 
Table 2 (see p. 72). 'Ihe order of items in the presentatien of 
postvisit :respooses is not how it is faro en the postvisit 
questiamaire rut as they coincide with the items en the previsit 
questiamaire. 'Ihe foor point agreement scale has been coodensed 
to, � (1) and disagree (2). Entries in the ''No Respoose" (*) 
oolum far particular items in the previsit results record 
irxlividuals not respcn'linJ to tlnse items. Entries in the ''No 
Respa,se" oolum in the postvisit results record the fact that 19 
oot of 20 postvisit questiamaires were received fran School A. 






questiamaire were negatively pirasea am for the ?JrpOSe of 
:repxting results they have been expressed positively. 
As can be seen in the colum totals in Table 2, there is 
little difference between the runber of toose woo agreed with the 
statements before the visit am the runber of toose woo agreed after 
the visit. Studying results item by item, respooses to statements 
after the visit lean towards both agreement am disagreement. 
For items 1 am 6 there awears to be no change in the number 
of toose agreeing or disagreeing with the statement before am after 
the visit. 'lhis suggests that the expectaticn that the Gallery will 
be a nice place to visit am that the Fducaticn Officer will teach 
them sanething was met. For items 2 am 7, postvisit results show 
the runber initially agreeing with the statements increased whilst 
the runber initially disagreeir¥j declined after the visit. 'lhis 
suggests that a visit to the Art Gallery can be notivating am 
prarote positive attitudes ttMard art am the Art Gallery. For 
items 3, 4 am S, the nuri>er initially agreeing with the statement 
declined whilst the nunber initially disagreeing with the statement 
increased after the visit. 'lhis suggests that there are a number of 
features in a Gallery visit which appeal to different students. 
Alth:Jugh, f:ran the colum totals it can be seen that the majority 
agree with the statements. F:ran this cne oculd say that nost of 
toose woo participated in the study generally expected am faro the 
Gallery visit to be �t am l«>rl:hwhile; interesting am 
enjoyable; am useful. 
Fa.ch sclxx:>l gra.ip' s respooses alcng the agreement scale, am 
extemed respooses for each item, are sumarised in Tables 3 to 1 2  
Table 2 
General Respa1se to Part ()')e of each Item in the Previsit aI¥i Postvisit 
Item 
1 • '1he Art Gallery of Westeni Australia will be a 
nice place to visit . . . . . . . . . . . 




was not a waste of time • • • • • • . • • • • . • 90. 2 
(46) 
3. '1he original art wacks will be the roost enjoyable part 
of the visit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 





5. 1his visit will increase my understand:m;J of art wacks • 94. 1 
(48) 
6. What the educaticn officer will say aboot art wacks 
will help me to understard them • • • • • • • 88. 2 
(45) 


















'lbtal 87. 4 11.8 
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Item 7 in the previsit aI¥i Item 2 in the postvisit have been expressed positively. 
1 = Agree; 2 = Disagree aI¥i (*) = No Respcnse. 
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in .1glernices 3, 4 and 5. For accessibility items have been 
grooped: Inportance aoo bthwhi,leness; Usefulness; Interest arx1 
Eniovment, and the results are reported in these graips. 
IqxJrt:ance and 1tJrl:tNlileDes 
Iten 2. '1hiB visit to the Art GaJJery is really :iqxrlant/it was 
rd a waste of time. 
Item 2 was cxncemed with stooents' expectatioos and 
perceptioos of the inp:>rtance and worthwhileness of the Gallery 
visit. Table 3 in � 3, smmarises the previsit and postvisit 
respcnses to part ooe fran all scoool graips .  Table 4, in � 
3, smmarises scoool graips '  extended respcnses. 'lhe respcnses of 
each sclxx:>l gro.ip is CCl'lSidered in tw:n. 
As shown in Table 3, School A' s general respcmse to the 
statement before the Gallery visit was CCl'lSistent with their 
respcnses after the visit. Table 4 shcMs that those wtx, gave 
extended respcnses before the visit expected the visit would be 
:inp)rtant and worthwhile becatise it would help them with their art 
studies. Postvisit respcnses show that the majority wtx, respaded 
were those woo experienced the visit to be inp:)rtant and 
worthwhile. ReaSCl'lS included, seein3 the original art works 
studied, and the relevance of the visit to their 'IEE Art studies. 
Sane stooents did rx:>t expect or perceive the visit to be that 
inp:lrtant and worthwhile. I-Dever' they perceived goin3 to the 
Gallery in general as inp:)rtant and worthwhile. For such stooents 
goin3 to the Gallery was rx:>t a waste of time but en that occasicn 
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Table 3 shJws an increase in the nurber of those fran Scoool 
B wlX> s�y agreed with the statement, after the visit. 'lhat is, 
the Gallery visit was perceived by the majority as inp)rtant and 
worthwhile. As seen in Table 3, the nurber of those wlX> initially 
disagreed with the statement declined after the visit whilst the 
nurber of those wlX> initially s�ly agreed increased after the 
visit. In Scoool B's extended respooses in Table 4, previsit and 
postvisit respooses soow the majority of those wlX> resparled 
expected and fam the visit to be inp)rtant and worthwhile. 'Ibis 
was because they wrul.d ( and did) see art, learn nore aboot art and 
artists or they enjoyed themselves. 
Table 3 reveals that like Scoool A, the majority of Scoool C 
students expected the Gallery visit to be inp:>rtant and worthwhile. 
'lhe postvisit results irxlicate that the students expectatioos were 
fulfilled, :txJwever, unlike Scoool A the majority of Scoool C 
students s�ly agreed rather than agreed with the statement 
before and after the visit. Fran Scoool C' s extended respooses in 
Table 4, it can be seen that those wlX> respcnied before the visit 
expected that the visit wrul.d be inp)rtant and worthwhile. 
Postvisit respooses soow that those wtX> respcmed fam the visit to 
be inp:ntant and worthwhile becaiJSe of hav:i.n] seen the original art 
wacks and the visit' s relevance to their 'IEE Art studies. 
Fran Scoool A, B and C the majority of students expected that 
the visit wool.d be inp:ntant and worthwhile because it wrul.d help 
them with their art studies, or sinply that they wool.d learn 
sc:methin; fran it. 'lhe varied nature of respooses after the visit 
irxlicates that there were differeooes in the way students and school 




Items 4, 5 and 6 were cx:ncerned with shunts' expectatioos 
and perceptioos of the usefulness of the Gallery visit. Table 5 in 
Awendix 4, Slmllarises the previsit and postvisit respooses to part 
ale of these items fran all school groups. Tables 6, 7 and 8 in 
Awendix 4, Slmllarises the previsit and postvisit respooses to part 
two of i terns 4, 5 and 6 respectively fran all sch:Jol groups. 
Results for all groups are reported here item by item. 
Item 4. 'Ibis visit will help me with my own art 'WO[k. 
Respooses to part ale of item 4 fran all sch:Jol groups are 
Slmllarised in Table 5. Respooses to part two fran all sch:Jol groups 
are Slmllarised in Table 6. ( See 1g>errlix 4) • 
Fran respooses to part ale in Table 5, it can be seen that 
the majority fran Sdxx:>l A agreed with the statement before the 
visit, that is, the majority expected that the visit "°11.d help them 
with their own art �. Postvisit respooses sl"Otl that the nunber 
of lliJse woo initially stnD1ly agreed with the statement decreased 
after the visit, the nunber of lliJse woo initially agreed remained 
the same whilst the nunber of lliJse woo disagreed increased after 
the visit. Extended respooses in Table 6 sl"Otl that lliJse woo 
respooded before the visit expected that the visit "°11.d be useful. 
Postvisit respooses sl"Otl that lliJse woo respooded tlnlght that the 
visit may be useful because they saw original art �- Fran the 
nature of previsit and postvisit respooses, it seems that the 
majority perceived the visit to be nore useful for art theory rather 








Respc:l1ses to part me in Table 5, show that the majority of 
respc:.roents £ran Scoool B agreed with the statement before the 
visit. 'lhat is, the majority expected the visit woold be useful to 
their own art w:nk. Postvisit respcnses irxlicate that the nunber of 
those wh:> initially s�ly agreed or agreed with the statement 
decreased after the visit, the nunber of those wh:> initially 
disagreed increased whilst the nunber of those wh:> initially 
s�ly disagreed remained the same. Extended respcnses in Table 5 
show that those wh:> respalded before the visit were generally those 
wh:> expected the visit to be useful because they woold be seein;J 
different types of art. 'lhe nature of Scoool B' s respcnses seem to 
suggest that they, like Scoool A, also perceived the visit to be 
nore useful for the theory rather than the practical side of art, 
althalgh, sane respcnses were ani:>igua.is arrl the nature of "art 
skills" was difficult to detennine. 
Fran Table 5, respcnses to part me show that the majority 
fran Scoool C either s�ly agreed or agreed with the statement 
before the visit. Postvisit respcnses show that the number of 
students wh:> initially s�ly agreed remained the same after the 
visit, the nunber of those wh:> initially agreed declined whilst the 
nunber of those wh:> disagreed increased. Exteooed respcnses in 
Table 6 show that those wh:> respalded before the visit expected the 
visit woold be nore useful to the theory rather than the practical 
side of art. 'lhe nature of postvisit respcnses indicate that the 
majority perceived that the visit might inspire them, whilst others 
irxlicated that it woold not be useful to their own art w:nk. 
As can be seen fran results related to item 4, for all sclxx:>l 
groops, previsit arrl postvisit respcnses alcng the agreement scale 
I 
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differs slightly. For all groops, postvisit resp:nses a1cng the 
agreement scale are generally towards the disagreement end 
irxlicatin.;J that the majority perceived that the visit would IX>t be 
useful for their own art �. '1be speculative nature of exterrled 
resp:nses suggests that it may have been difficult for students to 
imnediately detennine whether the visit would be useful to their own 
art �- In turn, resp:nses suggest that the visit was generally 
perceived by all sdxx:>l groops to be useful to the theory side 
rather than the practical side of art. 
Item 5. 'Ibis visit will increase my urxJerst:.ardiD of art 1«lCks. 
Respcrlses to part cne of item 5 fran all sdxx:>l groops are 
swmarised in Table 5. RespcflSeS to part tW'.:> are sunmarised in 
Table 7. ( See AWeMix 4) • 
Respcrlses to part cne in Table 5, irxlicate that prior to the 
visit the majority of Sdxx>l A agreed with the statement. 'Ihe 
majority expected that the visit would increase their understanding 
of art works, that is, it would be useful for their knowledge and 
uooerstanding of art works. Postvisit resp:nses st¥JW that the 
nunber of thJse woo initially stnn;Jly agreed with the statement 
decreased after the visit, the nunber of thJse woo initially agreed 
increased and tW'.:> students disagreed with the statement after the 
visit. Previsit resp:nses to part tw:>, in Table 7, sl¥JW that the 
majority of thJse woo respaxied expected that the visit would 
increase their knowledge and urnerstanding of art works and artists 
fran seeing the actual art works. Sane woo also respcnied were 
unsure aboo.t whether the visit would increase their knowledge and 
understanding of art works and artists. 'Ihe nature of postvisit 
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respcnses generally indicate that (apart £ran two students) the 
majority who respooded tlDJgh.t the visit to be useful and increased 
their understanding of art works and artists. 
Fran Table 5, respooses to part ooe s1'x:JW that the majority of 
School B agreed with the statement. '!hat is, the majority expected 
the visit wcw.d be useful by increasll¥J' their understanding of art 
works and artists. As shown in Table 5, the m.mt>er of those who 
initially strcngly agreed with the statement increased after the 
visit with a resultant decrease in the ruirber who initially agreed. 
'1he mm:>er who initially disagreed remained OC11Stant whilst the 
mm:>er who strcngly disagreed with the statement increased after the 
visit. Exterded respcnses in Table 7, indicate that the majority of 
those who respooded before the visit expected that the visit wcw.d 
be useful because they wcw.d see art works and learn aboot then. 
Postvisit respcnses indicate that those who respa,ded generally 
toought the visit useful to their understanding of art works 
because they learnt sanethll¥1 fran the visit. � subject who 
respa,ded did oot think the visit was useful. 
School C' s respcnses to part ooe, smmarised in Table 5, s1'x:JW 
that the majority strcngly agreed with the statement before the 
visit. '!hat is, the majority expected the Gallery visit wool.d be 
useful by increasU¥1 their understanding of art works and artists. 
Postvisit respcnses indicate that the mmt>er of those who initially 
strcngly agreed with the statement increased after the visit, the 
m.mt>er of the those who initially agreed remained the same and oo 
ooe disagreed with the statement after the visit. 'lhat is, all 
students tlDJgh.t that the Gallery visit was useful. Extended 














faro the Gallery visit to be useful in increasiB1 their 
uooerstandirg of art wmics and artists because they saw the original 
art wmics and faro the educaticn officer helpful. 
Respcnses to part me of iten 5 fran all sclxx>l groops 
Sl¥}3e8t that the majority of students agreed that the visit was 
useful because it increased their uooerstandirg of art wmics and 
artists. EKtended respooses fran all schx>l groops imicated 
factors such as: seeiB1 original art wmics and helpful Gallery 
persamel., far reasoos why the visit was generally faro to be 
useful. 
Item 6. Nlat the educatial officer will. say abcut art 1iO[Q will. 
help me to mderstand them. 
Respcnses to part me of iten 6 fran all sclxx>l groops are 
smmarised in Table 5. 
Table 8. ( See Appemix 4) . 
Respcnses to part two are sumnarised in 
Fran Table 5, respooses to part me sh::M that prior to the 
visit the majority of Sch:x:>l A agreed with the statement. 'lhat is, 
the majority expected that the educaticn officer woold be helpful 
and increase their uooerstandirg of art wmics. Postvisit respooses 
imicate that the nunber of trose who initially stnn;Jly agreed with 
the statement increased after the visit, the nunber of trose who 
initially agreed remained the same whilst the nunber of trose who 
initially disagreed decreased. 'Ibis Sl¥}3e8ts that the majority 
faro the educaticn officer to be helpful. EKtended respooses in 
Table 8, aha,, that students who respooded expected that the ideas, 
infcmnaticn and krx:Mledge of the educaticn officer woold be helpful 






















that the majority woo respa,ded fcuoo the lessen with the educatiCD 
officer to be helpful because of the backg.roond infame.tiCD that was 
provided. 'lwo students WOO respa,ded felt that the educatiCD 
officer was oot helpful because the infame.tiCD provided was oot 
new. 
Respooses to part ale in Table 5, show that the majority of 
Sdxx>l B expected that the educatiCD officer � be helpful and 
increase their urderstanding of art works. Postvisit respc:nses 
indicate that the nunber of trose woo initially stnD]ly agreed with 
the statement increased after the visit with a a:nsequent decrease 
in the nunber of trose woo initially agreed. Previsit respc:nses to 
part b«>, sunnarised in Table 8, show that trose woo respcn:1ed 
expected that the educatiCD officer' s explanatioos and kncMledge 
� be useful to their urderstanding of the art works. Postvisit 
respc:nses show that trose woo respa,ded received what they expected 
fran the educatiCD officer or gallery guide. 'lhe nature of Sdxx>l 
B' s respc:nses did oot make it clear whether they were referri.D:J to 
educatiCD officers, gallery guides, or both, far their visit 
involved a sessiCD with these Gallery persoonel.. 
Fran Table 5 previsit respc:nses to part ale indicate that the 
majority of Sch::JOl C stnD]ly agreed with the statement before the 
visit. 'lhat is, the majority expected that the educatiCD officer 
� be helpful and wool.d increase their uooerstanding of art 
works. 
Postvisit respc:nses indicate that the nunber of trose woo 
initially stnD]ly agreed with the statement increased after the 
visit with a coosequent decrease in the nunber of trose woo 









that those wh:) respc:n:ied generally expected the educatiai officer's  
guidance arrl kncMledge to be helpful arrl increase their 
understarxlm1 of art l«lrks. Postvisit respooses inlicate that those 
wh:) respcmed 
officer. 
received tilat they expected fran the educatiai 
In the light of the above data ooe ooold say that the 
majority fran all groops agreed with the staterrent; that is, the 
majority foooo the educatiai officer helpful. Even thoogh, the 
postvisit respooses for Sclxx>l A DDVed tcMard the stroogly agree end 
of the scale; Sclxx>l B respc:n:ied both tcMard the stroogly agree arrl 
disagree ends; arrl Sclxx>l C respc:n:ied tcMard the stroogly agree. 
For Sclxx>l A, B arrl C there were slight differences between 
previsit arrl postvisit respooses. Despite beirg slight, ooe can 
speculate that these differences are significant for they can 
suggest that the Gallery visit had different effects ai inlividual 
students. '1hese slight the differences may also inlicate that 
inlividual students do have different perceptioos of the usefulness 
of the Gallery visit. And, that inlividual students' perceived 
significance of the visit, arrl inlividual expectatioos of the visit 
may be significant factors cc:ntribltirg to students' perceived 
usefulness of the Gallery visit. 
In spite of the slight differences within arrl between sch:xtl 
groops' respooses to the usefulness of the Gallery visit, the nature 
of respooses generally irxlicate that the majority £ran all school 
groops expected arrl perceived the Gallery visit to be useful to the 










Int.ei:est and lnjoylllenl: 
Itens 1, 3 and 7 in the previsit and postvisit questiamaires 
caicerned with students' e.xpectatioos and perceptioos of the 
interest and enjoyment of the Gallery visit. Table 9 in � 5, 
surmarises previsit and postvisit respooses to part ooe of these 
itens fran all sdxx>l groops. Tables 10, 11 and 12 in � 5, 
StmDarise previsit and postvisit respooses to part bo of the above 
itens fran all school groops. Respooses fran all sdxx>l groops are 
reported here item by item. 
Itea 1.  '!he Art GaJ J ery of Western Australia will be a nice place 
to visit. 
Respooses to part a,e of item 1 fran all sdxx>l groops are 
StmDarised in Table 9. 
Table 10. (See � 5). 
Respooses to part bo are sumarised in 
Fran Table 9, respooses to part ooe reveal that before the 
visit the majority of Scoool A agreed that the Art Gallery wo.Jl.d be 
a "nice" place to visit. Postvisit respooses striw that the number 
of thJse who initially sbxn3ly agreed with the statement decreased 
after the visit with a ooosequent increase in the nunber who 
agreed. Scb:x:>l A' s exterx3ed respooses in Table 10, striw that the 
majority of thJse who respcmed before the visit expected that the 
Gallery wo.Jl.d be a "nice" place to visit. Seeing original art 
-.«lIKB, the Gallery' s atnospiere, a change fran the sdxx>l 
enviraauent and the Gallery ruilding itself were given as why the 
Gallery wo.Jl.d be a "nice" place to visit. Postvisit respooses also 
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Respooses to part ooe in Table 9, show that prior to the 
visit the majority of School B agreed that the Gallery \011.d be a 
"nice" place to visit, hcMever, ooe pe:rscn stra¥jly disagreed with 
this. Postvisit respcnses show that the nunber woo stra¥jly agreed 
with the statement increased after the visit, with a decrease in the 
nunber woo had initially agreed. Ole student disagreed with the 
statement after the visit. Previsit respooses to part two, 
Sllllllarised in Table 10, show that the majority woo respooded 
expected the Gallery \011.d be a ''nice'' place to visit because of the 
art works. '1he nature of postvisit respooses irxlica.te that toose 
woo respooded foond the Gallery to be a "nice" place because they 
sinply enjoyed the visit, the Gallery itself, the art works or foond 
the staff to be frierxlly. 
Respooses to part ooe in Table 9, show that the majority of 
School C agreed with the statement before the visit. Postvisit 
respcnses show that the nunber of toose woo initially stra¥jly 
agreed with the statement increased after the visit whilst the 
nunber of toose woo agreed decreased. Extended respcnses in Table 
10, show that toose woo respooded before the visit expected the real 
art works and the Gallery's architecture to be features that \011.d 
make the Gallery a pleasant envircnnent. ltJwever, Table 10 also 
sbJws that a large propartiai of School C did oot provide an 
extended respoose after the visit. 
In general, postvisit respcnses to part aie of item 1 fran 
all scoool groops irxlica.te that the Gallery was perceived to be an 
interesti.BJ and enjoyable place to visit. For toose woo respooded 
to part two, reasoos such as: the art works; the Gallery buildirg; 
enjoyment of the visit and the frierxlly Gallery staff were foond to 
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ac:camt for the interest arrl enjoyment experienced. 
Item 3. 'lhe original art 1«Jlb will be the DDSt enjoyable part of 
the visit. 
Respcl1ses to part ooe of item 3 fran all schx>l groops are 
sunnarised in Table 9. 
Table 11. (See � 5). 
Respooses to part two are sumiarised in 
In Table 9, Sch:>01 A' s previsit respcnses show that the 
majority agreed with the statement before the visit, that is, the 
majority expected that the original art works would be the nnst 
enjoyable part of the visit. Postvisit respcnses show that the 
nunber of those wtX> initially strrngly agreed with the statement 
decreased after the visit, the nunber of those wtX> initially agreed 
increased, arrl the nunber of those wtX> disagreed with the statement 
increased after the visit. Exteooed respcnses in Table 1 1  , show 
that the majority of those wtX> respcn3ed before the visit expected 
that the original art works would be the nnst enjoyable part of the 
visit. Postvisit respcnses indicate that the majority faro the 
original art works to be the nnst enjoyable part of the visit 
because it would be helpful to their art sbm.es. Not every stu:lent 
wtX> respcn3ed faro the original art works to be the nnst enjoyable 
part of the visit a, ac:camt of their persaial preferences. 
Fran Table 9, previsit respcnses to part ooe show that the 
majority fran Sch:>01 B agreed that the original art works would be 
the nnst enjoyable part of the visit. Postvisit respcnses indicate 
that the nunber of those wtX> initially agreed with the statement 
decreased whilst the nunber of those wtX> disagreed remained the 




























results, the majority agreed that original art l«lrks were the nost 
enjoyable part of the visit . Extemed respooses in Table 1 1 , slriw 
that the majority of tmse woo respcmed before the visit were tmse 
who expected, aoo tmse woo did not expect original art l«lrkB to be 
the nost enjoyable part of the visit. It is awarent fran the 
nature of respooses, that sane student' s interpretaticn of "original 
art l«lrks" is related to the style of the paintings rather than the 
actual art d:>ject. Because of the different interpretaticns of the 
tenn, Sclxx>l B' s respooses to this item aweaz- sane.what vague aoo 
ambiguoos aoo coosequently difficult to interpret. 
Respcnses to part ooe, in Table 9, slriw that before the visit 
the majority of Sclxx>l C stnnJly agreed that original art l«lrks 
"°11.d be the nost enjoyable part of the visit. Postvisit respooses 
indicate that the mm,er of tmse who initially stnnJly agreed with 
the statement decreased with a c:x:xrrespcnliD increase in the number 
of tmse who agreed with the statement. 'lhe nunber of tmse 
disagreeio:J with the statement increased after the visit. 'lhis 
suggests that sane other factors other than the original art l«lrks 
was ( or also) enjoyed by sane students. Nevertheless, the nature of 
extended respooses in Table 1 1 , indicate that th:>Se who respcmed 
expected aoo foooo the original art l«lrks to be the nost enjoyable 
part of the visit for reasoos ccncemed mainly with actually seeio;J 
original art l«lrks. 
Respcnses indicate that the majority of students fran all 
school gnx.ips generally agreed that original art l«lrks were the nost 
enjoyable part of the visit. 'lhis was so with the excepticn of 
Sclxx>l B where different interpretaticns of "original art l«lrks" 
were used. Persooal preferences for art l«lrks was a factor which 
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prevented sane students fran perceiving original art WOtKS as the 
roost enjoyable part of the visit. 
Iten 7. I 1iOUld (like to) visit the Art Ga] Jery in my a,n time. 
Respooses to part ooe of iten 7 fran all scoool graips are 
SUllllarised in Table 9. Respcllses to part two are smmarised in 
Table 12. (See Appemix 5). In the case of Scoool A, previsit 
respc:nses to part ooe in Table 9, sh:M that the majority agreed that 
they \rOlld visit the Gallery in their own time. 'lhat is, the 
majority expected they woold visit the Gallery in their own time. 
Postvisit respc:nses sh:M that the nurber of those who initially 
s�ly agreed with the statement decreased with a cx:nseguent 
increase in the mmt>er who agreed after the visit. '!he nurt>er of 
those who initially disagreed and s�ly disagreed decreased after 
the visit. 'Ibis suggests that the majority perceived the Gallery to 
be a place they woold visit in their own time. Extended respc:nses 
in Table 1 2  sl¥JW that those who respcroed were those who claimed to 
already visit the Gallery in their own time or those who expected 
they \rOlld uooer certain cxnlitioos. others who respcroed claimed 
they \rOlld visit if sanething there interested them or far reasoos 
based en the Gallery visit just experienced. 
Fran Table 9, respc:nses to part ooe sh:M that the majority of 
Scoool B disagreed with the statement before the visit. 'lhat is, 
the majority expected they \rOlld not visit the Gallery in their own 
time. '!here was an equal nurber of students who agreed and 
disagreed postvisit respc:nses. Respcllses indicate that sane of the 
students foond the Gallery to be interesting and enjoyable and a 
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respcnses in Table 12 slxM that those who respooded to the statement 
before the visit varied fran those who: expected that they woold 
visit the Gallery in their own time; those who did not expect that 
they woold visit the Gallery in their own time; arxl those who were 
unsure if they woold visit the Gallery in their own time. Postvisit 
respcnses slxM that those who respooded were those who stated that 
they woold visit the Gallery in their own time in additial to sane 
who said they woold rx::>t. In both cases reasalS given appear to be 
based al the Gallery visit just experienced arxl persooal. interests. 
Respalses to part ooe in Table 9, slxM that prior to the 
visit the majority of School C strcngly agreed that they woold visit 
the Gallery in their own time. Postvisit respcnses slxM that the 
I1Ulber of those who strcngly agreed with the statement decreased 
after the visit, h:Jwever, the nuriJer of those who initially agreed 
increased arxl nctxxiy disagreed after the visit. 'Ibis indicates that 
School C generally foond the Gallery to be interesting arxl enjoyable 
arxl a place they woold visit in their own time. Extended respcnses 
in Table 12, slxM that those who respooded before the visit expected 
that they woold visit the Gallery in their own time. 'Ih:>se who 
respooded after the visit indicated that they woold visit the 
Gallery in their own time with reasalS based al their experience of 
the Gallery visit ( such as having nore time) . Table 12 also soows 
that a large pxqxxrtial fran School C did rx::>t provide an exterded 
resp:xise after the visit. 
Postvisit respcnses to part ooe, for iten 7, for School A arxl 
C sln'1s a majority fran each school groop agreeing with the 
statement after the visit. For Schx>l B there was a lean toward 
agreeing arxl disagreeing with the statement after the visit. 
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Postvisit respooses to part two ftan all scoool groops indicate that 
nest of the reasoos provided far statements such as: 'lhey liOlld or 
liOlld not visit the Gallery in their own time, were based en the 
experience of the Gallery visit or the individual' s own interests 
arrl situatien. 
In sumiary, the results ftan previsit arrl postvisit 
questiamaires generally shJw similarities in the way the three 
groops respcmed to items. With the exceptien of item 4, the 
majority in all school groops agreed with the statements before arrl 
after the visit. School B aweared to have nore students 
disagreein;J with the statements than the other groops. lbwever, the 
quality of data ftan respooses al<n;1 the foor point agreement scale, 
arrl the fact that not all students provided exterxled respooses 
cannot adequately suwart a OCl.1clusien that all students expected, 
perceived arrl fam the visit to be :inp>rtant arrl worthwhile; 
interestin;J arrl enjoyable; arrl useful. Q'lly sane students may have 
fam the visit to be inp:lrtant arrl worthwhile; interestin;J am 
enjoyable; arrl useful. 
Cl::>servatien data recorded a majority fran each school group 
to be en-task suggestin;J that the majority experienced the visit to 
be interestin;J arrl enjoyable. lbwever, the structured nature of the 
visits, where proceedirV}S were closely guided by the educatien 
officers, CXJUl.d acx:nmt far the high mmJerS recorded en-task as 
nuch as students' interest arrl enjoyment. 
A significant fi.rxli.BJ was in the previsit arrl postvisit 
exterxled respooses to item 4. In item 4 the majority in all school 
groops indicated that they did oot perceive the visit to be useful 
to their own art l«Xk. Instead, respa,ses suggest that students 
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generally expected 800 foond the visit to be nme relevant to the 
theory rather than the practical side of art learni.D:J, (even tlnlgh 
ooe groop' s visit involved elements of both). 'Ibis may also be 
SlJRXl['ted by data fl:an teacher interviews where teachers' 
perceptioos al the value of the Gallery 800 Gallery visit were 
oriented taerd the theory rather than the practical side of art 
educatial. For the art teachers the theory aspect of the visit 
related specifically to art history. Another significant fi.rdinJ 
was in data fran iten 3. Even tlnlgh seeing original art \tDt'ks was 
high al the agenda of majority of students, data fran iten 3 
in:licates that other features of the visit, or other art \tDt'ks were 
perceived to be nme enjoyable than the art \tDt'ks the visit focused 
al. 
An adequate oooclusial which may be drawn fran the data 
available is that the Gallery visit had varying effects al 
in:lividual students. Students' in:lividual respc:r:lS8 to the 
experience may detennine the degree to which they perceive the 
Gallery visit to be :inplrtant 800 worthwhile; interesting 800 
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mAPmR SIX 
DI.&ISSJOT .AR> CXHDEIClf 
'Ibis study set a.it to investigate the effects of a single 
visit to the Art Gallery of westem Australia (1'GRA.) en sane 
secx:n3ary art students. Results of the study provide evidence that 
a single visit did have an effect en the students wi'X> participated 
in the in-gallery art lessen. 1kJwever' the evidence appears 
inadequate to detennine what the specific effects were for 
irxlividual students. l'hether the effects of the ' visit are in nature 
"illuninating" (Taylor, 1987) , "iq>rinting" (Iads, 1980) , or 
produced "a:nversive or aversive trauna" (Hargreaves, 1983) in 
students cannot be discerned f:ran the results available. What the 
evidence BR;>ears to adequately provide is infanna.tiai en cxntextual 
factors ard precxnlitiais of a single Gallery visit which may 
cxntribJte to a positive or negative effect en students. 
'1he results of this study may be attribJted to the 
limitatiais of the qualitative / naturalistic research �  
used. Data for the study was collected thra.igh teacher interviews, 
dJservatiais of three in-gallery art lessens ard survey of students 
using questicxmaires in a previsit-postvisit fanna.t. A major 
feature of the research design was the enp1aSis en wi'X>le school 
g:caJp respa,ses rather than irxlividual respa,ses. Additiooally the 
analysis procedure of categorisatiai inmediately generalised 
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expectatioos am perceptioos of the Gallery visit rather than 
specific infarmaticn en individual expectatioos am perceptioos was 
d:>tained. �t needs to be cx:11Sidered "'81. interpretinj results is 
that they refer to the majority's experience of the Gallery visit 
which is not necessarily every individual student' s experience of 
the Gallery visit. Nevertheless, such results may still provide 
sane idea of students' experiences duriD:J a visit to the Art 
Gallery. 'Ibis in tmn, suggests that the stu:ly may cnly be 
extrinsically adequate to the teachers am students woo participated 
in the stu:ly. 
Refl.ectims 
Based en existinj theoretical argunents cited in the 
literature it was initially believed that different school groops 
trDJl.d have different expectatioos am perceptioos of Gallery 
visits. Likewise, teachers am students wc:w.d also have different 
expectatioos am perceptioos of the Gallery visit. Even tlnigh. they 
came fran different schools, studied different Art syllabi am had 
different pirposes far visitinj the Gallery, evidence suggests that 
teachers am students fran the three sdxx>ls have m111u1 
expectatioos am perceptioos of the Gallery am the Gallery visit. 
A significant firm.rg was that teachers am students tlnigh.t 
seeinj original art -..ozxs am learnin;J nore aboot art were the main 
features of Gallery visits. As well, Art Gallery visits are 
perceived to be nore :relevant to the theory side rather than the 
practical side of art learnin;J. Fran the nature of respooses it was 
also feud that the Gallery visit initiated by sclxx:>l durinj school 
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learning at sclxx>l, am an oc::casien for the oognitive am affective 
d:>jectives of art syllabi to be realised. SUCh cx:mralality between 
scmols suggests that different groops may share the same ideas, 
i;m=poses am � relatiDJ to a Gallery visit regardless of their 
particular sclxx>l' s unique characteristics. 
Interview results imicate that teachers perceive a single 
Gallery visit as a valuable experience for students. It is a 
cn111onl.y held view arrongst art educators that the art educatien of 
all students, of all ages, is important for their general educatien 
am that the art gallery experience shcw.d be provided for all 
students. 'lbe three art teachers in this study held the belief that 
the gallery experience of seeing original art wmks makes for nore 
oc:uplete learning aboot art. Because of c:a,straints placed en 
sclxx>ls, Gallery visits may not be made available to all students 
sinply because mt all students clxxJSe to study Art am Gallery 
visits are generally restricted to thJse students studying Art. 
Based en infanna.tien f:ran teachers in this study, it catl.d be that 
Gallery visits during sclxx>l :tnJrs may cnly be available for 
students participating in Art cn.irses perceived to be nore important 
than other art cn.irses offered at sclxx>l. ( Scoool A am c were 
involved with the Tertiary Fntrance Examinatien ['IEE] Art CXXJrSe, 
am Scoool B with an introductory Art CXXJrSe). In view of the 
realities of the teachers' am students' situatien, this practice 
� justifiable am verifies the fact that Gallery visits will 
remain a fanna.lised affair for nost seooodary sclxx>ls. 
'lbe teachers in this study identified such sclxx>l related 
c:a,straints en Gallery visits as, the sclxx>l timetable, transport 
am student cxmnibnents to other subjects. en accamt of these 
J)\ .  ' 
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ca,straints, teachers feud other ways of prarotinJ the Gallery 
experience as part of art learniBJ. cne way was to encoorage 
students to g:, durin;J their own time, at weekends ard durin;J school 
J:cl.idays. Teachers A ard C encooraged their students to use the 
Gallery in their own time. Advertisi.rg Gallery related events ard 
placi.rg the oous al students seem to be alternatives to takiD;1 
students to the Gallery duri.rg school haJrs. Nlat this suggests is 
that teachers adapt to their school' s characteristics, ard within 
the limitatioos iJrlx)sed, fioo the occasial or means of makiD:J the 
Gallery experience part of the art educatial they offer. 
'Ihe faregoi.rg further suwarts the theoretical argunent cited 
in the literature: that school ard gallery related ca,straints make 
gallery experiences initiated by teachers duri.rg school haJrs rare 
events far both teachers ard students. In view of this, any 
opportunity far a Gallery visit duri.rg school haJrs nust be made 
relevant ard worthwhile far teachers ard their students, ard this 
often means that teachers make the visit an occasial when syllabus 
d:>jectives can be realised. 'lhis is evident in the respcnses of 
Teachers A ard C ard their Year 12 TEE students wtx> visited the 
Gallery far reasoos related to the TEE Art tq>ics. Based al 
respcnses, it was awarent that with Gallery visits related to TEE 
Art syllaoos requirements, teachers ard their students viewed the 
Gallery visit as an extensial, reinforcement or a carplement to art 
learniBJ at school. Such a reasoo far g:,i.rg to the Gallery may be 
interpreted by sore art gallery educators cited in the literature as 
undenn:ininJ the true value of Gallery experiences far the Gallery 
becanes nothi.rg nore than a classroan. But what has to be taken 
into ca,sideratial is that f:ran the teacher' s ard school' s 
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perspective, regular Gallery visits are inpract.ical am so the visit 
related to art learniBJ at sch:X>l. is ci:wioosly nore \tOrl:hwhile than 
the ooe that is rx:>t. Additiooally, with AGRA providing educatioo 
services specifically related to particular TEE Art syll.aoos tq>ics, 
then TEE Art teachers am their students w::w.d a:ru;eguently view the 
Gallery am Gallery visits in the light of achieving course 
requirenents. 
'lhe study ccnfinned that the Art Gallery as a whole is 
perceived by teachers to be a valuable educatiooal resoorce for both 
teachers am students. Teachers B am C stressed that the Art 
Gallery am the educatioo officers are valuable educatiooal. 
resoorces for teachers as nuch as for students. Art teachers, in 
CXJmrn with other subject specialists are expected to be 
knowledgeable in their field, rut respooses fran Teachers B am C 
aclax:Mledged deficits in knowledge aboot art. No matter h::M lcng 
teachers have been teaching they still need professiooal. iqut am 
the Gallery is perceived as a place that can provide teachers with 
awropriate visual am literary resoorces am �to-date infoxmatioo 
oo art. 'lhese findings seem to partly support the arg\Dellts of sane 
gallery educators cited in the literature that teachers use the 
Gallery am Gallery visits witlnlt the needs of leamers in mirxl rut 
to suwlanent their own their own "aesthetic deficits" (Newsan am 
Silver, 1 978). Teachers B am C' s use of the Gallery visit for 
their own needs as 111.lCh as for their students' achievement does rx:>t 
awear to be inteooed as a selfish notive as sane gallery educators 
w:xtld suggest. Instead their actioo supports the argunent that 
teachers' realising their own educatiooal needs as well as leaxner 
needs, CX11trirutes to effective teaching am learning. 'Any 
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q:.portunity to exparn teachers' krx:Jwledge in their field, or to 
exterd their SUR>lY of educatiooal resairces, may be perceived as a 
p:JSitive actien tCMards nore effective teaching arrl student 
learn.mJ'. 
'1he teachers' perceptioos en the (educatiooal) value of the 
Art Gallery cx:uld be interpreted as haviI¥3 been biased due to the 
direct relevance of Gallery educatien services to their Art 
ormxanmes. Even tlnJgh there were ally two Year 12 gra.ips involved 
in the study, the three teachers were involved with teaching the TEE 
Art syllahJs tc.pics : "'lhe Heidelberg Sclxx:>l" or "Australian Art 
Since 1940''. '1hese tc.pics ha.wen to be th:>se which the Gallery can 
adequately support thraJgh the educatien services they provide 
because many of the art � for special study are in the Gallery' s 
pennanent oollectien. In the light of this it can be assumed that 
teachers involved in teaching these tc.pics woold naturally perceive 
the Gallery arrl Gallery visit to be important arrl worthwhile; 
interestiI¥3 arrl enjoyable; arrl useful. Ard for the same reascns, 
their students studyiI¥3 these tc.pics may also perceive the Gallery 
as important arrl worthwhile; interestiI¥3 arrl enjoyable; arrl useful. 
Results of ooservatioos of the in-gallery art lessoos suggest 
that the majority of students experienced the visit to be 
interestiI¥3 arrl enjoyable. H::Jwever, ooservatien procedures 
oollected infonnatien en students' external behaviour arrl not what 
the students actually experienced. In view of the structured 
characteristic of the in-gallery art lessen it cx:uld have been the 
fonnat that kept students en-task as nuch as the oc:ntent. No 
evidence exists which adequately describes whether students' 
feeliI¥3s were in accord with their external behaviour. It can be 
[ 
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assmed that such infannatien wculd be provided in extended 
respooses to questiamaires tut oot all students provided extended 
respooses, and so it was difficult to cttain evidence aboot every 
student' s expectaticns and percepticns of the Gallery visit. Nil 
respooses and, vague and ant>igtDJS respooses anitted fran the data 
analysis, may have cane fran students who had a vivid and 
enlightenin;J experience or a negative experience of the Gallery 
visit. No evidence exists that describes the percepticns of the 
Gallery visit fran students who did rx>t respood. 
'1he result of nil respooses has sane influence en the extent 
to whidl interpretaticns of available respooses may be attrituted to 
the "'1ole sdxx>l. groop. Of research designs reguiriDJ extended 
respooses, Best ( 1983) explains that respcnlin:J to a written 
statement is very difficult far sane and it is possible that true 
experience may rx>t be what the :respcnjent provides tut a vague idea 
of their experience. In view of this, nil respooses may be 
attrituted to factors influencinj the imividual' s ability to 
oaiplete the questicnnaire such as: changes in tenp:xrary 
characteristics brooght en by participatien in a sb.dy or perscnal 
health; the imividual' s level of CClll1llnicatien skills or the 
piysical, social and psycoological cxnliticns uooer whidl the 
questicnnaire was oaipleted. 
Alternatively, it is possible that tlnse who did rx>t respood 
may have been ir¥li viduals who experienced sttcn3 positive or 
negative effects of the Gallery visit such as "cx:nversive or 
aversive trauna" (Hargreaves, 1983, p. 141), or "inarticulateness". 
Hargreaves explains that the state of "inarticulateness" can 
naturally follow a "cx:nversive trauna". For sanea,e who has just 
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had a st:rc:D3 positive experience of an d:>ject or event it may be 
difficult to describe the experience in � am so the persoo. 
enters the state of "inarticulateness". '1here is also the 
possibility that the effects of a Gallery visit may 1'X>t be 
discernable by the student imnediately after the experience. If 
this is the case then it 'WCXlld be even harder to describe the 
experience in writing. In a&litioo, students providing 1'X> respooses 
may have experienced strooger positive or negative effects f:ran the 
Gallery visit than trose wh:> did provide respooses. In view of 
this, the possible meanings behim nil respooses shalld be borne in 
mind when interpreting results. 
Ole of the subsidiary research questioos was: ''Does the 
Gallery visit meet teadler am students needs?". In view of the 
data f:ran teacher interviews aie ocw.d say that teachers' needs are 
met by the Gallery visit by sinply offering a programre that is 
directly relevant to the d:>jectives of their art programre(s). 
Available student respooses indicate that sb.rlents generally 
expected to see original art works am leam. sanething fran the 
visit. 'lhe nature of postvisit respooses suggest that sane 
students' expectatioos or needs were 1'X>t met by the Gallery visit. 
After the visit sane students f:ran School A expressed 
dissatisfactioo with the visit. Similarly School B stooents' 
respooses after the visit were nore divergent am their extended 
respooses varied nore than the other scoool gzoups. Such evidence 
suggests that individual leamers' needs may 1'X>t have been met by 
the Gallery visit. 'Ihese outcx::mes may be attril::uted to factors such 
as: individual respcxise to elements within the Gallery visit; the 
perceived significance of the visit; or the fact that dissatisfied 










students may have had unrealistic expectatioos of the Gallery 
visit. In CXDtrast to results f:can School A and B, results fran 
School C sl'XJW oorrelaticn between previsit and postvisit respooses 
which cx:uld be interpreted as an irxlicaticn that the majority's 
expectatioos of the Gallery visit were met. 
Data fran q>er1 cbservaticn CXDfinns that "rollaboraticn" is a 
factor which CXDtribltes to ootoanes of the visit. Results provide 
evidence to suggest that "col laboraticn" (Macleod, 1 985) between 
sch:x:>ls and the Gallery may have been a factor influenciDJ students' 
satisfacticn or dissatisfacticn with the Gallery visit. CiJservaticn 
results provide evidence to suggest that the cxmcept of 
"roll aboraticn" occurred before and duriDJ the Gallery visits in 
varyiDJ degrees. Results suggest that rollaboraticn between Gallery 
staff, such as educaticn officers and gallery guides, and between 
educaticn officers involved with the same sda>l groop needs to be 
CXDSidered as nuch as "rol l aboraticn" between educaticn officers and 
art teachers when pl.armm3' and arganisiDJ a Gallery visit. 
Fran data rollected fran cbservaticn of School A students it 
appeared that there may have been little or oo oollaboraticn between 
the educaticn officer and Teacher A. '!here appeared to be little 
evidence of any attenpt by either party to clarify leamer needs. 
In additicn, there appeared to be little or oo rollaboraticn between 
the two educaticn officers involved with School A. Qle cx:uld say 
that this factor cx:uld have been respaisible for sane student 
dissatisfacticn with the visit. Evidence of student dissatisfacticn 
appeared in the exteooed respa,ses with expressioos such as: "the 
lecture offered oothin:J new to existirvJ koowledge and uooerstammJ 
of the tcpic", and that "there was oot enaigh time provided for 
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viewin3 the paintings relevant to the 'IEE Art syll.arus topic". 
Pemaps if collabaraticn between educaticn officers occurred durin:J 
the planning of the visit then all students \tOlld have had an 
adequate ano.mt of time far viewin3 and talking aboot the actual art 
works, and so there may have been fewer expressiCXlS of 
dissa.tisfacticn fran students. 
School B' s visit cnJl.d be described as two separate visits 
far it was the teacher' s intenticn far students to be exp:>sed to a 
general toor as well as an activity-based Gallery experience. 'As it 
tumed ait, three gallery guides and an educaticn officer were 
involved with the students and q>eri d:JservatiCX1S suggested that the 
gallery guides and the educaticn officer were unaware of the 
prograrrme the other covered or intended to cover with the students. 
Because of this it may be speculated that any overlaps of 
infcmnaticn, or cxntradictiCX1S of infcmnaticn students may have 
received fran their experience with both parties \tOlld have provided 
the appropriate ciro.mstances far students to turn off fran the 
Gallery experience. 'As Lankford ( 1984) and Taylar ( 1987) have 
argued, over-1:x:Jlbamnent of auditory or visual infcmnaticn can be a 
definite turn off far sane students. As well as this, exposure to a 
Gallery toor and lecture far two boors withalt a break may have been 
too nuch far sane both piysically and mentally. Closer 
collabaraticn between Gallery persamel. en what each was to oo and 
cover with the students may have resulted in a nore effectively 
coordinated two ln.lr visit limitin:J the possibility of these 
undesirable effects. 
In cxntrast to Schools A and B, results fran School C provide 
evidence of the ooosequerx:es of an appropriate degree of art teacher 
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am educatim officer oolJaboratim to sustain student interest am 
positive attituies for the visit. 
Interpretatims of the evidence of student satisfactim am 
dissatisfactim seem to support the theoretical arguments an::erning 
gallery-sclxx>l oollaboratim. Evidence fran cx:ntextual factors of 
the visit also suggests that oollaboratim between Gallery persamel 
is necessary if a sin:jle Gallery visit is to be a worthwhile 
experience for all students. In view of the sin:jle Gallery visit 
durin;J school l'nlrs beiD:J a rare event for nost students am 
teachers, then art teachers am educatim officers need to be 
CCl'lSCicus of the need for oollaboratim. 
'lhe existence or ncn-existence of oollaboratim may IX>t be 
the mly factor influenciD:J students' experience am respmse toward 
the Gallery visit. Postvisit exterxled respmses provide evidence 
that aspects of the Gallery visit such as: individual preference 
for art works; perceived role of the educatim officer; respmse to 
educatim officers am respmse to the plysical am psyciX>logical 
envircuuent of the Gallery may cx:ntrirute to the nature of the 
student' s overall experience of the Gallery visit. Open c:hservatim 
results also provide evidence of cx:ntextual factors of Gallery 
visits that may set the prec:x:nlitims for students to experience 
positive or negative effects fran the visit. Factors such as: the 
day of the week; the time of day; the weather; the tra velliD:J 
cxnlitims to the Gallery; the school subjects students are missing 
because of the visit, their attitudes towards those subjects; the 
length of the visit am finally the nature of each individual' s 
previcus Gallery experience (such as Scb:x:>l C' s experience of the 
Scb:x:>ls Ccnference ooe week prior to the visit) . 
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'1he nature of the farecpin;J may be coosidered as providin;J 
the precxn:litioos for a positive or negative Gallery experience. 
'lhis together with the media coverage of Gallery related events at 
the time of the Gallery visits may have influenced students' 
perceptioos of the Gallery visit. It was durin;J these three Gallery 
visits, that the arrival of the "Five Masterpieces" exhibitien in 
Perth, which had been tairin;J Australia, was extensively advertised 
en televisien, in newspapers, en city billboa:rds and in sclxx:>ls. 
Further publicity was provided by news headlines made by a groop of 
protesters woo oojected to the b.lsiness practices of the o,mer of 
the "Five Masterpieces" and syml:olically tunied the water fCll.ll'ltain 
red. 'lhese events which occurred at the time of these Gallery 
visits in August and Septeni>er 1 989, may have had sane affect en 
students and produced atypical results. 
Limitatioos of the Resemdl Metoodology 
In aiklitien to the cxntextual factors elucidated in the 
foregoin;J, the identified limitatioos of the research methodology 
suggests that the nature of respcnses fran students and teachers may 
have also been influenced by extranecxJs factors, predaninantly 
expectancy effects and pretestin;J. 
'!he possessien of any krnilledge ca,ceming the nature and 
p.irpose of the study may have provided participants with clues en 
how they were expected to respad. Evidence of research methodology 
limitatioos suggested that teachers' and sb.rlents' respcnses were 
influenced by expectancy effects. It was predicted that all 
teachers woold have different perceptioos of the Gallery visit . 
Results do not appear to suwcnt this predictien for there are no 
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significant differences between teachers' perceptioos, however, 
teachers' respcnses may have been influenced by expectancy effects. 
'1he teachers in this study were chosen because they planned to take 
their students to the Art Gallery for an in-gallery art lessen 
durinJ the time the research was cxnructed. Fran verbal and written 
infonnatial teachers knew they were to be participatinJ in a study 
of their perceptioos al Gallery visits in relatial to Art 
Fducatial. Students also knew they were involved in a study of 
their views and experience of the farthcx:ming Gallery visit and this 
may have influenced their resp:rlS8S .  'lhese circumstances may have 
made teachers and students respood in a way that they tl'nlght was 
expected of them rather than genuinely respcoling to the Gallery 
visit. Such factors further strengthen the belief that this study 
can ally be extrinsically adequate to teachers and students in the 
study. 
Students' respcnses watl.d have also been influenced by 
pretestinJ. '1he research design in a previsit-postvisit fonnat may 
have provided sb.rlents with ideas of lD7 they think they shoold be 
respaxling before and after the visit, and particularly lD7 they 
think the researcher expected them to respood. A time lapse of oo 
nore than a week between the pretest and posttest for Sch:ol A and C 
and bo l'nlrs for Sch:ol B provided the circumstances for students 
to remain familiar with the items and their respcnses al the 
pretest. In view of this, it is possible that students respcn:led to 
the pretest rather than the Gallery visit. '!here is also the 
possibility that durinJ the carpletial of questioonaires the 
students may have been influenced by their teacher and peers to sane 
degree. As the questioonaire instn.tnents coold oot be adequately 
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pilot tested, it is difficult to dete:anine whether or 1X>t the 
instrunents aoo imividual items adequately gathered informatioo. 00. 
students' expectatioo.s aoo perceptioo.s of the inp:>rtance aoo 
worthwhileness; interest aoo enjoyment; aoo usefulness of the 
Gallery visit. ()Jestioo.naire items may have inadequately measured 
students' perceptioo.s of the Gallery visit. Students may have been 
respc:nli.ng instead to elements such as, expectatioo.s, pretestiD}, 
teacher or peer influence or previous experience. 
No other study oo. the same topic exists which uses the same 
research instruments aoo procedures used in this study. 'lhe 
ncn-starmrdised nature of research instrunents, questioo.naire items 
aoo procedures further decreases the quality of data as measures of 
student perceptioo.s. 'Ibis further threatens the adequacy of results 
aoo limits the extrinsic adequacy of the study to those who 
participated. 
In the light of the foregoing limitatioo.s of the research 
methodology, it is possible that the research procedures used may 
IX>t have been the no.st appropriate for gatheriD} informatioo. m 
students' aoo teachers' perceptioo.s of a Gallery visit. 
Reo 111,emtials for Further Investigaticn 
en the Research Ta>ic 
Based oo. the foregoiD} identificatioo. of limitatioo.s, a 
replicatioo. of the study with nore std.IXJent research procedures, 
with particular regard to aaninistering instrunents to subjects is 
reocmneooed. SanpliD} procedures for the study m:xlified with the 
introductioo. of cx:ntrol variables such as subjects with aoo withalt 
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the krxMledge that they are participati.DJ in a study \t01ld increase 
the replicability of results. :a. IIV"ff"A C!+-r;..vu:m+- nTY"Y"I 
develq>i.DJ research instrunent(s) which adequately measure students 
perceptioos is also needed. �ly, instrunent develq;:ment for 
measuri.DJ student perceptioos c:ntld be the fcx::us for future research 
CD the topic. 
'lhe ootcanes of this study leads to questioos that may form 
the basis for future research into the topic of Gallery visits arxJ. 
Gallery experiences. 'lhe si.DJle Gallery visit does have sane sort 
of positive or negative effect (s) CD students as a gra.ip rut what 
effect(s) does it have CD the individual student? Are the effects 
of a si.DJle Gallery visit different for boys arxJ. girls? What are the 
the specific precxn:litioos that produce such effect(s)? ReflectiCD 
CD the results of the study has suggested that the experience of an 
ci>ject or event is different for individual students no matter h:,w 
slight such differences may be. Fcx::usi.DJ CD the Gallery 
experience (s) of individual students rather than wtx>le sclxx>l gra.ips 
may provide nore specific arrl vivid infonnatiCD CD the effects of a 
Gallery visit CD individual students arxJ. the precxn:litioos for such 
effects. 
'lhe study provides infonnatiCD of three art teachers' 
perceptioos of the Art Gallery arrl Art Gallery visits in relatiCD to 
Art FducatiCD; h:::Mever, what are other art teachers' perceptioos of 
the Gallery arrl Gallery visits? I:o other teachers also view seei.DJ 
original art worl<s arxJ. leanrlng aboot art as the main fcx::us of 
Gallery visits? A study of a cross-sectiCD of art teachers catl.d 
establish whether or not there is a CXJ111cnl.y held view CD the value 
arxJ. relevance of the Art Gallery in Art F.ducatiCD in Westem 
Australia arrl Australia. 
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'l'he literature en rruseun and art gallery visits and educatien 
refers to a variety of views and q,inicns of gallery educators en 
the art gallery' s educatiooal. respoosibility to schools and 
students. 'Ibis study did not coosider the percepticns of educatien 
officers en the Art Gallery experiences they provide students. What 
oo local educatien officers think aboot Gallery visits by schools 
and the Gallery's role in the art educatien of students? 
'Ibis study focused en students' expectaticns, percepticns and 
experience of a structured in-gallery art lessen. 'l'he:re are many 
other ways students can experience the Gallery. For exanple, 
unstructured visits managed by art teachers, geoeral tairs with 
gallery guides, a single visit or a series of visits. 'l'hese 
alternative metoods of experiencing art lr«Xks in the Gallery need to 
be studied. 
Cb'lsideratien of the above t:q>ics for further research into 
Gallery visits may provide illuninating informatien en this 
pierx:mencn for art educators and Gallery educatien officers. 
Qmclns:iai 
In sunnary, this study places existing theoretical argunents 
en gallery visits and art educaticn in a local ccntext. Ole of the 
main intenticns of art educatien may be said to be aboot getting to 
kro, and better urderstand and appreciate visual art. ViewinJ 
original art lr«Xks then beoanes central to art educatien and the 
specialised nature of the Gallery provides the q,tinum envi:Iaanent 
for that pirpose. 'Ibis study faro that the Art Gallery is 
perceived by the art teachers and their students as a place for 
scholarship. ft'bre specifically, the Art Gallery visit provided in 
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the secxn:Jary school cxntext is perceived by teachers and students 
as an occasial for leamin;J abalt art throogh seeirg original art 
lCI'ks and this was regarded as the main reascn for Gallery visits. 
'!he experiences of the art teachers reinforced the fact that 
the school structure inl)OSeS limitaticns al oppcn.tunities for 
students to experience learnirg in envira111ents other than the 
classnx:m or school. Because of this, 'any exposure is better than 
lOle at all' seems to be a general p:>licy for Art Gallery visits 
durirg school ln.irs. In spite of the difficulties, visits to the 
Gallery were perceived by the teachers in the study to be a valuable 
part of art educatial and the visit provided an cg>artunity for 
teachers and students to leam nore abalt art. For these teachers, 
the Art Gallery of westem Australia exists as an :inp)rtant resoorce 
centre for Art Fducatial in westem Australia. 
Based al students' respcnses it aroears that imividual 
students within a school groop oo have different experiences of the 
Gallery visit. '!he nature of students' experiences of the Gallery 
visit can be predanimantly attrihlted to imividual expectaticns; 
interests; perceptial of significarx::e and relevance to art studies 
at school; and imividual respaise to the nature of cxntextual 
factors within the Gallery visit. As well, the short tenn nature of 
the sirgle Gallery visit naturally restricts what can be seen or 
dale, and so not all students' expectaticns and needs may be met 
fran cme visit. 'Ibis reinforces the inp:ntance of ooJ Jabaratial 
between visit organisers, particularly for sirgle Gallery visits. 
Cbllabaratial will produce the nost effectively coordinated Gallery 
visit and the uooesirable effects of the restricticns of a sirgle 
Gallery visit can be overcane by effective plarming. 
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Students generally expected to see original art wmks and 
learn nore abcut art. Fran the experiences of the students in this 
study, the in-gallery art lessen aweared to be the awzopriate 
structure far a sin'jle Gallery visit if students are to have an 
effective sin'jle visit. '!he nature of in-gallery art lessa,s can 
provide the q>tinun ciram9tances far students to experience the 
nost rut of original art wmxs at the Gallery within limited time . 
.Additiooal.ly, this educatial-officer-directed Gallery experience 
provides the q>tinun situatial far students to learn nore abcut the 
art wmks in the ocntext of the Gallery. In the ocntext of an 
in-gallery art lessen students experienced the visit al the 
Gallery' s own terms even thaJgh the tq,ic or ocntent covered was 
(far b«> scooals) directly related to art learning at school. 'lhis 
iooicates that art prograame and syll.aoos ci>jectives do mt have to 
be left at school or watered dcMrl far students to experience the 
Gallery al its own terms as well as learning related to Art at 
school. 
Expressioos of dissatisfactial with the sin'jle visit aweared 
nore ocntent related than metmd related. '!he majority of students 
wh:> expressed dissatifactial with the visit identified this to be 
ocntent based and particular to the visit. '!hey did mt disniss all 
Gallery visits as a waste of time which iooicates that the art 
students in this study perceived goin'j to the Gallery durin'J or rut 
of school time to be a -..orthwhile experience, despite any 
dissatifactial with the Gallery visit just experienced, or specific 
expectatioos mt havin'j been met by the visit. 
'!he ciramstances of an in-gallery art lessen proved 
favairable far the majority of students in the study. '!he majority 
. I 
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of students f:ran each sclxx>l. gra.ip were ooserved to be en-task 
thralghait the visit indicatiDJ that the structure of an in-gallery 
art lessen is advantageoos for directiD:J and maintainirg students' 
interest en a particular aspect of the visit. In tum, the majority 
of student respooses suggested that the visit was fam to be 
inportant and t«nthwhile; interestiDj and enjoyable; and useful. 
Sane of the significant reasa,s for this were: students fam the 
Gallery persamel helpful and friemly; they learned sanethirg aboot 
art; they d:>tained further specific infonna.tien for their art 
studies; they were able to see original art \tOiks or they sinply 
enjoyed the visit. Aoo., under cx:nliticns based en their experience 
of the Gallery visit or individual situa.tien, students generally 
reported that they 'WOUld ( if they did IX>t already) visit the Gallery 
in their own time even if it were just for a major exhibitien that 
af{)eal s to them. 
'Ibis study which was oc:ncerned with the effects of a visit to 
the Art Gallery fam that IX>t every students' experience was 
p:JSitive bit it proved to be t«nthwhile for the majority. 
Ac.xx>rdingly, this study provides evidence of sane inmediate effects 
of the Gallery visit which are IX>t necessarily indicative of the 
1� tenn effects. �ther students had a p:JSitive or negative 
experience, the tzue value of the visit 'WOUld IX>t be known to 
students inmediately after the visit. 'Ibis 'WOU1d IX>t have been 
inmediately awarent to all students and so 'WOUld IX>t have been 
revealed in respooses to questioonaires. '!here is the p:JSSibility 
that the visit may be raneni>ered in later life as an inportant or 
special event, and cnly then may the students OCl'lSider cxntinu:iB] 
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the Gallery experience. In view of this, the stooy may atl.y 
irxlicate sh:J:rt-term effects am carn:>t measure or even predict 
rescranoes in later life. 
APPIRllX ca 
� IB1'Dm GlVEH '10 ARI' 'IFACJDR, 
Dear Art Teacher, 
As part of my Hooalrs study at the West.em Australian College of 
Advanced F.ducatiCD I am OCllductiDJ research into '!he Effect of an 
Art C'"'fl] ]  ery Visit CD Sane Se!!J)gqry Sclml Students. 
'!he pirpose of this letter is to request for ya.Jr oooperatiCD aoo. 
participatiCD in the study as '!he Art Gallery of West.em Australia 
has informed me that an art teacher aoo. art students fran ya.Jr 
school plan to visit the Art Gallery in the near future. 
'!he study involves gatheri.BJ infonnatiCD fran students thraJgh 
questicnnaires designed in a previsit-postvisit fonnat which ask for 
students' expectaticns aoo. percepticns of the forthocming Gallery 
visit. '!he pretest will be aanin:istered at school aoo. sha.tl.d take a 
maxinun of fifteen minutes to oarplete. '!he posttest will be 
adninistered at a time oawenient to yoo aoo. similarly will take a 
maxinun of fifteen minutes. Both tests involve respooses to seven 
questicns. 
Yoor percepticns CD the educatiCD service( s) provided by the Gallery 
is also an inp:>rtant ocntrihltiCD to the study aoo. the cg;x:>rtunity 
for a fifteen minute interview with yoo, with ya.Jr pennissiCD to 
audiotape \tOl1d be greatly awreciated. 
I 'WOOl.d like to :inpress upcn yoo that all infonnatiCD collected fran 
ya.Jr school persamel will be treated with strict cx:nfidence aoo. 
arxnymity. N:> perSCDal infonnatiCD is required fran irdi viduals or 
schools. All collected data relevant to ya.Jr school is ya.Jr 
prq,erty aoo. a ccpy of the final report will be sent to yoo if 
requested. 
Yoor oooperatiCD aoo. participatiCD will be greatly awreciated as 
there has been oo research cxn:lucted into the effects of school 
visits by students to the Art Gallery of West.em Australia. '1he 
FducatiCD staff at the Art Gallery has kindly agreed to oooperate 
fully with me in the study. 
I can be ocntacted at lune CD 246 2657 shoold yoo have any queries 
regardinJ this matter. 
Yoors Sincerely, 
ELIZA LE:AK> 
B.Fd. (lbls) student, 
West.em Australian College of Advanced E'duca.tiCD, Mt Lawley canp.is. 
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APPIR>IX '111) 
INS'.llUHUS PCB. �, 
� Mm 1ND!RVIEH, 
Dear Student, 
'lhe Art Gallery of Western Australia has infonned me that you will 
be visiting the Art Gallery in the near future. 'Ibis is an 
invitatioo. for you to participate in a stu:ly oo. Art Gallery visits. 
Yoor views oo. the � Gallery visit ard what you experience fran 
it are very iq;>ortant. \b.11.d you please c:x:111?lete the attached 
questioo.naire by reading each statement carefully then circle 
whether you: S'mOG..Y AGmE, AGmE, DISAGREE or smcn:;LY DISAGREE, 
with the statement ard give reascns why in the space provided. 
'1here is rx> need to provide yair name or any other infonna.tioo.. 'As 
part of the stu:ly you will be asked to OC11plete another 
questioo.naire, similar to this ooe, after yair Gallery visit. 
'lhank you for taking the time to read this. 
Yoor participatioo. ard cx::q>eratioo. is greatly awreciated. 
Yoors Sincerely, 
E. I..F.AN) 
Western Australian College of Advanced Fducatioo. 
1 1 1  
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PRE.VISIT �  
Please circle whether yoo.: 
S'IRHiLY AGm:E, AGm:E, DISlamE Q3. S'IRHiLY DISlamE 
SA A D S> 
with the foll� statements aoo give reasais why in the space 
provided. 
1 . '!he Art Gallery of Western Australia will be a nice place to visit . 
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reasais for the above: 
2.  'lhis visit to the Art Gallery is really �t. 
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reasais for the above: 
3.  '!he original art works will be the no.st enjoyable part of the visit. 
SA A D S> 
Explain your reasais for the above: 
4 .  'lhis visit will help me with my CN1 art work. 
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reaBCl'lS for the above: 
5 .  'lhis visit will increase my umerstanding of art works .  
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reasais for the above: 
6.  Nlat the educaticn officer will say aboot art works will help me to 
uooerstaoo them. 
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reascns for the above: 
7.  I w:::w.d never visit the Art Gallery in my CN1 time. 
SA A D S> 
Explain yoor reasais for the above: 
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PCm'VISI'l' � 
Please circle whether yen: 
S'IR('.H;LY AGREE, AGREE, DISAGmll:: CR S'IroG,Y DI� 
SA A D SD 
with the follc:MiDJ statements and give reasa,s why in the space 
provided. 
1 . 'Ihe visit was a waste of time. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasa,s far the above: 
2. 'Ihe original art WOJ:ks were the no.st enjoyable part of the visit. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasais far the above: 
3. 'Ihe visit will help me with my own art �. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasc11S far the above: 
4. 'Ihe visit increased my uooerstandm;J of art WOJ:ks. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasais far the above: 
s. What I heard about art WOJ:ks helped me to uooerstand them. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasais far the above: 
6. 'Ihe Art Gallery of westem .Australia is a nice place to visit. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasais far the above: 
7. I WOJI.d like to visit the Art Gallery in my own time. 
SA A D SD 
Give yair reasa,s far the above: 





F.agerly or imnediately a:mnerx::es independent activity related to 
task. 
� independently - cmoses particular works to study after 
independent selectiCD. 
Puts ham up. 
Volunteers far activities. 
Respcrlds p:rarptly to instructicns (st:q>s, lod<s, listens . .. ). 
Fager to respcro to questioos related to task. 
Asks questicns related to task. 
Participates in discussiCD - offers ideas, ocmnents, takes 
ootes. 
Passive 
SUstains cbservatiCD of art wxx(s) . 
Attentive to FducatiCD Officer ( eyes focused CD him/her) • 
Keeps close to FducatiCD Officer, fralt of the gnq, or close to 
art 
wxx in focus. 
Listens attentively to what peers have to say in relatiCD to 
task 
( eyes focused CD speaker) • 
Respcrlds to art works, FducatiCD Officer, mments and ideas 
with synl)athetic gestures (rms, smiles, raises eyebrows, 
points . . . ).  
Off-task 
Active 
o:ntinues with activity ].a,g after task in focus has changed. 
Talks to neighboor abrut sanething unrelated to task. 
Asks guesticns, makes mment that is trivial or unrelated to 
task. 
Distracts neighboor ( gigglinJ, nudgm:J, chattinl .. • ) • 
Fiddles with pens, papers, etc. 
Reluctant to cx:mnence independent activity. 
Reluctant to independently select art works far independent 
study. 
Behaviour receives a warnir¥,1 fran FducatiCD Officer or Teacher. 
Passive 
Inattentive to F.ducatiCD Officer or Art N:n'k (lod<s arouoo the 
rcx:m, faces floor, ceilinJ . • . ) .  
Distracted fran task by peers, passer-bys, etc. 
Displays unsynpathetic gestures towards art works, FducatiCD 
Officer, ideas, ocmnents by peers (sighs, rolls eyes, frowns, 
shakes head • • •  ) • 
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fDll!JXU <Jr (JES'.l'ICH, P(R 'IPACJll!R DifDmVlEW 
• li:M often do yai have an opportunity to use the educaticn services 
provided by 1GIIA ? 
. l'llat educaticn services do yai 11DStly use ? 
• waJl.d yai like to use them nore often ? 
• Do yai think there is a need for 1GIIA to provide educaticn 
services for schcx::>ls ?  
• In general, do yai think what is presently provided useful to Art 
Fducaticn in Western Australia ? 
. Is there an� yai \tDll.d like the Gallery to provide en tq> of 
what is already provided ? 
. li:M inp)rtant are Gallery visits to leamir¥J abalt art ? 
. Niat is the � behind yoor visit to the Art Gallery ? 
. li:M will this visit be useful to yoor art programne ? 
. Will it be a valuable experience for yoor students ? li:M ?  
. Will it be useful for yoor students ? In what way ? 
• Are the educaticn services provided by 1GilA inp)rtant to yai as a 
teaching resooroe ? 
. If yai ooold char¥J8 an� abalt the Gallery what \tDll.d yai 
- - ehange? 
. If yai coold char¥J8 an� abalt Gallery visits what \tDll.d yai 
char¥J8 ? 
.APeR>IX 'lBmE 
'mBl.ES CP RESllQ&S 'IO PAR!' OE AR> 'DO CP rftM 2 
Table 3. Part cne. Item 2: Students' Expectatioos ard Perceptioos of the Inp)rtance ard �leness 
of the Gallery Visit 
School Previsit Postvisit 
1 2 3 4 * 1 2 3 4 
A 30 . 0  60 .0  1 0 . 0  . . . . . . . .  26 .0  63 .0  1 1 .0 . . . .  5 .0  
* 
(6) (1 2) (2) (5) (1 2) (2) ( 1 )  
B 1 1 .0 
(2) 
C 62 . 0  
(8) 
72 .0  1 7 . 0  
(1 3) (3) 
38 .0 
(5) 
Ori-square = 9 . 748 
P = 0 . 1 63 
. . . .  . . . . 44 .0  50 .0  
(8) (9) 
62 . 0  62 .0 
(8) (5) 
Ori-square = 8 . 288 
P = 0 . 21 8  
. . . .  
Note: 1 = Sb:algly Agree; 2 = 1>,gree; 3 = Disagree; 4 = Sb:algly Disagree; * =  No Respcnse 
6.0 
( 1 )  
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Table 4 .  Part Two. Item 2 :  Students' Expectatioos am Peroeptioos 
of the !np)rtance am tbrthwhileness of the Gallery Visit 
Categories of Respooses 
Previsit 
School A 
1 • Will be helpful for studies in Art 
% (f) 
40 . 0  (8) 
2 .  Will carplement am reinforce knowledge of art \IQtKS .  30 . 0  (6) 
3 .  Will help with understaooinl of different art \IQtKS 
am artists in Art History . . 20 . 0  (4) 
4 .  Will give nore insight into art . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . 0 ( 4) 
5 .  An cgxntunity to see paintir¥3s beiD3 studied in real 
life . . . . . . . . . 
6 .  It is n:)t that :i.np)rtant . 
7 .  No respoose 
School B 
1 • Will leani nore abrut art am artists 
2 .  can see different types of art . • . . . . 
3 • Help inprove own art \IQtKS • • • • • • • 
Able to see real art \IQtKS 
No, "Art is n:)t ilrp::D:tant" 
School C 
1 . SeeiD3 the original art \IQtKS will be nore helpful for 
10 . 0  (2) 
10 . 0  (2) 
10 . 0  (2) 
55 . 5  (10) 
22 . 2  (4) 
11 . 1 ( 3 )  
studies than Iix>tooopies . • • • • • . . . . . 69 . 2 ( 9) 
2 .  'lb increase knowledge of paintir¥3s beiD3 studied . . .  23 . 1  (3) 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 81. 5  (School A); 95 . 4  (School B); 
84 . 6  (School C) . 
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Table 4. Cootinued 
categories of Respooses 
Postvisit 
Scoool A 
1 • Had an q,portunity to view the originals of the art 
� l:::>eirllc:J' stooie:i • • • • • • • . • • . . . • 
% (f) 
35. 0 (7) 
2. Cart>lemente:i am reinforced existirllc:J' knc:Mledge • . • •  25. 0 (5) 
3. Yes, rut :oot ernigh time was spent oo the roost relevant 
( discussirllc:J' am viewinJ particular art �) . 25. o ( 5) 
4. Cbtained sane helpful infonnatioo 
5. It was interestirllc:J' am enjoyable . 
Scoool B 
1. It was interestirllc:J' 
2. Uxlnlt different ways of paintirllc:J' 
3 . Uxlnlt sanethiIVJ • • • 
4. Uxlnlt a lot a.boot Art 
5. Enjoye:i myself • • . • 
"It was barirllc:J'" 
Scoool C 
1 • Uxlnlt a lot a.boot the artist am the paintirllc:J' we are 
stooyirllc:J' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 
2. Uxlnlt nore a.boot the paintirllc:J' t:hralgh seeirllc:J' the 
m-igirla.l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3.  No Respa1SE! . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . 
'1he r.ecturer was helpful am fantastic 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 88. 5 (Sclxx:>l A); 81. 8 (Sclxx:>l B); 
92. 3 (Sclxx:>l C). 
15. 0 ( 3 )  
10. 0 (2) 
27 . 7  (5) 
22. 2 (4) 
22. 2 (4) 
16. 6 (3) 
11. 1 ( 2 )  
46. 2 (6) 
38. 5 (5) 
15. 4 ( 2 )  
Table 5. Part c:ne. Stments' Expectatioos and Perceptioos of the 
Usefulness of the Gallei:y Visit 
SChool Previsit Postvisit 
2 3 4 * 2 3 
� 
A 21 . 0  74. 0  5 .0  5 .0  15 .0  70 .0  1 0 . 0  
(4 )  ( 1 4 ) ( 1 )  ( 1 )  (3 )  ( 14 )  (2)  
4 
B 39. 0  44 .0  1 1 .0 6 . 0  33 .0  39 .0  22 .0 6.0 
(7)  (8)  (2 )  ( 1 )  (6)  (7)  (4) 
C 46.0  46 .0  8.0 46.0  38.0  1 5 . 0  
( 6 )  (6) ( 1 )  (6)  (5)  (2)  
Chi-scµire • 5.518  Chi-square =  7.820 
P = 0 . 479 P = 0 . 252 
� 
A 35 .0  65 .0  1 5 . 0  70 .0 10 .0  
(7 )  ( 1 3) (3 )  ( 1 4 )  (2) 
B 22 .0  67 . 0  1 1 . 0  33 .0  50 .0 1 1 .0 
(4 )  ( 1 2) ( 2 ) (6) (9) (2) 
C 62.0  31 . 0  8.0 69 .0  31 .0 
(8) (4 )  ( 1 )  (9 )  ( 4) 
Chi-square • 7.356 Chi-square = 12 .082 
P = 0 . 289 P = 0 . 060 
Il:al.Ji 
A 15 .0  65 .0  20 .0  20 .0  65 .0 
(3 )  ( 13 )  (4 )  (4)  (13)  
B 24 .0  76 .0 6.0 28.0  56.0  17 .0  
(4)  ( 1 3 )  ( 1 )  (5 )  ( 10)  (3 )  
C 69.0  23 .0  8.0 92 .0  8.0 
(9)  (3)  ( 1 )  ( 1 2) ( 1 )  
Chi-aquare • 15 . 490 Chi-scµire • 19 .056 
P • 0 .017  P • 0 .004 
Note: 1 • Strcngly Jtqree; 2 • Jtqree; 3 • Dillagree; 4 • Strcngly Dillagree; * • M) Re8pal8e 
( 1 ) 
6.0 
( 1 ) 
1 0 .0  
( 2 )  
5 .  
5 .  
5. 
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Table 6. Part Two. Item 4: Students' Expectatioos and Perceptioos 
of the Usefulness of the Gallery Visit 
categories of Respooses 
Previsit 
Sch;:x:>l A 
1 . May ci>tain ideas and infarmatiai ai methods and 
tecimiques artists use • • • • • • • • • • • 




3. May help increase art interpretatiai skills . . 1 0. 0 ( 2) 
4. '!he visit is relevant to my CN1 art \tDI.'k at present . 1 0.0  (2) 
5. No Respoose 
Sch;:x:>l B 
1 • Will be able to see different types of art and h::M 
'they ltllere c3clle: • . . . • . . . 
1 0.0  (2) 
44.4 (8) 
2. '1he art works may provide ideas . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 2 ( 4) 
3 . It will help to inpJ:ove and develq> art skills . . . . 16. 7 ( 3) 
No, - will ally be loddDJ 
Sch;:x:>l C 
1 . May be inspired through seeinj teclmiques and 
ideas used in original art works • • • • • 
2. '!he visit will help in understarxling and rement>erinj 
61. 5 (8) 
'the paintinJs beinJ stu:lied in Art History . . . . 23. 1 ( 3) 
3 .  No Respoose • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15. 4 ( 2 )  
It is inp)rtant to see the original paintinjs 
Inter-Rater Reliabilility = 86. 9 ( Scoool A) ; 83. 3 ( Sm:x>l B) ; 
84. 6 (Scoool C). 
Table 6. Ccntinued 
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categories of Respooses 
Postvisit 
Sclxx>l A 
1 . It might. Saw the originals up close and the 
tec:::tniqlJeS \JSeCi . • • • • • • • • • . . . 
% (f) 
30. 0 (6) 
2. '1he visit will help studies in art and own art -.«>rk • 20. 0 (4) 
3. '1he lecturer suggested sane possible metoods and 
tec:::tniqlJeS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 • 0 ( 4 ) 
4. It was inspirirv;J . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 1 0 . 0 ( 2) 
NJ, - I have rx> desire to paint 
Sclpol B 
1 . Saw different ways art can be dcne . 
2. can help develq> my art skills . . • . 
3. Increased my uooerstanding of art 
4. Learnt aboot different types of art 
5. NJ, an- teacher sl¥JWS us how to draw • • 
NJ, did rx>t see any paintirv;J denalstratioos 
Sclxx>l C 
1 . Saw ideas and tec:::tniQlleS \JSeCi by the artist which may 
33. 3 (6) 
27.7 (5) 
1 6. 6  (3) 
11 • 1 
11 • 1 
(2) 
(2) 
influence and inspire my own -.«>rk • • • • • • • • • 53 . 8 ( 8) 
2. '1he visit was inspirirv;J • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15. 4 (2) 
NJ, we did rx>t do any practical -.«>rk 
'1he paintirv;J is lmrelated to my current -.«>rk 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 80. 0 (Sclxx>l A); 86. 4 (Sclxx>l B); 
84. 6 (Sclxx>l C). 
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Table 7. Part Two. Item 5: students' Expectatioos aoo Perceptioos 
of the Usefulness of the Gallery Visit 
Catecpries of Respa,ses 
PJ:evisit 
School A 
1 • �tunity to view the art works in m:,re detail 
to further understaoo them aoo the artist 
2 .  Will increase koowledge aoo understandirv;J of 
artists aoo art works • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 • t.lls\JJ:e - ti'la.ybe • • • • • • • • • • 
4. �tunity to see the original 
5. Will be exposed to a variety of art works 
6. No Respcl'lSe 
School B 
1 • Will be able to see different types of art 
2. can get a g:m look at art works aoo learn aboot 
them aoo the artist • • . . . • • . . . . • .  
3. I will be able to understaoo art better fran the 
visit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
No, "I dcn' t like to understaoo art as an 
understandirv;J'' 
School C 
1 • Seeing the actual painting will enhance 
understandirv;J . . • . • • . . . • • •  
2. Sanecne discussing or explaining the painting 
will be helpful . . . . • • . . . • • . . .  
3. Will be able to see the actual art works aoo 
:tx:M they were �t together . • . . . • • . . 
4 • No Respcl'lSe • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Will increase my interest in art 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 82.6 (School A); 84. 2 (School B); 








33. 3 (6) 
33. 3 (6) 
22. 2 (4) 





Table 7. Ccntinued 
ca�ies of Respooses 
Postvisit 
School A 
1 . Seein} the original was helpful . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. It increased my understandirv;J of artists and 
art � . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .  
3. Gave me nore informatioo aboo.t the art � . . 
4. Lecturers gave new ideas oo l¥JW to lock at art 
� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5. '1he lecture was informative and helpful . . . . 
6. Reinforced existin} k:ncMledge of artists and art 
� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
7. No. Did oot increase existin} k:ncMledge and 
understandirv;J . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .  
School B 
1 . I k:ncM and understand no.re now • 
2. Learnt aboo.t the art � and the artists' 
teclll'l.iqtleS • • • • • • • • • 
3. I.earnt l¥JW to lock at art � . . . . 
4. '1he guides were helpful and informative 
5. can now identify different art � 
It>, "It is still lxlrin}" 
School c 
1 . '1he lecturer was informative and explained the 
art work well • . • • • • . • • • • • • . 
2. No �  • • • • • • •  
3. Saw the actual paintin} 
4. Bein} exposed to other viewpoints helps when 
fonning yoor own q,inioos . • • . . • • . . 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 82. 6 (School A); 82. 6 (School B); 
91 . 7 (School C). 
% (f) 
25. 0 (5) 
25. 0 (5) 
1 5. 0  (3) 
1 5. 0  (3) 
1 0. 0  (2) 
1 0. 0  (2) 
1 0. 0  ( 2 ) 
44. 4 (8) 
1 6. 7 ( 3 )  
1 6. 7 ( 3 ) 
1 1  . 1 (2) 
1 1 . 1  (2) 
38. 5 (5) 
38. 5 ( 5 )  
30. 8 (4) 
1 5. 4  (2) 
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Table 8. Part Two. Item 6: Students' Expectatioos and Perceptioos 
of the Usefulness of the Gallery Visit 
Catec;pries of Respooses 
Previsit 
Sch:x:>l A 
1 . He or she will provide backgroond info:rmatien 
en artists and art works to help 
awreciatien of them. . . . . . . . . . . 
2.  He or she will help increase my knowledge and 
understandin;J of art works . . . 
3. t.klsure; not necessarily . . . . . . . . 
4. No Respc:nse . . . . . . . 
5.  He or she may offer different ideas and 
viewpoints to ooosider aboot art works 
'"Ibis will depeoo en whether I understand 




1 . He or she will explain the art WOJ:k so that 
I may understand it and the artist nore .  
2 .  He or she WCXJ.ld know nore aboot the art WOJ:k 
and the artist . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"He or she can help me learn" 
Scrool C 
. . . 
1 . 'lhey will t:lxlrooghl.y explain and provide backgroond 
info:rmatien en the painti.BJ and artist . • . • 
2 .  'lhey may help me see thiB3s I can easily overlcx:»c 
when lcrld.ng at a painting • • • • • • . . . 
3 .  'lhey may have different q,inioos of the art WOJ:k 
which wool.d be helpful when fanning my own 
. . 
Yes, sane lxxlks are difficult to understand and the 
lecturer uses language that is easier to understand 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 84 . 2  (Sdxx>l A); 94 . 1  (Scrool B); 
85 . 7 (Sdxx>l C) . 
% (f) 
25 . 0  (5) 
25 . 0  (5) 
20 . 0  (4) 
15 . 0  (3) 
10 . 0  (2) 
55 . 6  (10) 
11 . 1 (2) 
46 . 1  ( 6 )  
15 .4  ( 2 )  
1 5 . 4  ( 2 )  
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Table 8. Ccntinued 
categ::xries of Respooses 
Postvisit 
Sdx:>ol A 
1 . 'lhe lecturer provided helpful backgroord 
infonna.tiCD ard viewpoints CD particular 
artists ard art wcn:ks . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. It increased my koowledge ard urderst.arxliBJ 
3. No. We had covered the infonna.tiCD already, it 
offered nothing new • • • • • • • • • • • • 
·�t I heard was clear ard ocncise" 
School B 
1 . 'Ibey explained the art l«:>rk nore 
2.  'lhe guides were infonna.ti ve • • 
3. I heard alot of backg.rol.Jrx3. infonna.tiCD al:nlt the 
painting ard artist . . . . . . • • • • •  
4 .  No, I have � to read • •  
School c 
1 . 'lhe back.groooo infonna.tiCD given CD the artist 
was helpful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 .  ExplanatiCDS were good ard helped with aw.reciating 




1 0. 0  ( 2 )  
38 .9  (7) 
11 . 1 ( 2 )  
1 1 . 1  ( 2 )  
1 1 . 1  ( 2 )  
30.8 (4) 
23 . 1  (3) 
3 .  Hearing different point of views was helpful • . . • • 15. 4 ( 2) 
'"Ihe lecturer was koowledgeable ard carmmicated well'' 
Yes, seeing the actual art l«:>rk also helped 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 80.0 (Scix:>ol A); 88. 2 (Scix:>ol B); 
90. 9 ( Sdx:>ol C) • 
Table 9. Part ()le. Students' Expectatioos and Perceptioos of the Interest 
and Enjoyment of the Gallery Visit 
School Previait Pcstvisit 
2 3 4 * 2 3 4 * 
!ta!..! 
A 40 .0 60.0 25 .0 70 .0 5.0 
(8) ( 1 2 )  (5 )  ( 1 4 )  ( 1 )  
B 6.0  89 .0  6 . 0  33 .0  61 .0 6.0 
( 1 )  ( 16 )  ( 1 )  (6)  ( 1 1 )  ( 1 )  
C 31 . 0  69 .0  54 . 0  46.0  
( 40 )  (70) (70 )  (6) - ---- --- - --
Oli-square • 7 .550 Oli-square • 4 .406 
P = 0 . 273 P = 0 .622 
.ll.a!...J 
A 40 . 0  50 . 0  1 0 . 0  30 . 0  50 .0  15 .0  5 . 0  
(8) ( 1 0) (2)  (6)  ( 1 0 )  ( 3 )  ( 1 )  
B 18 .0  41 . 0  29 .0  1 2 . 0  6 . 0  17 .0  33 .0  28.0  22 .0  
( 3 )  (7 )  (5 )  ( 2 ) ( 1 )  (3 )  (6)  (5)  (4) 
C 69. 0  31 . 0  46 . 0  38. 0  1 5 . 0  
(9)  (4 )  (6)  (6) (2) ----------- -- --------
Oli-square • 1 4.413 Oli-square • 1 1 . 048 
P = 0 .025 P • 0 .087 
.llm..1 
A 35 .0  55 .0 5 .0  5 .0  25 .0  70 .0  5 .0  
(70 ( 1 1 )  ( 1 )  ( 1 )  (5 )  ( 14 )  ( 1 ) 
B 28.0  1 7  .0 44.0  1 1 .0 28.0  28 .0 28.0 1 7  .0 
(5 )  (3)  (8)  (2 )  (5 )  (5)  (3 )  (3)  
C 62.0  23 .0  1 5 . 0  54. 0  46.0 
(8) (3)  (2 )  (7 )  (6 )  - ------ --- --- -- --- -
Oli-square • 15 .841 Oli-scpu:e .. 4.406 
P • 0 .015 P • 0 .622 
M:lte: 1 • Stroogl.y Agree; 2 • Agree; 3 Disagree; 4 • Stroogl.y Disagree; * • N:> Respoose 
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Table 10 . Part Two. Item 1:  Students' EKpectatioos arrl Perceptioos 
of the Interest arrl F.njoyment of the Gallery Visit 
categories of Respooses 
Previsit 
School A 
1 . Has interesting original art woxks arrl exhibitioos 
2.  Will get to see the "real" art woxks 
3.  It has a pleasant atm:,sp'lere . . • . . 
4 .  It will be a char¥}e fran ncmnal. activity arrl 
erivim1ue�r1t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5 .  '!he wilding arrl surra.mdings are interesting arrl 
bea.uti ful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6 .  :t«:> Respcnse . . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . 
7 .  Will be � to be able to waooer aroond am lock 
8.  :t«:> Respcnse 
School B 
1 . Will be able to see different paintings 
2 .  I lOYe Art . I am interested in Art 
3 .  It will be a �  experience 
4.  It has � art to see . . . .  
5 .  It is a nice place . • • • • 
walking aroond locking at pictures will be boring 
School C 
1 .  We will get to see the "real" art woxks rather than 
% (f) 
50 . 0  ( 10) 
30 . 0  (6) 
25 . 0  (5) 
15 . 0  (3) 
15 . 0  (3) 
15 . 0  (3) 
10 . 0  (2) 
10 . 0  (2) 
33 . 3  (6) 
22 . 2 ( 4 )  
16 . 7 ( 3 )  
16 . 7 (3) 
11 . 1 (2) 
IX1C>�ies • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 61 . 5 ( 8 )  
2.  It has interesting architecture arrl a nicely set ait 
intei:-i� . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . 15 . 4 ( 2 ) 
It is "interesting" nore than nice 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 89 .6  (School A); 81. 8  (School B); 
92. 8  (School C). 
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Table 10. O::ntinued 
ca�ies of Respooses 
Postvisit 
Sclpol A 
1 • Has a pleasant abiosple:re and envirainent 
2. Has a variety of interestin;J art works and 
exhibi tiais to see . . . . • . . 
3. 'lhe staff are friendly and helpful . . . 
4. 'lhe visit was interestin;J and enjoyable 
5. It is an interestin;J hrllfilB1 . . . 
6. It is educatiooal and infcmnative 
7. No Respoose 
School B 
1. I enjoyed myself, it was a 9X,)d experience . 
2. It is an interestin;J place . • • . • . • . . 
3. Has a variety of interestin;J art works to see 
4. 'lhe staff are friendly . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5. It is a nice place . . • • . • . . . . . . . • .  
No, it slrul.d have paintin;J dem:nstratiais 
School c 
1 • No Respoose 
2. 'lhe hrllfilB1 is nicely set a.it and oanfortable 
% (f) 
40. 0 (8) 
20. 0 (4) 
15. 0 (3) 
15. 0 (3) 
15. 0 (3) 
10. 0 ( 2 )  
10. 0 (2) 
33. 3 ( 6 )  
22. 2 ( 4 )  
22. 2 (4) 
16. 7 (3) 
11. 1 (2) 
38. 5 (5) 
to walk ara.ni in . . . . . . . . . . . 30 .8  ( 4) 
3 • Has a 9X,ld abiosple:re • • • • • 
4. 'lhe art works are well displayed . 
5. Has a variety of 9X,ld art works 
30. 8 (4) 
30. 8 (4) 
23. 1 (3) 
6. Has roan to view paintin.;Js fran a 9X,ld vantage point • 15. 4 ( 2) 
' 'Nice" does :rx:>t describe what the Gallery is like 
Yes, but suspicioos attendants make me feel 
uncx::mfortable 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 88. 5 (School A); 82. 6 (School B); 
90. 0 (School C). 
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Table 1 1  • Part 'IWo. Item 3: Students' Expectatioos am Perceptioos 
of the Interest am Fnjoyment of the Gallecy Visit 
categories of Respcxlses 
Previsit 
School A 
1 • Will have a better idea of the art KXtk fran 
seeing the arigina.l . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 .  'Ibis will depend en irdi vidua.l preferences for 
art works • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 .  It will be gcod to see hcM the artist painted it 
am put it together • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. No Resp:nse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
5 .  Seeing the origina.l will be a special irxlividual 
e>q:>er1erx::::e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 




1 5 . 0  (3) 
1 5 . 0  (3) 
1 5 . 0  (3) 
1 0 . 0  (2) 
1 .  'lhe originals will show the artist' s feelings better . 27 .8  (5) 
2 • 'Ibey will be interesting • • • • . • . . • • • . . 16.  7 ( 3 )  
3. It is better to see the originals than px,tocx:pies • •  1 1 . 1  ( 2 )  
4 .  No, many other paintings may also be interesting • 
5. I like original art works • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No, they will be o1a am boring 
School C 
1 .  We will see originals rather than px,tocx:pies am 
reproductioos . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • • •  
2. Will better urxlerstaoo. the artist' s intenticn fran 
seeing the original . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 .  'Ibey are the nost enjoyable part of the visit . . 
We will be lcrldng at KXtk by fanOJS people 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 86 . 6 ( Sclxx>l A) ; 88 .  9 ( School B) ; 
92 .8  (School C). 
1 1 . 1  ( 2 )  
1 1 . 1  ( 2 )  
46 . 1  ( 6 )  
30 .8  (4) 
15 . 4  ( 2 )  
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Table 1 1 . o:ntinued 
categories of Respcnses 
Postvisit 
Sclxx>l A 
1 . SeeiBJ the originals will be nme helpful and 
infcmnative for art studies than px,tooopies and 
reproductiCDS . . • • . . . .  
2. '1he art works were iq>ressi ve • • . . • . . 
3. It was nme enjoyable seeiD.;J the originals • .  
4. No. '!here were many other art works I liked rather 
% (f) 
50. 0 (1 0) 
20. 0 (4) 
1 5. 0  (3) 
than those we lcxj(ed at . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  1 0. 0  (2) 
SeeiD.;J the originals makes studyiBJ art nore relevant 
Yes. '!here was nothing new in the lectures and 
discussiCDS 
Sclxx>l B 
1 . No. M:JdeJ:n art is better 
2. No. 'Ibey were all 9)0d and interestiD.;J . . . 
3. It was 9)0d seeiD.;J sane fanous art works .  
4. I liked the original art works • • • • • • • . 
''Nice to krx::Jw yoo are l.ock:in;J at the original" 
No, "I like craft better" 
No, "It was like a lag lecture" 
Sclxx>l c 
1 . Got nore infcmnatioo fran seeiBJ the original than 
fran px,tooopies ooly . . • . . . . • • • . 
2. it is fascinatiBJ lcrld.r¥] at the "real" thing . . 
"SeeiD.;J the original as well as lea:rm.B1 aboot the 
history and the artist helped in unders� 
the paintiBJ'' 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 95. 2 (Sclxx>l A); 94. 1 (Sclxx>l B); 
92.3 (Sclxx>l C). 
1 6 .7  (3) 
1 1 . 1  ( 2 ) 
1 1  . 1 
1 1  • 1 
(2) 
(2) 
53. 8 ( 7 )  
1 5.4  (2) 
-_ ,  
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Table 12. Part Two. Item 7: stooents' Expectatioos aoo. Perceptioos 
of the Interest aoo. Fnjoyment of the Gallery Visit 
Categories of Respcnses 
Previsit 
School A 
1 • It is nore enjoyable aoo. relaxing in yoor own time 
2. I already visit in my own time . . . . . . . . . 
3. Yes, if there is an interestirg exhibitioo I want 
to see . . . . . . . . . . 
4. Yes, I 'I011d enjoy it . . . . 
5. No Respoose . . . . . 
6. Yes the Gallery is interestirg aoo. helpful 
Yes, if I had the time aoo. transport 
SChool B 
1. I love art aoo. artists' different ideas 
2. Yes, rut transport is a prd:>lem • • 
3. I have been before aoo. enjoy goirg . 
4 • tlrlsure • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5. No, I have other oc:mni bnents 
6. No, it is a waste of time • .  
Yes, rut "my parents den' t take me" 
No, I "can see this art anywhere" 
SChool C 
1. Yes, I enjoy lcrldng at art \tOZks 
2. Yes, if an exhibitioo interests me 
. 






'lhe Gallery is interesting, especially if ycu krXlW 
sane of the t«n'k 




Inter-Rater Reliability = 80.9 (SChool A); 80.0 (SChool B); 
92. 3 (SChool C). 
% (f) 
25. 2 (5) 
20. 2 (4) 
15. 0 (3) 
15. 0 (3) 
15.0 (3) 
10.0 (2) 
1 6 .  7 ( 3 )  
1 6 . 7  
11 • 1 
11. 1 
(3) 
( 2 )  
( 2 )  
11. 1 (2) 
11 • 1 ( 2 )  




Table 1 2. Cgrl;inued 
Categories of Respooses 
Postvisit 
Sch;x>l A 
1 . 'lbere will be nore time to l.crlt at art � being 
stulied as well as others • • . . . • • • . 
2. I already visit in my own time • • • • • • 
3. 'lb see new and interesting exhibitioos . 
4. It is an interest!BJ and educatiooal place . 
I enjoyed myself en this visit 
Visit!BJ the Gallecy is always enjoyable 
Scoool B 
1 .  I enjoyed myself 
2. 'lb see nore of the Gallecy and the art . . 
3. I have been before and enjoy it 
4. Yes, rut transport is a problem 
5. It has g:xxi art . . . . . . . . 
6. No, I ooold not g:> throogh it again 
No, I g:>t tired 
Deperxls if I feel like it at the time 
Sdxx>l C 
1 • No Respcnse 
2. Yes, to lex»{ withoot be!BJ restricted by time and 
% ( f) 
30.0 (6) 
20.0 (4) 
1 5.0  (3) 
1 0.0  (2) 
22. 2 (4) 
1 6. 7 (3) 
1 1 . 1  (2) 
1 1  . 1 
1 1 . 1  
1 1 . 1  
( 2 )  
( 2 )  
(2) 
38. 5 (5) 
sctxx>l • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 23 . 1 ( 3 ) 
3. can better understand and awzeciate it in yoor CMn 
time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4. Yes, if there are �  or an exhibiticn I really 
"1allt to see . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'lhe visit was interest!BJ 
'lhe Gallecy is a nice place, relaxing and enjoyable 
Yes, to see the Gallecy again 
1 5.4 (2) 
1 5.4 (2) 
Inter-Rater Reliability = 84. 2 (Sdxx:>l A); 83. 3 (Scoool B); 
90. 0 ( Sdxx:>l C) . 
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